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Introduction 

Origin 

The concept of fuzzy space is due independently to 

Poincare [zo, 2t, 22, z3] and Zeeman [3:, =z, =3]. (Poincare 

used the term "physical continuum", Zeeman the term 

"tolerance space". I have reluctantly introduced a 

third expression since my attempts to generate a 

vocabulary from either of these have all proved 

impossibly unwieldy. ) Both were led to it by the 

nature of our perception of space, and both adapted to 

it tools current in topology. Unfortunately, neither 

examined the application of these tools in complete 

detail, and as a result the argument from analogy 

was somewhat over-extended by both. The resemblances 

to topology are strong; the differences are sometimes 

glaring and sometimes subtle. In the latter case the 

difficulties produced by a topologically-conditioned 

intuition can be severe obstacles to progress. 

(Certainly, having been reared mathematically as a 

topologist I have found it necessary to distrust any 

conclusion whose proof is not painfully precise. ) 

For this reason many of the proofs in this paper are 

set out in somewhat more detail than would be natural 

in a more established field. For this reason also I 

have here not only set out the positive results I 

have so far obtained in the subject but, for the 

benefit of topologists, elaborated on the failures of 

analogy with topology where a more succinct exposition 

would have ignored them as dead ends (e. g., in Chap. I, §2). 
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Apologia 

The reasons for studying fuzzy spaces are various. 

Firstly, they are all around us. With all five and 

more sensest and - even in principle - with instruments 

we discover a limit of discrimination. (To measure in 

centimetres to fifty decimal places would require an 

energy of 20,000,000 metric tons [* ]. This represents 

as severe a breakdown of the concept of 'arbitrarily 

short length' as the predictions on black-body radiation 

were in the classical theory of radiation. A fortiori, 

distinctions depending on an infinite number of 

decimal places, such as that between the rational and 

irrational flows on the torus in dynamical system 

theory, become absurd when considered as physical 

statements. ) This gives rise to a relation of 

'indistinguishability' which is reflexive and symmetric 

but intransitive. Unlike the Euclidean plane or 

pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, then, fuzzy spaces occur 

as objects of direct experience. (Philosophical aside: 

this is not assertion that, necessarily, the objects 

of perception have an intrinsic existence. Deny that 

they have - even assume solipsistically that nothing 

outside yourself exists - and you can still perceive 

your illusory perceptions to constitute a fuzzy space. ) 

Secondly, the concept of 'preserving indisting, ishability' 

is a far better formalisation of the intuitive idea 

f E. g. hearing, touch, taste, smell, bodily position, 
sight, time. The last two illustrate particularly 
aptly the fuzzy basis of our perception of con- 
tinuity: stand away from a row of dots and see a 
line; go watch a movie. 
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of continuity than is the topological one. This 

does not of course apply to the intuition of most 

readers of this paper, who have been as thoroughly 

conditioned to topological continuity as the 

mathematicians of the Eighteenth Century were to the 

parallel postulate. But I can explain the basic 

definitions and theorems of fuzzy geometry to an 

economist over a beer, in contrast to the term or 

more necessary to convince a reasonable proportion of 

mathematics freshmen about 'real' functions that are 

discontinuous at every rational but continuous 

everywhere else. (Intuitionists of course are 

unconvinced again; they claim that all real functions 

are continuous. intuition says things can break. ) 

Etymologically, one would suppose the more intuitive 

a concept, the less teaching necessary, and vice versa. 

The requirement of 'preserving indistinguishability' 

may be rephrased in a form more resembling topological 

continuity as a requirement that the neighbourhood of 

the image of a point must have the neighbourhood of 

the point mapped into it. 

Thirdly, fuzzy spaces are a topic as rich in mathematical 

interest for its own sake as topology, and potentially 

as wide and various in application. Just as many 

mathematical structures other than the original Klein 

bottles and similar curiosities have a topology, in 

a natural manner that is useful in studying them (one 

might mention the successes of topological techniques 

in algebraic geometry), an intransitive reflexive 
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symmetric relation is an object that may arise in 

any context, and the techniques discussed here may 

be of use. A possible example is considered in 

Chap. VI, §3. 

Finally, for some centuries differential equations 

have been used in ever more descriptions, even 

where the assumption of infinite divisibility (necessary 

to define the differential) has been known to be 

untrue, as in fluid mechanics and electronics. These 

are now increasingly being solved in practice 

numerically by approximation by finite difference 

equations. Finite observations are thus being handled 

by finite computation to give finitistic, approximate, 

answers, which are all that can in any case be tested. 

But this admirable procedure is justified by the use 

of differential equations: To remove this singularity 

it is necessary to construct the appropriate general 

framework for finite difference equations, corresponding 

to the theory of differentiable manifolds for the 

differential case. There is much work to be done before 

it can be asserted that fuzzy spaces fully provide such 

a framework, but the results of Chapters III and IV, 

in providing a first coordinate-free expression of 

results in the calculus of finite differences, show 

some promise in this direction. 

This paper, inUvitably, is open-ended, and in its later 

parts every question answered or result proved suggests 

further work. A paper of 174 pages, or twice that, 

can no more hope to be exhaustive on fuzzy geometry 

than could a paper of similar length on general, 

algebraic and differential topology together. 
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Organisation 

Chapter I discusses general structure and covers basic 

theorems that or more or less analogous to those 

central theorems of general topology that are not 

concerned with the different ways of not being locally 

nasty. Fuzzy spaces cannot be locally nasty, and 

hence no conditions on the spaces are necessary to 

make the product of identification maps an identification 

map, to make t1 exponential theorem hold, or (in II §) 

to make possible the existence of a universal cover. 

Connectedness and path-connectedness are equivalent, 

and a metric with integer values is intrinsic. 

Chapter II contains the fundamentals of the fuzzy 

analogue to algebraic topology. It consists in part 

of material such as that on the homotopy groups, 

exploring the analogy with topology, and in part of 

results intended for use in difference-geometric 

contexts later. Thus the alternating simplicial 

co homology functor recurs naturally in III §4 as the 

analogue of De Rham cohomology, and the cubical 

functor, useful in defining the Hurewicz map, seems 

to have applications also in the context of commuting 

vector fields, though this is not yet clear and is 

not developed in the text. The theory of covering 

spaces in §7 models closely the topological case for 

l. p. c., l. s. c spaces, with the interesting departure 

to be found in 11-7-1. The claims made in [5] for 

the elegance and economy to be achieved by the use of 

groupoids are borne out even more dramatically in this 

category than in the topological case. 
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Chapter III covers the foundations of the finitistic 

analogue of differential geometry. The introduction 

of matroids as a local structure seems to be found 

equally unexpected by the combinatorialist, who has 

always considered them as essentially global objects, 

and by almost everybody else, who has never considered 

them. For the differential geometer, however, V §3 

provides a large source of motivating examples. 

Discrete potential theory was established in the 1920's 

[6] as a theory on functions on square or cubic 

lattices and has continued in this setting since, the 

major innovation being the application of Fourier 

integrals [ 8,9]. In 1969 this technique was extended 

to the body-centred cubic lattice 

E (x, Y, z) EZXZx ZI (-1)x = (-I )Y = (=I )Z j. [24] 
Chapter IV generalises this theory in two ways; lattices 

are replaced by fuzzy spaces, giving a coordinate-free 

theory that covers all types of lattice as special case, 

and functions (0-forms) are extended by the consideration 

of forms of all orders. In this setting an analogue of 
Hodge's Theorem is proved, the deep methods necessary 

for the infinitistic version proving unnecessary here, 

and a number of other results established. This 

material can evidently be extended to a more general 

theory of elliptic difference operators, and it is my 

intention to do so. 

Chapter V explores the relationship between fuzzy and 

continuous mathematics. This is a larger topic than 

either, since it subsumes both, and it is not possible 

here to do more than point out some of the possibilities 
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and pitfalls. It has not been my major interest; 

the philosophy that has stimulated this work so far 

is that limits are physically meaningless and 

mathematically unnecessary, and the ideal is to 

displace Euclidean geometry in the physically small 

as Lobachevskian has displaced it in the large. 

This may be impossible , but the fuzzy-geometric 

approach to a finitistic physics seems promising, 

and at least as natural as taking space-time to be a 

lattice [21+] or replacing the real number continuum 

with a finite field [1 ]t" I shall therefore continue 

for the present to pursue it. 

Chapter VI is a coda, discussing some of the points 

for further work not already considered in the 

remainder of the text. 

I have come to realise that some of the results in the 

first two chapters could be established more economically 

by more highly-powered categorical techniques. However, 

if I were now to start rewriting this paper I would be 

disposed to write less categorically rather than more 

so, since it 
. is an unfamiliar vocabulary to some of 

those who have expressed interest in the later parts. 

t The following conjecture is due to David Fowler: 
the true base for counting in the cosmos is , for some large p, and there are (p-1) 
particles. When God wishes to end it, he will 
add another one. 
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Notations and Conventions 

The symbol 
,N 

is used throughout to denote the natural 

numbers, which are taken to include 0. 

Considerable use is made of the 'Kronecker s' 6ij 

(sometimes 6 ab , bxy etc. in context) which is 

either, according to context, a function equal to the 1 

of the context if i=j, the 0 otherwise, or the 

image of (i, j) by this function. 

A\B is used to denote the set {ala EA, at BI , 

whether or not BCA. O denotes the empty set. 

If f: X -+ Y is a function between sets (with 

additional structure or otherwise) and ACX, BCY 

have f(A) CB, then BIfIA denotes the restriction 

and corestriction of f to A and B respectively: 

the map A -* B induced by f. We abbreviate YIfIA 

to fjA , BIfIX to Bif . 
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f IA =0 means that f(a) =Ova E A. 

I have been baffled too of ten by unclarity as to 

whether f-1 (x) was an instruction to invert f or 

(f(x)) , and therefore use f`_(Y) for the set 

{x If (x) EYJ, and fý for the inverse map to f if 

it exists. 

For any surjection f, a section of f is a map g 

such that f(g(x)) =x, yx. 

Since different parts of this material may be of 

interest to readers of different backgrounds, it is 

very liberally cross-referenced, both to results and 

to definitions. 

References given in proofs for known results are chosen 

for convenience of access; no attempt is made to 

identify first appearance. The common symbol   

signifies the end or omission of a proof; in the 

case of a conjecture this is amended to 0. 



I. General Fuzz 

1. Fuzzy Spaces 
(4 

1.0. Definitions 

1.00. A physical continuum, tolerance space, or fuzzy space 

(X, ti) or (laosely) X is a set X with a symmetric 

reflexive relation ti CXxX, the tolerance or fuzzy 

on X. If (x, y) E' (which we shall also write as 

"xtiy") ,x is within fuzz of y, or indi stinguish- 

able from y 

1.01. The set N(x) = (yjxtiyl CX is the fuzzy neidibourhood 

of x in X, If ACX, the fuzzy nei ghbourhood of 

A in X is N(A) =U N(x) 
xEA 

1.02. Evidently fuzzies on a set X are partially ordered 

by inclusion. If aCt, ti is bigger than a, a is 

less than v. XxX=L is the big fuzz on a set X 

and i(x, x)lx E X} =S the little fuzz .A singleton 

will always be taken as a fuzzy space, with the unique 

fuzzy, as will the empty set. 

1.03. X is the underlying set of the fuzzy space (X,, c) , 

and a set-theoretic map to or from (X, ti) is a map to 

or from the set X. 

1 OLL. A set-theoretic map f: (X, 'r) -º (Y, a) is fuzmic if 

(f, f)ti Ca. A fuzmic map is a fuzmap or fuzmorohism. 

Evidently the set-theoretic identity on any fuzzy space, 

and composites of fuzmorphisms, are fuzmic, so that fuzzy 

spaces and fuzmorphisms form a category, which we shall 

denote by 3uz. 
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1 . 09. A fuzmap f: (X, r) -+ (Y, a) is an embedding if it is 

monic and (f, f) o= ti ,a fuzziomorphism if it has a 

fuzmic two-sided inverse (i. e. if it is an isomorphism 

in the category). 

1.06. The cardinality n(X, ti) or n(X) of a fuzzy space 

is the cardinality of its underlying set. 

1.07. A fuzzy space (X, ti) is separable or Halphen 

(cf. [14. ]) if for all x, y EX, xý y3zEX 

such that (z, x) E'0 (z, y) Yr 

1.1. Proposition 

If f: (X, ti) -+ Y is a set-theoretic map, the following 

definitions of the coinduced fuzz f*r on Y are 

equivalent, and it is well defined by each. 

.1 . 
11,. f*ti is the unique fuzzy on Y with the universal 

property that for all set-theoretic maps g: Y -+ Z 

and fuzzies a on Z 

f 
x )y 

gof\ g 

gof (Z., o) is fuzmic ,g: (Y, f*ti) -º (Z, a) 

is fuzmic. 

1.12. f*r is the least fuzzy on Y s. t. f: (X, t) -º (Y, f*ti) 

is fuzmic. 

1 .13. f*ti =6v (f 
,f 

)>c 
. 

40 
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Proof 

Denote the universal property 1.11 by p 

J) Let ly be the set-theoretic identity on Y, and 

let the fuzzy K on Y have the property p. Then 

f: (X, ti) -+ (Y, µ) fuzmic 1Y of : (X, ti) -º (Y, µ) fuzmic 

1i.: (Y, K) -º (Y, µ) fuzmic, by (p) 

it. Y, Lµ 

i. e. K is the least fuzzy on Y s. t. f: (X, ti) -º (Y9K) 

is fuzmic. If K' also has property p, the same 

argument applies, so that we have K' SK, -K C K' , 

and hence K' =K. Thus if there is a fuzzy with 

property p it is unique, and f*ti as defined by 1.11v 

if it exists, satisfies 1.12. 

ii) Any relation including S is reflexive, hence 

Su (f, f)tc is reflexive. 

(y, y') ESv (f, f)ti .y= y' 

or (y= f(x), yI= f(xt ), where (x, x') E ^c) . 

maY, =y 

or (y' =f(x'), yý = f(x), where (x', x) E t) , 

since ' is symmetric. 

(yt, y) C8v (f, f)T 

Thus öv (f, f)ti is symmetric. 

Hence öu (f, f)ti is a fuzzy. 

For any fuzzy K on Y 

f: (X, ti) -º (Y, K) fuzmic (f, f)-t CK (1.04) 

ýx Sv (f, f )ti CK 

(S CK for all fuzzies K) 
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i. e. the least fuzzy K s. t. f: (X, ti) -º (Y, K) is 

fuzmic is Su (ff)ti 
. 

:. f*'t as defined by 1.12 satisfies 1.13. 

iii) gof: (X, ti)-º (Z, a) fuzmic (gof, gof)' Ca 

(g, g)c(f, f)'r C Cr 

« (g, g)I(f, f)ti] Ca 

+º (g, g)sv (g, g)I(f, f)ti] Sa, 

since (g, g)6y C SK Ca 

aa fuzzy 

- (g.. g) [6 v (f 
of 

), r 

p g: (Y 
16 u (f, f)'t) -' (Z, a) 

fuzmic. (1.04) 

i. e. Sv (f, f)ti has property p. 

f*ti as defined in 1.13 satisfies 1.11, and 

establishes existence. Thus f* is well defined by 

1 . 11, and equivalently by 1.12 and 1.13.   

1.1lß. Corollar 

If (X, -, C) -+ Y -+ Z are set-theoretic maps, 
fg 

(go f) *'r = g* (f*'t) 
. 

Proof 

Obvious.   

1.15. Definition 

If f: X -º Y is epic, and hence the quotient map of 

some equivalence relation p (or in particular the 

relation (A x A) u6, for some ACX), the fuzzy 
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space (Y, f*ti) is the quotient space of (X, ti) by 

p (in particular, by the subset A. ) and denoted by 

(XP, T (in particular, by XÄ 
). 

Any epimorphism 

f: (X, ti) -+ (Y, o) such that a= f*r is an 

identification map. Note that for an epimorphism 

6C (f, f)ti , so that f*ti = (f, f)ti precisely. 

Similarly we have 

1.2. Proposition 

If g: Y -º (X, ti) is a set-theoretic map, the 

following definitions of the induced fuzz g ti 

on Y are equivalent, and it is well defined by 

each. 

1 . 21 .g ti is the unique fuzzy on Y with the universal 

property that for all set-theoretic maps f: Z -+ Y 

and fuzzies a on Z, 

Yg 
9x 

frý 
/goe 

Z 

gof : (Z,, c) -+ (X, v) is fugm3: c f: (Z, o) -º (Y, g ti) 
is fuzmic. 

1.22. g ti is the biggest fuzzy on Y s. t. 

g: (Y, g*ti) -º (X, ') is fuzmic. 

1.23. g*' = (g, g) " 
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Proof 

Denote the universal property 1.21 by q 

i) Let 1.. be the set-theoretic identity on Y, 

and the fuzzy µ on Y have the property q. Then 

g: (Y, K) -º (X, ti) fuzmic « go1Y : (Y, K)-º (X, ti) fuzmic 

«º 17 : (Y, K)-º (Y, µ) fuzmic, by (q) 

«ºKC µL 

i. e. p is the biggest fuzzy on Y s. t. g: (Y, µ) -+ (X, ' ) 

is fuzmic. If µ' also has property q, the same 

argument applies, so that we have µ' Cµ µCµ' , 

and hence µ= µ' . Thus if there is a fuzzy with 

property q it is unique, and g* as defined by 1.21., 

if it exists, satisfies 1.22. 

ii) (g(y), g(y)) E ti t/ yEY (t reflexive) 

i. e. (g, g)(y, y) E ti VyEY 

i. e. (y, y) E (g, g) 
ti VyEY 

": 
(g, g) ti is reflexive. 

(y, y') E (g, g) ti (g(y) , g(y')) E ti 
(g(y') 

, g(y)) E 't; ('z symmetric) 

(y', y) E (g, g) ti 

ý" (g, 'g) T is symmetric. 

Thus (9,9)+-'u is a fuzzy. 

For any fuzzy K on Y 

g: (Y, K) -* (X, ti) fuzmic (g, g)K C ti (1.04) 

+sKC (g, g) 'z 

i. e. the biggest fuzzy K s. t. g: (Y, K) -º (X, i) is 

fuzmic is (g, g) ti 

.. g*t as defined by 1.22 satisfies 1.23. 
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iii) gof : (Z, a)-+ (X, r) fuzmic <+ (gof, gof)O C ti (1.04) 

+* (g, g)o(f, f)a C 'z 

- (f, f)a C (g, g) 'c 

.afg)4- 

fuzmic. (1-04) 

i. e. (g, g) ti has property q 

:. g*ti as defined in 1.23. satisfies 1.21., and 

establishes existence. Thus g*r is well defined by 

1.21., and equivalently by 1.22. and 1.23.0 

1.24. Corollary 

(1x)*ti T. 

If Z -º Y- (X, ti) are set-theoretic maps, 
fg 

(gof)* = f*(g*ti) . 

Proof 

Obvious.   

1.25. Definition 

Note that if g: Y -+ X is injective, g 

is an embedding. If g is an inclusion, 

subspace fuzzy on Y, and (Y, g*ti) is a, 

(X, ti) . We will often in this case denote 

by ti . The fuzzy neighbourhood N(x) of 

will always have the subspace fuzzy unless 

is explicitly stated. 

g ti is the 

subspace of 

g ti also 

xE (X, ti ) 

the contrary 
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1.3. Pro-Position 

If I(Xa, tia)I is an arbitrary family of fuzzy spaces, 

the following definitions of their coproduct or 

disloint union E(ä, tia) are equivalent, and it is 
a 

well defined by each. 

ä(Xa'Ua) 
is the set-theoretic coproduct Z Xa of {Xa} 

with the co-Product fuzzy Mtia defined as follows: 
a 

1.31.2tia is the unique fuzzy with the universal property 
a 

that given any family ifa : Xa -º Z} of set-theoretic 

maps from the Xa , and any fuzzy a on Z, then where 

Ifa :ää -º Z is the unique set-theoretic map induced 

by the get coproduct structure, we have 

Z 
fR fa 

XR 

Z 

ZXa 
a 

äfa 
aXa, ätia) -º (Z, a) is fuzmic each 

fR : (XR) -+ (Z, a) is fuzmic. 

1.32. ära is the least fuzzy such that all the injections 

(Xßrtiß) (Z a, ZZM are fuzmic. 
aa 

1 . 33" ätiQ = Uu(ia, ia)r " 

Proof 

Denote the universal property 1.31. by p 

i) Let the fuzzy K on 2 X. have the property p 
a 

I,, 

4r` 
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Then for any fuzzy µ on EX, 

C. 
Each iß : (Xtiß)--º (ZX 

' L) is fuzmic « Xia : (2Xa, K)-º (YXa, µ) 
aaa 

is fuzmic, by p 

" 12X : UXaK)-+(7, Xa, µ) C 
C1aa 

is fuzmic (same map) 

40KCµ. 
i. e. K is the least fuzzy on MXa s. t. each 

a 
iß : (Xß, ti3) -+ (zXa, K) is fuzmic. 

If K' also has property p, the same argument applies, 

so that we have K' cK, KC K' , and hence K' =K. 

Thus if there is a fuzzy with property p it is unique, 

and Xtia as defined by 1.31., if it exists, satisfies 1.32. 
M 

ii) xE ýXa x= iß(x') for some (3 and some x' E Xß 
a 

r* 
(x, 

x) = 
(Ip(x') 

, 
i( (x')) 

= 
(i( 

fi/. 2) 
(xt 

, 
x' 

) 

(x, x) , 
C` (iß, ip)tiß (tiß reflexive) 

(x, x) E U(ia, ia)i . 
a 

i. e. U(ia, ia)tia is reflexive. 
a 

(x, y) EU (ia, ia)tia (X, Y) E (iß, iß)tiß for some ß 

(x, Y)= (iß, i0)(x', y') for some 

(x''y') E 'Lß 

r* (Y, x) = (iß, iß)(Y', x') 

= (Y, x) E (i(, iß)'rß (tiß symmetric) 

(Y, x) EU (ia, ia)tia . 

i. e. U(ia, im)tia is symmetric. 
CL 
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Thus V(IQ, IM)tia is a fuzzy. 
C. 

For any fuzzy K 

(Xa, ' ) -+ (ZXa, K) is fuzmic for each 
m 

ß)tiß sK for each 

V(iiCL msK 
CL 

i. e. the :. 1eäst, ' fuzzy K s. t. each 

(Xß, tiß) -ý (2Xa, K) is fuzmic is UU(ia, ia)ra " 

.. Etia as defined by 1.32. satisfies 1.33. 
Cr. 

iii) Rfp : (ZXa, 
uU(ia, 

ia), r ) -º (z, a) is fuzmic 

(äfßfßfß)(a(ia, iC)tia) 9a (1.01) 

4º U[(äfRfäfp(ia. I'C 
)tiQY] a 

«v (fa, fa. ))"a a 
a. 

(fa, fm)tia 
,sa 

for each a" 

a each fa is fuzmic. 

i. e. V'(im, is)tia has property p 
m 

:. Eti, as defined by 1.33. stLtisfie s 1-31., and 
a 

establishes existence. Thus E'ta is well defined by 

1.31-., and equivalently by 1.32. and 1.33-0 

6 

1.34. Corollary 

Each injection is; (ä, ti(L) -ý E(Xa, tia) is an embedding.   
CL 
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1 , 35. Notation 

If the indexing set Ia} is finite we may write 

CL 
ätia, ) _ (ä1 

, tic) 2 ... _v 
(Xcn, 'tan) 

_ (Xa1 2 ... _v 
X 

an , ti a1 v_ ... _v tian) , etc. 

1.36. Remark 

Even if iI: Y -º (X, ti) 1 i2 : Y2 -+ (X, ti) are the 

inclusions of disjoint subsets YJ 9 Y2 of X, it does 

not follow that 

iv i2 : (Y1 
_v 

Y2, (iIti) v (i2ti)) -ý (X, t) 

is an embedding, unless N(Y1) n Y2 G0. 

Similarly to Proposition 1 . 3. , modulo the well-definition 

of products in get (i. e. modulo the Axiom of Choice), 

we have 

1. L,. Pro-Position 

If I (Xa, tia) is an arbitrary family of fuzzy spaces, 

the following definitions of their product fl(Xa, tia) 
m 

are equivalent and it is well defined by each. 

ý 
ä(Xa, 

tia) is the set 
fXa 

with the Product fuzz 

flcL defined as follows: - 
a 

1 Ad. llr is the unique fuzzy with the universal property 
a 

that given any family ifa :Z -+ Xa] of set-theoretic 

maps from a set Z to the XQ , and any fuzzy o on 

ZP if Ufa 
C. 

:Z -+ IIXa is the unique map induced by the 

in the diet product structure, then 
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Z 

fR "fa 
a 

IIXa XR PR 
a 

IIfa : (Z, c) -* (11Xc6v1IvIm ) is fuzmic « each fß : (zoo)- NOT ) 

CL a, a 
is fluziIC. 

1242- IItia is the biggest fuzzy s. t. all the projections 
a 

PO : (IIX 
a, a'ca) 

-º (X,, tiß) are fuzmic. 

1.43. 
ätia 

= ä(PaPa) tia) 
" 

Proof 

Precisely dual to-the proof of 1 .3", this proof is left 

to the interested reader.   

1.44. Corollary 

Each projection pa : II(XM, tia) -+ (X , 'ra) is an 
a 

identification map.   

1.45. Notation 

(i) With finite indexing sets we may write 

ä(Xx, 
tic, ) = (xM1 

, 'r )x ... X(Xan, tian) 

(X x ... x Xan, tia1 . tia2. ... .i an 
) etc. aI 

The fa are as usual the factors of flfa . 
G 

(ii) By a standard abuse of "notati on, given a family 

{fa Xa -> Ya1 of fuzmaps, if pß is the projection 

fX a -º Xß we denote by Hf., the map which is, strictly, 

II(faopa) 
a 
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1 .5. Prorosi tion 

The product of an arbitrary family Ufa ýXa'ýaý ~' ýYa'o ý1 

of identification maps is an identification map. 

Proof 

(Y, y') E 
äQa 

(ýa(Y), Pa(Y')) E: as , each a 

[p : II(Ya, Ta) - (Yi ) fuzmic] 

=*>(Pa(Y), Pa(Y') E (fa)*-r 
, each a 

[fa an identification map] 

(Pa(Y), Pa(Y' )) = (faxa, fax1) for 

(xa, xä) E cc , each a. 

(Pa(Y), Pa(Y')) (faPa, (X), f P )x')) 
, 

each m, (where x, x' are uni quel y 

determined by Jpa(x) = xa) and 

Ip (x') = xäj) , and (x, x') E Ht . 
(Pa(Y), p (Y')) = (PaflfR(x), p IIfR(x')) , 

RR 
e ach a. 

(Y, Y') = (RfR, RfR)(x, x') (by the set- 

theoretic uniqueness property of the 

product), where (x, x') E II'rR 

R 
i. e. äßa C (IIf¢, IIf0)(II-C a) " 

aaa 
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But fl 2 (IIf IIf ) (n' ) (rii fuzmic) 

RRRRRR 

:. naa = (nf,, ne ) (11. ß) . mRRR 
IIfR is an identification map.   
R 

2. Fuzzy Adjunction Spaces 

The following material is included only for completeness, 

since it is far less significant than its topological 

analogue. The greatest use of adjunction spaces in 

topology occurs in the complexes of cell complexes. 

Fuzzy cell complexes may be constructed but, for reasons 

that will appear later, do not have the usefulness and 

hence importance possessed by topological cell complexes. 

I therefore state the salient facts without proof. 

2.01. Definition 

Given fuzzy spaces X, Y, Z and fuzmaps f: X -+ Y, 

g: X -º Z, the adjunction space YfugZ is defined by 

the puehout 
f 

x --ýY 

g 

1'g 

f 
Z-ýYfugZ 

The material above concerning coproducts and identification 

spaces is sufficient to ensure that Yuz has pushouts. 
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2.1. Properties of AaJuncti on Spaces, etc. 

2.11. If X --ý Z is a pushout in yuz, and 
f_ 

Y --> P 
f 

Q is an arbitrary fuzzy space, then 

XxQ >Z xQ 
(f, 1 

(g, iQ) (g, 1Q) is also a pushout. 

YxQ_PxQ 
(f, 1Q) 

2.12. If g is the inclusion of a subspace, we write 

YfuZ for Y fugZ . Then: 

2.13. If f: X -+ Z is an identification map, so is the map 

f: Y-º Yfu Z 

2.14. If Z' Y' are subspaces, of Z, Y respectively s. t. 

XC Z', f(X) C Y' , then if 

f' = (f corestricted to Y') 

the space Y' frU Z' is canonically a subspace of YfUZ 

Connectedness is not defimd until §5, but I include 

2.15. If X is non-empty and Z, Y are connected, YfugZ 

is connected. 

2.16. If YfLUgZ and X are connected, Z is connected. 

To go on to the definitions necessary to set up fuzzy cell 

complexes would be a fruitless multiplicthtion of 

technicalities. 
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3. Function Spaces 

3.01. Definitions 

Given f, g : (X, ti) -* (Y, a) fuzmorphisms, f and g 

are indistinguishable if (f, g)'c Ca. Clearly 

indistinguishability is a fuzzy on the set YX of fuzmaps 

X-Y. (Note that f is fuzmic if and only if it 

is indistinguishable from itself). This fuzzy is denoted 

by cc , and the fuzzy space (YX, ßr) , or (Y, c)(X''t) , 

is the function sace of fuzmaps X -º Y. 

The map s: YX xX -+ Y is the evaluation man. 

(f 
, 
x)º f (X)= 

", 

3. ý. Proposition 

The evaluation map is fuzmic and an identification map. 

Proof 

(i) 

.. 

(ii) 

((f, x), (g, x')) E aýU. PE=; ý (f, g) E dc & (x, x') ET (1.43) 

(f, g)(x, x') Ca (3.01) 

(f(x), g(x')) Ea 

(c(f, x), c(g, x')) Ea 

(c, c)((f, x), (B, x')) Ea. 

(s, e)(ati. ti) Ca, i. e. S is fuzmic. 

For any yEY, let fy be the map X -º Y 

X wº y 

Then if (y, y') Ea, we have 

(fy, fyt )ti C (fy, fyr )x = ly, y' }Ca, 

so that (fy, fy1) E du 
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If we choose xEX, we A (x, x) Er (reflexivity) 

and hence ((fyX) 
I 

(fy, 
, x)) C ßt. r, (1-43) 

thus by (i) (8, s)((fy, x)j(fy,, x)) = (fy(x), fyr(x)) 

_ (Y, Y') 

Thus for all (y, y') Ea, (y, y') E (e, e) (c' 
. '6) , 

i. e. a C' V(8,8) (07. 

:. by (i), a= (e, e)(ßu. ti) = c*(ar. ti) (c surjective) 

and hence E is an identification map. (1 
. 15. 

  

3.2. Proposition (Exponential Law) 

Given fuzzy spaces (Y, o), (X, ti) and (T, ß) there is 

a natural fuzziomorphism 

p: ((yX)T, (ßv)p) = (yXxT, 0 . p) 

Proof 

i) Define cp : (YX)T -+ Y, XxT 

f `+' [(x, t) - f(t)(x)] 

and y: . y, Xx T (y, X) T 

g -+ (t -+ (x -+ g(x, t)) J 
Now (f, f') E (o )p s, (f, f' )p Cä 

« (f, f') (t, t') E o, ý 
, v(t, t') Ep 

41 (f, f')Ct, t))ti C c: , V(t, t') Ea 
« 

v(t, t' )Ep&d(x, x') E ti 

Cgf, pf')CCx, t}, (x', t')) Ea, 
e(Cx, t), Cx', t')) E ti. p 

w {cpf, ýf'}(ti. p) Cß 

« C, Pf, (pf') E oý''p 
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Hence if f' =f, (gf, pf)'. p Ca, i. e. 

cpf : (X x T, ti. p) -+ (Y, a) is fuzmia. 

Thus cp is well defined. Evidently Y' is a two-sided 

inverse set-theoretically for p' so that cp is a 

bijection. Since then in particular cp is surjective, 

the equivalence 

(f, f') E (ppf, (Pf') E Q"p 

proved above shows that 

((P, CP)((Q7)p) = 0". p 

Hence also (Qu)P = (T,! )a' so that T is fuzmic. 

Thus we have a fuzmic two-elided inverse for (p , which is 

therefore a fuzziomorphism. 

ii) For any ordered triple (Y, X, T) of fuzzy spaces let 

P(Y, X, T) : (YX)T YXxT 

f -º [(x, t) - f(t)(x)J 
as above. Then for any triple 

P: Y -º Y' ,q: X' -* X T' -º T) 

of fuzmaps the square 

(Yx)T 
p(Y, X, T) 

f YXxT g 

(pq)r pgxr 

(tt. ^, ºpof (r(t. '))oq) (Y'Xt)TI YjX1xTf pogo(qxr) 
(p(YI., XIOTI 
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commutes, so that cp is a Wattmal transformation between 

the functors (covariant in the first variable, 

contravariant in the second and third); 

YXT -º 
T (,, ) (YX) 

, correspondingly on maps 

and (Y, X, T) -. + YXxT , correspondingly on maps 

. 7uz x ? uz x 3uz -> 3uz 
  

3.21. Corollary 

Given fuzzy spaces (7-, o), (X1, tii), i=1,..., n , there is 

a natural fuzziomorphism 

(... ((Yx1)X2)... ) (... ((aý1)"; 2)... )'rn 

= (yX1 xX2x... Xn, 
01 l . ti2. ... tin) 

.   

4. Pointed Fuzzy Sbaces 

4.00. Definition 

A pointed fuzzy space (X, x0 is an inclusion map 

Ix0I -º (X, ti) . x0 is the base point of (X, x0) . 

A pointed fuzmap (X, x0, t) -+ (Y, y0, Q) is a commutative 

square 

f 
9 ,0 '-- - (Y, c ) 

Uv 

IXp} 
---ºY01 
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of fuzmaps, which we will commonly identify with the 

map f. Clearly any fuzmap g: (X, r) -º (Y, cs) such 

that g(x0) = y0 defines a pointed fuzmap 

(X, x0, ti) -º (Y, y0, c1) , which we also denote by g 

We shall when convenient denote the base point of any 

pointed fuzzy space by *. 

Evidently, pointed fuzzy spaces and pointed fuzmaps form 

a category, which we denote by ? uz*. We have the 

obvious definitions of pointed embeddings and pointed 

fuzziomorphisms, and sets of definitions with equivalence 

proofs exactly as for the non-pointed case for induced 

and coinduced fuzzies in this context, together with the 

same corollaries, etc. We have proofs barely different 

from the non-pointed case Fß(3.4"-3.7)fer; -- 

Lß. 1. Proposition 

If { (Xa, xa, tia) j is an arbitrary family of pointed fuzzy 

spaces, the following definitions of their coproduct or 

wedge product V(Xa, xa, tia) are equivalent, and it is well 
a 

defined by each. 

'IX V(Xa, xa'r a) 
is the set VX =a °' with base point the 

aa (iaxa 1 

set lia, xa] , denoted by and the coproduct fuzzy 

Vtia defined as follows: 
G 
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L. 11. V' is the unique fuzzy with the universal property 

that given any family [fa : (Xa, xa) -º (Z, z0)} of 

pointed set-theoretic maps from the Xa , and any fuzzy 

a on Z, then where Vf 
a: 

VXa -+Z is the unique 
aa. 

set-theoretic map induced by the fm and the det* 

coproduct structure, we have 

Z 

fß Vfa 

xi -= ä 

VVfa : (ä 
a, 

*, Vtia) -º (Z, z0, a) is fuzmic «> each 

fß (X0, xa, tiß) ^'- (Z, z0, G) is fuzmic. 

. 12. Vtia is the leatt fuzzy such that all the injections 
cc 

iß s (XR, xß, tiR) -+ (VXa, *, Vtia) are fuzmic. 
mm 

4.1 3. VVtia = u(ia, ia)tia 
CL m 

  

4 . 14 . Corollary 

Each injection is is an embedding.   

4.15. Corollary 

V(Xa'xa''a) = 
(a(Xa tea, 

' 
liX. I as pointed fuzzy spaces. 

a\iX 
a 

1t. 2. Pronositi on 

Exactly as for Proposition 1.4., with the base point 

k 
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of II(xa, x(,, ) defined as the image of the map 
a 

IIpa , where pa :10} -* X 
M 

0 wº xa, 
  

4 . 21. Corollary 

Each projection pR : fl (X 
, xa, tia) -+ (XR, xR, tiR) is a 

pointed identification map.   

4.3. Proposition 

The product of an arbitrary family of pointed identification 

maps is a pointed identification map.   

4.4. Pointed Adjunction Spaces 

Adjunction spaces are defined for 3`uz* as for 3uz, and 

have properties 2.02. -2.05. If i: [x0ý -+ (X, ti) and 

j (Yol '' (Y, ß) are pointed spaces, 

(X, x0, ti) V (YºY0, ß) = ((X, 'L)iui(Y'ß). -[x0li j1YO}) " 

4.50. Definition 

The smash -product of a family 
m 

is the quotient space 

n ä' *a''ra 
CL 

wa 
m 

where WXý _xE 
fXXIpß(x) 

=ß for some ß}. 

If the indexing set is finite, we may denote 
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l t(Xaxatia) by 
m 

(ä 
19xa1 ,'1)A... A (ä 

n -' 
xan , (I n) 

or (X A ... X, * , ti . ta. ... . ti) , and if p 
an a1 

ng 
an 

n 
is the identification map 

ln1 
(Xi, *i'tii) - 

it 
(Xi'*i'ci) 

we denote p(xl,..., xn) by [x1,..., xn] . 

As in Top, the smash product is not a categorical product. 

The set-theoretic injection Va -º 
äXý 

is not an embedding, 

even where aE 11 
, 2] only, in which case WW(Xa'xa) - v(Xa'xa) 

a;, CL 

as sets: if (x0, x) E -c\ 6 . and. (y0, y) E a\ S, then 

(x, y) ( ti va in (X, ti)v(Y, a) , though (i(x), i(y)) E t. ß 

in (X, ti) x (Y, ß) . 

4.51. Definition 

The p ointed function space (y, y0,0) 
(X'x0''c) 

is the set 

(YX)* of pointed fuzmaps (X, x0, i) -º (Y, y0, o) , -. with base 

point the map *: X -º Y , and the subspace fuzzy from the 

. x-ºy0, Vx 

inclusion (Yx)* -º (Yx, o) 

The evaluation map e restricted to ((Y-ý, *) x (X, x0) , cam 

factors set-theoretically through the identification map 

(yX, *) x (X, xp) -+ (YX, *) A (X, xp) 

so that by the universal property of the quotient fuzzy we 

have a fuzmic evaluation map 

E*.: 
X., ý ti (Y 

P ,Q)A 
(X, x0,5) -' (Y, y0, o) " 

The map E* may not be an identification map; for instance 

if (1o, 1 ] , t) , then 

(e*., c*) (ate 
"'c) _1 (yo, Y)I (Yp. 3Y) E a] Q in general. jpý 
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4.6. Proposition (Pointed Exponential Law) 

Y 
Given pointed fuzzy spaces (M, y0, o), (X, x0,; z) and 

(T, t0, p) there is a natural pointed fuzziomorphism. 
P 'ý "P 

ýý ((YX)T., (yxAT, *, 0 ) 

Proof 

i) Let cp, 1r be the (non-pointed) fuzziomorphisms defined 

in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Then for any 

fE (()[X)T, *, (cT )P) 
, cpf : XxT -> Y is a fuzmap such that 

cpf(x0, 'z) = f(t)(xp) 

Yo , since f(t) E (YX, *) and so is 

pointed, 

ppf(x, td = f(t0)(x) 

= *(x) , since fE ((YX)T, *) and so is 

pointed 

= y0 

Hence cpf(i(Xv T)) = Jyo 

Therefore by the universal property of the identification map 

p: Xx T -+ XA T, there exists a unique fuzmap 

cpf: (X -' (Y, y0, a) 

such that (cpf) 
op = qpf 

Evidently (cpf, (pf') E ßti'P in y, XxT (7f, (pfI) E a'c "P in 

(y, XAT 
s* 

) 
" 

Hence cp is a fuzmap 

((YX)T, *, (ß't )P) .. (yxAT,, ý, Qti"P ) 

and is clearly pointed. 
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ii) Given gE YX"'T , define Tg= qr(gop) 

Then 

(g, g') E ßß'p in YET (gop, g'°p) Ea 'P in YXxT. (p fuzmic) 

(ýrg., ýrgS) E aTP in Y. (11? fuzmic) 

Evidently g pointed erg pointed, hence T is a fuzmap 

(YXATt*. ßt. P) -' ((YX)T, *, (jt)p) 

and is clearly pointed. 

iii) It is immediate that *°9. =1, °4r =I, so cp is the 

required fuzziomorphism. 

iv) The inclusions (Y*)T -º (YX)T are natural, so that 

the naturality of cp follows from that of cp by composition. 
  

461. Corollary 

Given pointed fuzzy spaces (Y, y0, a), (Xj, *j, tj) 

iE..., n] , there is a natural pointed fuzziomorphism 

((... ((Y 
XI)X2) 

... 
)Xn, *, (... ((ß 1)ý2)... )Irn 

(YX1n... AXn, * -T n) 
  

5. Paths and Connectedness 

9.00. Definition - 

The stemdard fuzz y on the set jr of non-negative -integers 

is the relation [ (m, n) :I m-nI < 1] . Any subset of N will 

have the subspace fuzzy induc ed from sts unless otherwise stated. 

This will also be denoted by , without reference to the 

inclusion into h' . 
The fuzzy space ([m, m+i,... , nj x) will be denoted by [m�n] 
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If the context requires ff or [0, m] pointed, the base 

point will be 0 

5.01. Definition 

A path of length m in a fuzzy space (X, ti) is a fuzmap 

w: [0, m] The path w begins at w(0) and ends 

at w(m) , or w is a path from w(O) to w(m) . The points 

w(0) and w(m) are connected by w, and we may write 

w: w(0) -º w(m) . 

The strict finiteness of this definition is in marked contrast 

to the nondenumerability involved in topological paths. For 

some purposes it is convenient to make the following 

essentially equivalent, definition: - 

5.02. Defintion 

An m-path in a fuzzy space (X, ti) is a fuzmap w 

in association with a number mEfs. t. n>m w(n) = w(m) . 

We then say w be ns at w(O) , ends at w(m) , etc. If 

m' >m, m' is a bound for w, while m is Eise bound for w. 

A path in (X, ti) is a fuzmap w(ff z) -º (X, ti) such that a 

bound exists, without a specific choice of bound. 

A path in a pointed space will in general be required to be 

pointed, though-to avoid duplicating arguments - not in the 

construction in Chapter II of the homotopy groups via groupoids. 

5.03. Definition 

The set PX_ of paths in (X, ti) will carry the subspace fuzzy 

from the inclusion PX With this fuzzy it is the 

path space on X. The set 2X of paths in (X, x0, ti ) 

beginning and ending at xp , again with the subspace fuzzy 

from (XN, ' ), is the loop space on (X, x0, r) . It has. base 

point the path *: N -º ti 
i- x. 
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5.04. Definition 

(a) The constant m-path at xEX is the map wX X :N -º 
X 

(b) If w is an m-path in X, define the reverse m-path 
4-: 

W :N -º X 

iw (maxim-i, 01) 

(c) If w, w' are an m-path and an m'-path in X, and 

w'(0) = w(m) , define their composite 

w'w :N -º X 
cw(i) im 

w (i-m) im 

Evidently w'w is an (m+m')-path in X, and the set PX 

of paths with associated bounds is a category under this 

composition, with identities the. 0-paths wx for xEX 

Similarly the set 52X of loops with associated bounds is 

a monoid. 

5.05. Definition 

A fuzzy space X is connected if for all pairs 

(x, x') EXx x-, there exists a path x -º x' . Given 

x0 EX, the component of x0 in X is the set 

Jx EXj3a path x0 -+ x] 

Evidently, p= 'connected bya path of some length' is 

an equivalence relation on X, and the component of x0 

is its p-equivalence class. A non-empty p-equivalence class 

is called a component of X, and is clearly a maximal 

connected subspace. 

5.1 . Proposition 

A 'fuzzy space (X, ti) is connected if and only if there is 

no fuzmic epimorphism 

(X, ti) '' (1o, 2), o) " 
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Proof 

Suppose (X, ti) connected, and consider a set-theoretic 

epimorphism 71 :X -+ 10,21 

As rj is epic, we may take x0 E rj`-[0ý , x2 E ll-{21 

As (X, ti) is connected, there exists a fuzmap 

w: [0, m] -+ (X, t) , for some m, s. t. W(O) = x0, w(m) = x2 . 

Then if K= in E [O, m]Irl0w(m) = 01 , we have 

K/o, and m, ý K. 

Thus if k= max K, [k, k+1} C [O, m] 

:. p since w is fuzmic and k k+1 , 
(w (k) 

, w(k+1)) E ti 

But (i1, rj)(cw(k), w(k+1)) = (i0c(k),, i0w(k+1)) 

_ (0,2) 

-q is not fuzmic. 

:. if (X, ti) is connected, there exists no fuzmic 

epimorphism (X, ti) -+ (10,2} 
, S) 

e=: 

Suppose (X, -c) not connected. 

Then 3 x0, x2 E (X, ti) with no path connecting them. 

Let PO be the component in (X, ti) of x0 

Then 

[x E PP0] & [(x, x') E ti. _ 
] [x' E Rp] , 

for [0,1 ] -º (X, ti) is a path from x to 

0 - +X 

I- 

XI , so that we have xopx , xpx' , hence x' E PO 
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Conversely 

[x ý PO] 8& [ (x, x') E ti] - [x' E P0] . 

Now define 

il : (X, i) -- ([0,2j, sý%) 

x wº 0 if xE PO 

P 

Then y is fuzmic, for 

(x, x') Erb [x E PO 3 x'] or [x [ PO ý x'] 

71(x) = -q(x' ) 

(r(x), T, (x')) E 
and r, is epic, for 

TI(x0, x21 _ ¬0,21 

Hence if (X, r) is not connected, there exists a fuzmic 

epimorphism (X, ti) --i ({0,2j, ß) . Hence if there exists no 

fuzmic epimorphism (X, ti) -º 
(10,21,; u) , 

(X, ti) is connected. 
  

5.2. Proposition 

If the set JXaI of components of a fuzzy space X is 

indexed by aEA 

X= MX naturally.   
Aa 

5.3. (History) 

The following definitions are due to Poincar6 [2Z] 

5.30. Given a fuzzy space (C, K) (called by Poincare a physical 

continuum), a cut is an arbitrary subset X of C 

5.31. A cut X divides C if for some component P of C 

P\N(X) is not connected. 

5.32. A physical continuum (C, K) is of one dimension if it 

can be divided by a cut X such that (X, K) = (X, 6) " 

5.33. Inductively, a continuum (C, K) is of (n+i) dimensions 

when a cut X can divide it only if (X, K) is of n 

dimensions. 
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These definitions do not pin down dimension with the success 

that Poincare, misled by analogy with topology, claimed for 

them. For if C= jr x ff and X= [71 x[ 3NI , by 4-r-9,2.5-22 

C is one-dimensional. Moreover, by a similar device we 

may divide f'a , for a=2, ..., . or uncountable, by a 

set of mutually distinguishable points, so that it would 

seem that all fuzzy spaces are one-dimensional. This may be 

remedied by substituting: - 

5.32. * A physical continuum is of one dimension if it can be 

divided by a set X s. t. dx, x' EX, 

x x' - N(N(x)) n N(x') =0. 

5.33. * Inductively, a continuum (C, K) is of n+1 dimensions 

when a cut X can divide it only if (N(X), K) is of n 

dimensions. 

This, however, still leaves problems, since if a space is not 

homogeneous it picks out only a minimal dimension (e. g. it 

describes (g, 0, ß) v (jr x ff , 
(0,0), p$. p, ) as one- 

dimensional) and it does not assign a dimension to small 

fuzzy spaces such as [0,4] ¬0,4j 
" 

The approach that now seems most natural in defining 

dimension for fuzzy spaces is to use local homology groups 
(see Chapter III) but for Poincare to have done so would be 

remarkable. A man may stand on the shoulders of giants, 

he may - like Poincare - be a giant, but not even Poincare 

could stand on the shoulders of mathematicians standing 

on his. 

Metric Properties 

5.00. Definition 

For any fuzzy space (X, T) define the hop metric 
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d: XxX -- 1fv£w} 

(x, x') .* in jm, 13 an m-path x 

w if there is no path x -+ x' 

It is immediate that 

(i) d(x, x') =0. x= x' 

(ii) d(x, x') = d(x', x) 

(iii) d(x, x") <, d(x, x') + d(x', x'' ) 

We call d(x, x') the (hop) distance from x to x' 

6.01. Remark 

Note that any fuzmorphism f: X-Y preserves m-paths 

for all m, hence for all x, x' EX we have 

d(f(x), f(x')) < d(x, x') . 

In particular, if f is a fuzziomorphism its inverse also 

has this property, so that 

d(f(x), f(x')) = d(x, x') , 

always. Thus the metric structure of a fuzzy space is 

intrinsic and invariant, rather than the optional and some- 

what arbitrary extra that it is when considering topological 

spaces. 

This requirement that an isomorphism in the category be an 

isometry is the most basic structural difference between 

fuzzy geometry and topology, and the reason for the choice 

of the term 'geometry'. (The most basic logical difference 

is that for fuzzy spaces uncountability is largely 

irrelevant, and that even the denumerably infinite sets 

used could be expressed in terms of the potential infinity 

of counting, rather than an actual infinity of reference. ) 
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It implies that the problem of classifying - for instance - 

surfaces up to isomorphism is of the complexity of that in 

Euclidean geometry, not the tidily solved question that it 

is in the topological, smooth and PL categories. Further 

implications will appear in 8.3. 

6.02. Definition 

(a) Given A, B C (X, ti), the distance d(A; B) from A to 

B is min(d(AxB)), 

(b) Given xEX, AC (X, r) , the distance d(x, A) of 

x from A is d({xj, A) 

(c) Given xEA, AC (X, -) ,x is an interior point of, 

or interior to, A if d(x, X\A) >1. 
(d) Given A, B C (X,, T) , the distinction ö(A, B) between 

A and B is max[jd(a, B)la E'A} u Ed(b, A)Ib E Bf] 

(e) The internal diameter D(X, "c) or D(X) of a fuzzy 

space (X, ti) is max(d(X x X)) 

(If (d) or (e) is undefined by the specification of a 

maximum, we set the quantity involved equal to 0 or 

according as the set without a maximum is empty or non- 

empty. We take w>- in defining maxima). 

(f) If 2X is the set of subsets of X, the distance 

fuzzy on 2X is E(A, B)ld(A, B) < 11 , the discrimination 

fuzzy is j (A, B) I S(A, B) *< 11 ....... 
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7. Intermediate Value Theorem 

7.0. Definitions 

7.00. A total fuzzy order on a set X is a fuzzy 'z and total 

order > such that 

a>b, b>c, ar c* aTb, b tic . 

Examples: The natural, rational, algebraic or real numbers 

with a fuzzy of the form a ti b« (a-b I<6; any totally 

ordered set with the little fuzzy. 

7.01. A semiordering_on a set X is a pair of binary relations 

P, I on X such that for all a, b, c, d EX: 

Si) Exactly one of aPb , bPa , aIb obtains. 

S2) aIa 

S3) aPb , bIc , cPd - aPd 

SIB) aPb , bPc , bId not both aId & cId 

Evidently I is a fuzzy. 

This definition has advantages in connection with preference 

and utility functions (real-valued order-preserving functions) 

and brings the abstract behavioural models of psychologists 

and economists a little closer to the real world of people 

who can't tell Stork from poor-grade butter (see [18 ]), 

but is stronger than necessary here. We therefore define: 

7.02. A weak semiordering on a set X is a pair of binary 

relations P, I on X such that for all a, b, c EX 

WS1) Exactly one of aPb , bPa , aIb obtains 

WS2) aIa 

WS3) aPb , bPc - aPc 

Evidently I is again a fuzzy, and S(1-4) 01 wg(1-3) . 
Examples: '-401. cups of coffee with (1+100)x gm. of sugar, 
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i=0,1,..... LI-00 ,x= weight in gm. of one cube of sugar, 

P= preference, I= indifference ([18 ]); any heap of 

examination scripts not yet argued over by an examiners 

meeting. 

7.1. Proposition 

If (X, ti) is a connected fuzzy space, (Y, (3, >) is a 

totally fuzzy ordered set, and (Z, I, P) is a weakly 

semiordered set, then if f: X -' Y, g: X -+ Z are fuzmic 

we have for any x, x' EX 

(i) f(x) > y0 > f(x') - 3X0 EXs. t. f(x0) c y0 . 

(ii) g(x)Pz0 Pg(x') b 1Fo EXs. t. g(X0) I zo . 
Proof 

Suppose the contrary. 

Then f, g corestrict to fuzmaps 

f X-ºY\N(y0) 

g' :X -º Z\Id(z0) 

Define : Y\N(y0) -' (¬0,21, x) and 

y , ̂, º 0.9 y0 >y 

2, > Yc 

Now, for y> yo > y' , 

Ya Y' Ya YO , YO Q Y' 

Y, Y' E N(y0) 

Thus for y, y' E YV(y0) , 

e: Z\N(z0)-'([092], x) 

Z-- 0, ZOPz 

2, zPz0 

(7.00. ) 

(1.01. ) 

Y> YS > Y' (Y, Y') Q" 

Likewise zPz0 , z0Pz' zPz' (WS3) 

b zIz' does not obtain. (WSJ) 

Thus rl, s are f uzmic . 
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Hence 1qf' , eog are fuzmic. 

But roof' (X) D 'n°f' [x, x' }= J0,2] 

sog'(X) .ý eog'jx, x'} = 10,21 

so that flofl , sog' are fuzmic epimorphisms, contradicting 

the connectedness of X "u 

. 11. Corollary 

Totally fuzzy ordered sets 

if their internal diameter 

dimensional in the amended 

. 12. Unverifiable Conjecture 

Analogues of 7.1. and 7.11 

and weakly semiordered sets, 

is at least four hops, are one- 

sense of Poincare. (5.32*. ) 
  

. will hold for any combination of 

the concepts of order and fuzzy that carries conviction. 
13 

8. Homotopy 

8.0. Proposition 

The following definitions are equivalent (in the sense of 

giving rise to isomorphic categories): 
Given two fuzmaps 

. 
f, g : (X, 'z) -º (Y, a) 

a homotopy of length m (or bounded by m ), ßF: f=g 

from f to g, is 0 

(i) a fuzmap F: Xx [O, m] -º Y s. t. F(x, O) = f(x) 

F(x, m) = g(x) 

(ii) a sequence F of fuzmaps 

f =F0Fi,..., Fm=g 

such that . Fi0TFi+1 Vi = 0, ..., m-1. 
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(iii) an m-path from f to g in (YX, o') . 

All homotopies must be of a specified finite length/be 

bounded by a specified mEN. If 3a homotopy 

H: f= g, f and g are homotopic. 

Proof 

Immediate.   

8.01. Definition 

A homotopy F: f ow,: g: X-'! Y is relative to 

ACX df F(x, i) = f(x) Vi 

In 3u. z* we have similarly: 

8.1. Proposition 

The following definitions are equivalent (in the same sense): 

Given two pointed fuzmaps 

f, g : (X, x0, 'L) -+ (Y, YO, o) 

a 
, 
based homotopy of length m, or bounded by m, 

F: f-g is 

(i. ) a fuzmap F: Xx [0, m] -ý Y s. t. F(x, O) = f(x) 

F(x, m) = g(x) 

F(x0, i) = y0 

(ii) a sequence F of pointed fuzmaps f= FO, F1,..., Fm =g 
s. t. Vi , FiaTFi+1 

an m-path F (not required to be pointed) from 

f to g in (YX, *, Q'r) 

Thus a based homotopy is a homotopy relative to the base 

point.   

8.2. Definitions 

8.20. If f, g, h :X -+ Y are fuzmaps, H: f L- g H' :g t- h 

homotopies, the composite H'H of H and H' is their 

composite as paths in YX . It is evidently a homotopy 

feh. 
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If f, g, h : (X, x0) -º 
(Y, y0) are pointed fuzmaps, 

H: f=g H' :g=h based homotopies, the 6omposite 

H'H of H and H' is their composite as paths in 

(YX, *) . It is evidently a based homotopy f=h 

8.21. Ifi' H: f=g: X -+ Y is a homotopy of length m, and 

h: W -º X, d: Y -º Z are fuzmorphisms, define 

Hh :NYW and dH :N-º ZX 

i wº H (i) oh i w+ doH (i) 

Then Hh : foh - goh , dH : dof = dog are also homotopies 

of length m. 

8.22. Thus, if we denoted by [X, Y] the set of homotopy classes 

of maps X-Y, since homotopy is evidently an equivalence 

relation (i. e. [X, Y] is the set of components of the space 

YX) , we have a well-defined composition. 

[x, Y] x [Y, z] -º [x, z] 

so that we have the fuzzy homotopy category 7huz, with objects 

fuzzy spaces and morphisms homotopy classes of fuzmaps, and 

similarly 

8.23. If [X, Y]* denotes the set of based homotopy classes of 

pointed maps X -a Y, we obtain the pointed fuzzy homotopy 

category ? huz*. 

8.24. Definition 

A fuzmap f: X -+ Y is null-homotopic if it is homotopic 

to a constant map, a homotopy equivalence if 3a fuzmap 

g: Y -+ X s. t. fg ne ly 1x The spaces X and Y 

are then homotopy equivalent (isomorphic in 3huz. ) A space 

is contractible if it is homotopy equivalent to a point. 

Similarly for 7huz* . 
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8.3. Remark 

By analogy with topology, one could make the following 

definition: 

A fuzzy space X has the homotopy extension property 

w. r. t. a subspace ACX if for all m the square of 

inclusions 

Ax 101 -+ Ax [0, m] 

11 

Xx {o 1 -º Xx [0, m] 
is a pushout. 

However, the metric-decreasing character of fuzmorphisms, 

together with the equivalence (as in Top) of the HEP to the 

existence of a retraction 

Xx [0, m] -º XfU (A x [0, m]) 

where f: Ax10], 

(a, 0) ýº a 

implies that the HEP is impossible if ö(X, A) >1 

Thus even ([0,2]; 101) does not have it. For example, 

there is a homötopy (0 -º 1) (0 - 0) : 101 -+ [0,3] 

of length 1, but the shortest homotopy 

([0,2] 
-+ [0,3]) ([0,2] -- [0,3]) 

add 1 inclusion 

extending it is of length 3. 

If this difficulty is overcome by a wider definition, not 

requiring the extending homotopy to be of the same length, 

a more fundamental one appears. If 

K= [0,2] and A= ([0,2j, z) 

while f: X -+ 
[0,4] and g: A -º [0,4] 

X- x+1 a -* 2a 

then f and 'g are fuzmic and there is a homotopy 

g t- fJA , but there is no fuzmic extension over X even 
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of the map g, let alone of the homotopy. 

The HEP thus exists only in thoroughly trivial cases, 

except where it arises from a deformation retraction, 

and is unproductive as a tool. Since in topology a space 

is represented as a cell complex chiefly in order to climb 

its skele, t with homotopy extensions, the lesser 

significance of fuzzy cell complexes mentioned in §2 becomes 

clear. 

Homotopy in 3uz has other limitations. For example, an 

annulus with a reasonable fuzzy is homotopy equivalent to 

its inner but not its outer edge, and the identity on 
[0,41 

is homotopic only to itself. 10,41 

All this relates to the fact that homotopy is the 

'stretchingest' area of topology, and differences of az 

from Top are thus at their most acute. Stretching is 

impossible (§6) for fuzzy spaces, where size is intrinsic 

(as it is in physics, though not in the mathematical 

language currently used to describe the subject). Where 

topology is 'india-rubber geometry', fizzy theory may 

perhaps be described as 'chain-mail geometry'. 

Non-trivial cofibrations do not, then, arise, but 

fibrations and coverings do not require: ýstretching so 

essentially. Particularly for covering spaces, the theory 

is much more like the topological case. It can be 

developed more conveniently after some algebraic fuzzy. 
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II. Algebraic Fuzzy 

1. Notation 

1.00. Denote the category of groupoids by $pd , that of 

pointed groupoids by Spd* , that of groups by S, 

that of graded abelian groups by S, and that of 

chain complexes by . 

1.01. Denote the full subgroupoid of a groupoid G on a 

subset A of the objects of G by (G, A) , the set 

of objects of G by Ob(G) , and the object map of a 

groupoid morphism f by Ob(f) . 

1.02. A fuzzy pair (X, A, T) or (X, A) is an inclusion 

i: (A, i* r) -+ (X, r) 

and a map of pairs f: (X, A) -+ (Y, B) is a 

commutative square 

(X, 'r) -ý (Y. o) 

iAUf UiB 

(A, iAti) - 
(B, iBo) 

flA 

of fuzmaps. Denote tie resulting category by 3uzz. 

We may embed yuz in yu. zz by X wº (X, O) 
, and shall 

therefore where convenient denote (X, O) by X. 

The cardinality n(X, A) of (X, A) is defined to be 

n(X) . 
(cf. I. 1.06. ") 

1.03. The definitions of subpaar, quotient pair, induced 

fuzzy etc. are the obvious generalisations of those 

in 3uz . In particular, the function space 

(Y, B) 
(X, A) is the set of maps of pairs (X, A) --> (Y, B) 

with the fuzzy induced by 

[f : (X, A) -' (Y, B) ] '"' [f : (X, O) [f :X --+ Y] 

and a pair homotopy f L- g: (X, A) - (Y, B) is a path 
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f -+ g in (Y, B)(X'A) A pair is contractible if 

there is a pair homotopy 

Id(X, A) = (some constant map) 

11.04. A pointed fuzzy pair (X, A, xo, ti) or (X, A, x0) is 

a square 

(A, i* ti) - 

UU 

jx01 - [xo 

of inclusions, and a map of pointed fuzzy spaces is 

the obvious commutative cube of fuzmorphisms. The 

category of pointed fuzzy pairs is denoted by ? uzz, 

in which we shall embed ? uz* and denote (X, O, xo) 

by (X, x0) . 
1.05. The definitions of product, coproduct, wedge product 

and smash product in 3uz and ? uz* generalise 

immediately to 7uzz and 7uzz* , as do their 

properties such as the exponential laws. 

1.06. For xa rational number, m, i natural numbers, 

define [x] = max¬nIn <x, nE N}, <i, m> = i-m[ ] 

2. Fundamental Groupoid 

2.01. Definition 

Two paths w, w' E PX , for Xa fuzzy space, are 

equivalent, written w= w' if there is a path 

F: w -> w' in PX s. t. F(i)(0) = F(0)(0) , di 

and a number m such that 

i) m is a bound for F and each F(i) , 

ii) F(i)(m) = F(m)(m) , di . 

We say the equivalence is bounded m, and we may 
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write w w' to specify the bound. 
m 

It is clear that 'o' is an equivalence relation. 

2.1. Proposition 

The composition in PX induces a composition in the 

set r. (X, ti) , or 7r. X , of equivalence classes of paths. 

Under this composition 9X is a groupoid having the 

points of X as objects, the fundamental groupoid 

of (X, 'z) . 

Proof 

i) Evidently if a path. w bounded by m has 

w(m). = x, an equivalence 

MI ýw 
= wxw =w (see I. 5.04(a). ) 

m+m' x 

is established by a path of length one, for any m' 

If a path w bounded by m has w(O) =x, define 

F: N-+ PX by 

F(i)(j) = w(0) if i mm' and j [m] 

w(j - [i] -1) if i mm' and r-11 <j< <i, m> 

W(j - [m]) if i5 mm' and [m] <j '> <i, m> , 
w(max¬O, j-m'j) if i> mm' . 

(recall 1.06. ) 

Then F is a path w=o -º wwm such that 

F(i)(0) = F(0)(0) di , mm' is a bound for F and 

each F(i) , and F(i)(mm') = F(mm')(mm') Vi . 
I 

"*" W WWX 

ii) Suppose w1(0) = w(m) ,w bounded by m, and 

w1 
tW2 

an equivalence established by the path 
m 

F: w1 -+ w2 in PX . 

Then w2(0) = w, (0) = w(m) , so that co 2w and wý w 

are both defined. 
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Define F'(i)(j) = w(j) if jm, 

F(i)(j-m) if jm 

Then F' :N --> PX is a path W1 w --* W2W in PX such 

that 

F'(i)(0) = F'(0)(0) `di 

m+ m' is a bound for m for each F'(i) , 

F'(i)(m+m') = F'(m+m')(m +m') Vi 

w1 w= w2 W. 

iii) Suppose x= w3(0) = w1 (m1) 
, and w1 w2 is 

m 
an equivalence established by the path F: w1 -º w2 

in PX , where Wi is bounded by mi ,i = 1,2,3 . 

Then w2(m2) = w2(m) = w1 (m) = w1 (m1) = w3(0) , so 

that w3w2 and w3w, are bo th defined. 

By part (i) we have 

3wm-mi=w3 , i= 3X 1,2 

Hence by part (ii) we have 

W3WX miWi 
= w3wi 1,2 

Define F'(i)(j) = F(i)(j) if j<m 

W(j - m) if j3m 

Then F' N -º PX is a path w3wx m1 w1 -' w3wx-m2W2 

in PX such that 

F'(i)(0) = F'(O)(0) Vi 

m+ m3 is a bound for F and each F(i) , 
F'(i)(m+m3) = F'(m+m3)(m+m3) Vi 

. ml m2 
.. w3WX W1 a w3wx W2 

Hence by § above, 

W3W, I = W2w, 



iv) By (ii) and (iii), composition of equivalence 

classes is well defined by the rule 

w wr = ww' . 

By (i), therefore, the class wx of the identity 

wX at x in TX is an identity at x in 7tX , and 

will be denoted by 1X . 

v) Consider an arbitrary path w in (X, ti) from 

x to y, bounded by m. 

Define F(i)(j) =w w(j) if Ij-ml >i (see I. 5.04 (v)) 

W w(m-i) if I j-mI 5iSm 

x if i>m 

Then F PX is a path ww 
-4 wx such that 

F(i)(0) = F(0)(0) , di , 
2m is a bound for F and each F(i) , 
F(i)(2m) = F(2m)(2m) , di 

.: 
WW= 

wX 
0 

.. ww=ww 
ö 

= Wx 

_ ýx 

Similarly ww=y 

Hence is a two-sided inverse for and may 
be denoted (w)-1 

. 

vi) By (iv) and (v), 7CX with the composition 

induced from PX is indeed a groupoid.   

2.11. Remark 

It is necessary to include the requirement of a 

specific bound in the definition of a path, in 

orderly properly to define composition of paths; 

it is defined only in PX , not PX . Complete 

rigour on this point, however, leads to very 
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cumbersome argument. As long as each path has a 

specified bound at every stage in a computation, 

composition is well defined at that stage. In this 

section we are interested in paths essentially only 

up to equivalence, and § in part (iii) of the proof 

above shows that up to equivalence, composition is 

well defined independently of the bound. Without 

loss of generality, therefore, we make the convention 

that whenever we make use of an equivalence w r. w' 
m 

established by a path F in PX ,m becomes the 

bound for F and for each F(i) 

This lapse in rigour leads to less confusion than 

would the cumbersomeness of complete strictness. 

2.2. Proposition 

Any fuzmorphism f: (X, ti) induces a groupoid 

homomorphism t(f) or f* : rX -º xY , such that ?c 

becomes a functor Yuz -+ Spd , inducing a functor 

'n' 7uz* - Spd* 

Proof 

i) For any xEX, define f*(x) = f(x) . 
For any pE%X, take wEp and define f. (p) = fow . 

If w' Ep also, w' =w for some m; there is a 
m 

path F: w' -a w in PX such that 

F(i)(0) = F(0)(0) , Vi 

m is a bound for F and each F(i) 

F(i)(m) = F(m)(m) . Vi . 

Then if F' (i) = foF(i) , F' is a path fow' -º fo, w 

in PY such that 
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F'(i)(0) = F'(0)(0) , Vi , 

, m is a bound for F' and each F (j-) 

F'(i)(m) = F'(m)(m) " 

Hence fow' = fow 
m 

. 
'. tow' = fow 

Thus f'. (p) is independent of choice, so that f* 

is well defined. 

ii) For any p, q EKXs. t. pq is defined, if 

wEP, w' E Q. 

f*(pq) = f*(w w' 

= f* (ww' ) 

= fo ww 

= f-w f0w 

= fow (fow' ) 

= f*(P) f, *(q) 

and f*(1 
x) = f* (W ýx ) 

= f°WX 

= wf(x) 

= if*(x) 

Hence f* is a groupoid homomorphism. 

Evidently x(IdX) = Id7ýx , T'(fog) = 7'(f)"X(g) " 

. '. 7c is a functor 3uz -a bpd . 
iii) Since r, (f) on objects is just f, and 

preserves base-points if f does, : 3uz -º Spd 

induces a functor x' :ý 7uz* -, , gpd, {, by simple 

restriction on morphisms. We have - 

7C' (x'x0) 
= (7. x, x0) . 
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3. Homotopy Groups 

3.00. Definition 

The first homotopy group, or fundamental group, 

x1 (X, xo, T) or x, (X, xo) is the object group 

(, KM Exo J) of 7rX at xo . If (X, 'r) is connected, 

so is wX , and hence all these object groups are 

(not, in general, naturally) isomorphic. In this 

case we may loosely refer to any one of the groups 

x1(X, x, ti) ,xEX as "the fundamental group, K, X , 

of (X, ti)". If x, X =0, X is sim 1 connected. 

3.01. Notation 

Denote the double loop space SZ(SZX, *, ý") of 

(X, x°, ti) (see I. 5.03) by 22X , and so on inductively 

for 2nX . Set Q°X =X. 

3.02. Definition 

For 0 <-n EN, the nth homotopY group ýn(X, xoti) 

or X of (X, T) at x0 is the group i1 (Sin-1 X) 

Note that as a set xnX is the set of components 

of OX. If 7nX= 0 for n=1,..., m ,X is 

m-connected. 

3.1 Proposition 

Each xn, 0<nEN, is afunctor 3uz*-ýS. 

Proof 

The restriction R to the object group at the base 

point is a functor Spd* -4 G. 

The passage Lm from pointed fuzzy spaces to their 

m-tuple loop spaces is a functor yuz* -+ yuz* by 

the naturality in the pointed exponential law 

(1.4.61. ) and the naturality of restriction to loops. 
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Hence 7En = R7c'Lm_1 is a functor. 

  

4. Track Groupoids 

4.0. Definitions 

4.00. An n-track on (X, t) is a fuzmap 

n-I 
f: XYx N-> (X, T) 

such that fl TZ Nx {0} is constant, such that for 

some number M 

f([x1,:.., xn-1], xn)_f(*, xn) if max(x,,... Ixn-11 m 

and f([xi,..., xn-1], xn)=f(i, m) if xn >m 

f is then bounded by m 

By analogy with paths, we write 

f: f([0,..., 0], 0) -# f([o,..., 0], m) 

and say f is from f('ß, 0) to f(*, m) 

For further definition of tracks we shall denote 

[x1,..., xn_1] by [x] where this is possible without 

confusion. 

4.01. Given an n-track f bounded by m, define the 

reverse track 
4-- n-I 
f: (Tj x) xN -+ (X, T) 

([x], xn) - f([xJ, max¬m-xn, 01) 

also bounded by m 

4.02. Define the constant n-track bounded by m at 

pEX as 

fp : (nFT N) xN -+ (X, -c) 

([x], xn) w' p" 

4.03. Denote the set of n-tracks on (X, ti) by Tn(X, ti) , 

and give it the subspace fuzzy from the function space 

n-I 
X( N) x ff 

" Denote the set of n-tracks on (X, ti) in 
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association with particular bounds by Tn(X, ti) 

4.04. The composite of the n-tracks f: x-y, 

g: y -> z (where x, y, z E X) , bounded by mf , 

mg respectively, is the n-track 

gf : (%"! N) x ff -+ (X, r) 

([x]ýxn -' f([x], xn) if xn 5 mf, 

f([x], xn mf) if xn 

from x to z, bounded by (mf + mg) 

4.05. Two n-tracks f, g in X are equivalent, f=g 

if there is a path F in TnX connecting them such 

that F(i)([x], 0) = F(0)([x], 0), Vi , and a number 

m such that m is a bound for F and each F(i) , 

and F(i)(*, m) = F(m)(*, m) Vi . It is clear that 

is an equivalence relation. Denote the 

equivalence class of f by f. 

The next two propositions are proved exactly as for 

the fundamental groupoid (2.1,2.2). 

4.1. Proposition 

The composition in TnX induces a composition in the 

set 7ý n(X, ti) , or 7, nX 
, of equivalence classes of 

n-tracks, under which 7cnX is a groupoid having the 

points of X as objects. It is called the n-track 

groupoid of (X, ti) .  

1.11. Remark 

We allow a similar abuse of notation to that of 

Remark 2.11. 

4.2. Proposition 

Any fuzmorphism f: (X, 'r) -+ (Y, a) induces a groupoid 

homomorphism ,n (f) or f* 7j 'X 
-' 7cnY such that T. n 

becomes a functor ? uz -> Spd , inducing a functor 

7' n: ? uz* -* Spd x.   
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1.. 3. Proposition 

For any n>I there exist natural groupoid 

homomorphisms 

in: ýX nX 

pn : 7, nX KX 

such that pnin=17 

Proof 

If qE 7zX , take wEq and define 

in(q) = w9, p 

where p is the projection 
n-1 (/7* N) x h' N 

( [x], x ) xn 

If w' Eq also, then w' =w; there is a path in 

PX F: w' -w such that F(i)(0) = F(0)(0), Vi , 

and a number m such that m is a bound for F and 

each F(i) , and F(i)(m) = F(m)(m), Vi 

If F' is the path 

N -+ T 
nX 

i F(i)op 

in TZ , it has F'(i)([x], 0) = F(i) (0) 

= F(0)(0) 

= F'(0)([x], 0) Vi 

m is a bound for F' and each F' (i) 

and F'(i)(*, m) = F(i)(m) 

= F(m)(m) 

= F'(m)(*, m) Vi . 

.. wop = w9. B 

i. e. wqp = TP 

Hence in is well defined. 
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Evidently if w, w' E PX have ww' defined, then 

the composite (wop)(w'op) is defined and equal to 

(ww')op , so that, taking equivalence classes,, in 

is a homomorphism of groupoids. 

Naturality follows from the commutativity of the 

square 

7cX -+ 7, Y 
, X(f) 

Xýýy in in 

,, 
n 

, 
ny 

7. 
n(f) 

which is immediate. 

(i) If tE 
, 
nX 

, take fEt and define pn(t) = foi , 

where i is the injection 

n- 
N9 -, (IýC N) xx 

n+ (*, n) 

The proof that pn is well-defined and ä, natüral 

homomorphism is exactly as for in . 
(ii) Since poi = 1N, , we have, if wE9. E xX 

Pnin(9. ) = Pnin(W) 

= Pn(WOP) 

= WoPoi 

".. Pnln =1X 
  

4.40. Definition 

If pn(g) =w, g is along W, and in(w) is the 

trivial n-track class along Z 

Without equivalences, g is along 901 , wop is 

the trivial n-track along w. 
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4 

Track Grou, 

Evidently 

hence res' 

Pn ' 

i' n 

on object 

DS 

pn , in are the identity on objects, and 

trict to natural group homomorphisms 

(7. rx, {x0 ) -+ 'ni (X, x0) 

7ý1 (X, x0) -º (it"X, fx0I) 

groups, still with the property that 

pno in= 17CJ(x"X0-) 

Thus the information carried by the object groups 

(, KnX, ix 
oý) 

includes in each case the information 

carried by the fundamental group. This is unnecessary 

and obscuring, therefore we take 

5.00. Definition 

The n-track group ýn(X, xo, r) , or, loosely, 

7EnX , of X at xo is the normal subgroup (pn)~(1) 

of the object group (,, nx, ¬x01) 

It is clear that, together with restrictions of the 

groupoid maps, this defines a functor (since pn is 

natural). 

5.01. Definition 
nn A map f: 7X -º X or (7g, *) -º (X, xo) is 

bounded if there is a number m such that 

max¬x1,..., xni -> m- f([x]) = f(*) 

orf([x]) =x° , 

respectively. Denote the set of based homotopy 

classes of bounded pointed fuzmaps (X, x) 
n° 

by [7 N, X] (This is unambiguous' except under 

change ' of base point. ) 
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5.1 . Lemma 

If g is an n-track along w, and w' =w, then 

3 g' along w' such that g' g. 

Proof 

Take g as bounded by mg . 
We have a path F: w' -w in PX such tha t 

F(i)(0) = F(0)(0) Vi , and a number m such that m 

is a bound for F and each F(i) , and 

F(i)(m) = F(m)(m) Vi . 
n-1 

If [x] = [x1 
,..., xn-1 ]E 7N 

, let 

M[x] = max¬x1 , ..., xn_1 I 

m[x] = min x1,..., xn-1 

Define g' , g, gij as follows: 

g' N) xjr, X 

([x], xn) w' F(M[x]) (x ) if M[x]Qm 
n 

w(xn) if m j[x]ým+mg m[x]<m , 

g([x1-m, ..., xn-1m], xn) if mM [x]<m+mg m[x], m , 
F(2m+mg M[x])(xn) if m+m QA[x]52m+m 

g g 
w' (n) if 2m+mg M[x] 

n-1 
gi: (r"T N)xN->X 

([x], xn)-a F(max[M[x], ij)(x ) if M[x]Qn n 
w(xn) if m 4[x] <. m+m m[x]Qm g 
g([x1-m,..., xn-1-m]'xn if m M[x]Qm+m m[x]>m g 
F(maxj2m+mg M[x], iD)(x 

n) 
if m+m 4 [x]s2m+m 

g g 
F(i)(xn) if 2m+mgýM[x] 

n-1 
g1: ( N)xx-*X 

([x], xn)-9([x1-m+j,..., xn-l-m+j ], xn) if M[x]>m+mg j-i 

m[x]>m-j , 
w(xn) if M[x]>m+mg j-i 

m[x]<m-j , 

Continued/.. 
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g([x1-m-1+j,..., xn_1-m-1+j], xn) if M[x]; m+m9- j-i 

m[x]>m-j , 

w(xn) if M[x] mit+mg j-i 

m[x]<m-j . 

Then g' is an n-track bounded by m(mg + 1) , along 

w' taken as bounded by (2m + mg) , and the sequence 

g'=gp, g 11..., 911911 -1921 , ..., gmg1 9912, ..., gmg j , g1 (j+1) , ..., gmgm =g 

defines a path G: g' -º g in TnX such that 

G(i)([x], 0) = G(0)([x], 0) di , 

m(mg+1) is a bound for G and each G(i) 

G(i)(*, m) = G(m)(*, m) Vi . 

"t  

5.11. Corollary 

Each element of 7n(X, xo'T) has a representative along 

a constant path wX for some m.   
0 

5.12. Corollary 
n-1 n 

If p: (1 N) xN -º 7q ff is the identification map, 
n 

the map p'ý :[N, X] -* 7EnX 

g .' gop 

is well defined and a natural injection. 
n 

If [ZN, X]* is given the composition 

fg=r. g 
n 

where f. g : (1 x, *) -+ (X, i) 

g([x]) xn where m is [x] - 
lf([x 

,x,..., x -m]) x >mý the bound 
12nn for g. 

Then this composition is well defined, and under it 
nb 

[ 74i' f, X]* becomes a group, pa natural group 

isomorphism. 
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Proof 

The existence of a set-theoretic inverse to p* 

follows from Corollary 5.11. All the other statements 

follow directly from the definitions involved.   

5.2. Proposition 

lcn : -"uz* -+ S is naturally equivalent to 7cn 

Proof 

The natural fuzziomorphism 
n 

(Ps((... ((XN)'N')..., ý`ý(... ((. ý")ý, )... )ý) (XMNý, ýý, ýý'ý'... "ý) 

which exists by the Pointed Exponential Law (I. 4.6) 

restricts naturally to a fuzziomorphism 

2) TC N, ) --ý (X, xo) If boundedl ýý. 
ý.... "ý) 

since evidently both cp and ((p)~ preserve boundedness. 

Thus induces a natural bijection 
n 

iX -ý [TAT f, X]b 

on the sets of components. 

Now consider w1 , w2 , loops on 52n-ß (X) 
. We may 

without loss of generality assume a common bound m 

for wi , W21 *(wi) , and *(w2) . 
Now Vi(w)[x1,..., xn]=("(((w(xn))xn-1)xn-2)... )x1 

So *(46)2)[xl,..., xn]=(... (((WIw2(xn))xn-1 )xn-2)... )XI 

(... (((w2(xn) )xn-1 )xn-2) 
... 

)x1 xn<m 
- (... (((w1 (xn-m)xn_ 1 )xn_ 2) . )x1 

, xn >m1 

(I. 5.04(ß)") 

_ 
Vý(w2) Lx1, .. 'xn1 . xn 

_ 11(w1) [x1 
, ..., xn-m] , xn>m 

_ (( w1) . *(w2)) Lx1 
, ... , xn3 

under the composition of 5.12. 
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1 W2) 

_ wl w2 

_ *(Wl "* w2 

_)f (defn) 

_ **(w1)*(w2) 

Hence is a natural bijective homomorphism 
nb 

ýnX -+ 
(* N, X] 

and thus a natural isomorphism. 

Therefore the composite 

nX-'ten 
is a natural isomorphism. 

Hence 7cn , 7cn are naturally equivalent, and we 

shall denote both functors by 7ýn 'm 
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6. Commutatiyity 

6.1. Proposition 

For all n>1 

is abelian. 

Proof 

and fuzzy spaces (X, x0, ti) , 7-n(X) 

Consider w1 , w2 E 52n(X) ,n>1. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose 

wl, w21 wl(j), 0)2(j) , for all jE ff , all to 

have a common bound m, 

Define 

w1 * W2 :N 2n-1 X 

n w1 (n) w2(n) 

with bound 2m, ß . (Note that wj (n) w2(n) has 

bound 2mß by the convention for the composition 

of paths. ) Evidently * is a binary operation on 
S2n(X) with w° as identity. 

-º w in If w1r w1 by virtue of a path F W1, 
m 

2n(X) , then if (F*w2)(i) = (n - F(i)(n)w2(n)) , 
F*w2 is a path wý*w2 -º w1, ýwn establishing an 

equivalence w1*w2ý w1 *w2 
m 

Similarly we have w2, ýw1 =t w2*w1 

Thus w1*w2 = w, *w2 is well defined, with identity 

the identity 1= w* of the group structure of 

IIn(X) . 

Now consider loops w1 , w2, w3, ww E 52n(X) , again 

without loss of generality supposing 

Wi, Wi(g), 1=I, ""'' 4, jEN, all to have a 

common bound m 
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Recalling Definition 1.06, and using the convention 

(a - b) =0 if a<b 

define F: N -º SZn(X) as follows: 

F(i)(n)(n')= w1(n-2m)(n'-m-[ ]) if n>, 2m 

n' >m+ [ ]+<i, m>, 0<i<m2= 

w1 (n-2m) (n' -m-[m]-1) if n> 2m 

m<n' <m+ [ ]+<i, m>, 0<i<m2 

= w2(n-2m+[m]) (n') if n' <m 

msn<3m- [i 
m]- 

<i 
, m>, O'< i'< m2, 

= w2(n-2m+[ ]+ 1) (n') if n' <m 

n> 3m- [m]- <1, m>, 0<i <m2 

= w3(n) (n' -m-[m]) if n<m 

n' I> m+ [j] + <i, m>, 0'<i'< m2 

= w3(n)(n'-m-[. ]- 1) if n<m 

m<n' <m+ [-'] + <i, m>, 0<i<m2= 

w1 (n-3m+ [m]) (n' -2m) if n' > 2m 

m<, n<1{. m- [m]- <i, m>, m2<i<2m2 

= w1 (n-3m+[m]+1)(n'-2m) if n' 2m 

n> 4m- [m]- <i, in>, m2<i <2m2 , 

= w2(n-m) (n') if n>m 

n' <m , m2ý1 , 

= W3(n)(n'-2m) if n<m 

n';? ý 2m ,m2<i, 

= wi(n) (n') if n<m 

n' <m , 0<i , 

= w1 (n-m)(n'-2m) if nm, 

n' 2m , 2m2 <i, and 

_ otherwise. 
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Then F is a path in 2n(X) from (wl 

* w2) (w3* w4) 

to (w1w3)*(w2wj) such that 

F(i)(0) = G(0)(0) Vi 

2m2 is a bound for F and each F(i) 

F(i)(2m2) = F(2m2)(2m2) di 

:. (w1*w2)(w3*w) (w1w3)*(w2c ) 

:. (w1*w2)(cw3*w4) = (cwt w3)*(w2w ) 

:. wwo = (aa*1)(1*7) 

_ (w1), 
ý(1w 

) 

= W*w 

_ (1)(1) 

_ (1*w ) (w 
*1 

=ww, for any w, 7E IIn(X) 

i. e. ýtri is abelian.   

7" Covering Spaces 

7.01. Definition 

A fuzmap f: X --> X is a local fuzziomorphism if 

for all xEX, N(f(X))IfIN(x) is a fuzziomorphism. 

7.02. Definition 

A local fuzziomorphism f (X, ti) is a 

covering if for all xEX, 

(N (x) 2 N(x) 
f(x)=x 

Evidently, if f is sur jective f*(ti) = ti, so that 

f is an identification map. 

A pointed fuzmap is a covering in 3uz* if it defines 

a covering in 3uz. 
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7.1. Proposition 

Every local fuzziomorphism f (X, 1) is a 

covering. 

Proof 

(i) Suppose X (f(5) 'x 
+ x' E 4X 

, f(x) = f(x') =x 

(For f`-(N(X)) = 
f( 

7, N(x) trivially if f~(x) 
13E) =X 

is a singleton. ) 

If there exists x" E N(x) N(x') , we have 

x+ x' E N(x") , f(x) = f(x') 

so that N(f(x")) jf jN(x") is not a fuzziomorphism, 

contrary to assumption. 

Thus f`-(N(x)) =Z N(x) set-theoretically. 
f(R)=x 

If N(x) n N(x') =0 but there exist 

E N(x) E N(x') such that x ti x' 
, then 

f(II) ti f(V) . 
(f fuzmic) 

But f(x' )= f(x) 

:" f(X') t f(X) 

But xE N(x) and (x', x) ý(since x' N(x)) 

.. N(f(x))IfIN(x) is not a fuzziomorphism, 

contrary to assumption. 

Thus f`-(N(x)) =E N(x) as fuzzy spaces, 
f(X)=X 

by I. 5.2. 

(ii) Suppose x f(C) 

Then N(x) nf (X) for 

X' E N(x) n f(X) -+ xE N(x') , x' = f(x) ,xEX 

xE f(N(x)) 

xE f(X) . 
:. f`-(N(x)) = (Z _ 

_Z 
N(x) 

(R) =X 
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7.2. Proposition 

If f: X 
-+ X is a covering, for all components 

X' of we have f(5') a component of X 

Proof 

By connectedness f(RI) C X' , some component of X. 

Now 

§xE X' \f (R') -- N(x) nf (X' )=0, 

by an argument like that in (ii) of the 

proof of 7.1 ., 

:"xE X' \ 
.f 

(X') - N(N(x)) nf (X') =0, 

by § applied to each x' E N(x) , and 

inductively 

xE X' \f (X' )- X' nf (X' )=0 

But f(K) C X' , so we have a contradiction since 

by the definition of a component (2.5.05. ) 
  

7.3. Proposition 

The fuzmap fX is a covering if and only if 

f(K)IflX' is a covering for every component 

of 

Proof 

f is a covering if and only if 

N(f(x))IfIN(x) 

is a fuzziomorphism for every xE, but since 

N(x) C X' 
, N(f(x)) C f(X') , this holds if and 

only if 

N(f (x')) IfI N(x' ) 

is a fuzziomorphism for every x' E X' , N(x') 

and N(f(x')) neighbourhoods of x' 
, f(V) in 

the subspace fuzzy, for every component 5' of 
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As a consequence of 7.2 and 7.3 we may without 

loss of generality restrict attention entirely 

to the subcategory of connected fuzzy spaces for 

the rest of this section. 

7.4. Proposition 

If if 
CL 

: Ra -' Xa is an arbitrary family of 

coverings, 

of a' aXa äXa 

is also a covering. 

Proof 

It follows from I. 1 . 43 that if xE nXa 
a 

N(5) c--- ITN(P 
MR) a 

N(IIfa(X)) IIN(Pa(IIfß(3))) = HN(fa(Pa(i)) ) 

CL aa 

where pß : IIXCL -ý Rß 
, pß : IXa -+ Xß are the 

a. a. 

projections. Moreover the square 
N(X) JIN(D 

CL 
(2)) 

N(lfa(X)) Iä 
al 

N(X) 
ä{N(fa(pa(X))) 

Ir l N(pa(x)) l 

N(afa(X)) = IN(fa(pa(X))) 

commutes. Now by a universal argument using I. 1.41 

the product of fuzziomorphisms is a fuzziomorphism, 

thus since the fa are local fuzziomorphism so is 

äfa 
, hence by 7.1 ifa is a covering.  a 
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7.5. Proposition 

If f: X-. Y, g: Y -+ Z are fuzmaps, 

f and gof are coverings f and g are coverings 

gof and g are coverings. 

Proof 

For xEX, consider f' = N(f(x))IfIN(x) 

g' = N(gof(x))IgIN(f(x) 

(gof)' = N(gof (x)) I gof; I'N(x) 

Evidently (gof)' = g' of' 

Categorically, 

f' and g'af' are fuzziomorphisms f' and g' 

are fuzziomorphisms 

g'of' and g' 

are fuzziomorphisms. 

The result follows by 7.1.   

Note. The analogues of both 7.4 and 7.5 are untrue in 

general in topology. (See, e. g., [ZS'] 2.2.8 and 2.2.9. ) 

7.6. Definitions 

7.60. A fuzmap f: X -, X has unique path lifting (UPLift) 

if for paths w, co' in X such that w(0) = w'(0) 

fow = fowl *w= w' . 

7.61. A fuzmap f: X -+ X has the homotopy lifting 

property (the HoLP) if for any commutative square 

y (y, 0) 
g 

(X, ti) 

I li If (Y, 0) Yx[O, m] -+ (X, ti) 
H 

of fuzmaps there exists a fuzmap Yx[o, m] -+ X 

such that Hj=g, fei =H. 
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7.62. If f: X -+ Y is a fuzmap, its characteristic 

group x(f) at xEX is the subgroup 

, kf(, kX, ExJ) of the object group (itY, Ef(x) l). 

If f: (X, x0) -' (Y, y0) is a pointed fuzmap, 

its characteristic group X1(f) is i. x 
(f) 

. 0 

Notice that if X is simply connected, i1(f) 

must be trivial. 

7.7. Proposition 

A fuzmap fX is a covering if and only if 

it has UPLift and the HoLP. 

Proof 

A) Suppose f is a covering. Then 

(i) f has UPLift, for if w, w' : [O, m] -º X have 

w(O) = w'(0) , fow = fowl , inductively 

w(n) = w'(n) jw(n+1), w'(n+1)jCN(w(n)) (w, w' fuzmic. ) 

- w(n+1) = w' (n+1) (f(N(w(n)) monic. ) 

(ii) Inductively f has the HoLP for general m if 

it has it for m=I 

Now if 

fX = (N(f (X)) IfI N(X) )~ 

define f (y, i) = fg(y)(H(y), i) , for iE [0,11 

Then Rj=g and f1T =H, and 11 is fuzmic since, 

for {i, i' lC J0,11 
, 

(Y, i) ß"'(Y'', -i' 
)- (Iy, Y' Ix JO, 1 ]) Co (defn 1-1-43) 

H(y, i) H(y, i') E N(H(y, 0)) n N(H(y', 0)) , 

whatever i, i' are, since H is fuzmic. 

But fg(y) = f(, 
y, ) on N(H(y, 0)) n N(H(y', 0)) , since 

N(H(Y, 0))r N(H(Y', 0))IfIN(g(Y))n N(g(Y')) 

is there a two-sided inverse for both. 
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.. ! (Y, i) = fg(Y)(H(Y, i)) = fg(y, )(H(Y, i)) 
But fg(y, ) (H(gz, i)) ti fg(y, ) (H(y' 

, i') , since fg(y' ) 

is fuzmic. 

Thus R(y', i') , and 9 is fuzmia. 

B) Suppose f has UPLift and the HoLP. 

For xE f(x) =x, define f (notation of 

A(ii)) as follows: 

If y-x, there are fuzziomorphisms 

IPy : ({x, yl, ti) = [x}x [0,1] and *x: [0,1] = [xjx [0,1] 

x wº (x, 0) 

y (x, 1) 

By the HoLP, 3 Icy making 

x 

X 1X2 
f ý-º 

j TAY f 

(x, 0) ¬xjx[0,1 ]--ýX 
H 

(x 
, 0) ý^^ý^ý^ý-ýº x 

(x, 1) y 

commute. Moreover 
y 

is unique, for if also 

fP1y = Hy , 
IVy j=i 

then f ff' irx = Hy 4= fR 
y 

*x 

so Fiy*x= HY*X by UPLift 

hence ffy = 14y since ýrx is a fuzziomorphism. 

Thus fX(y) = Rycpy(y) 

is well defined, and evidently a set-theoretic two- 

sided inverser N(x)IfIN(x) . It is fuzmic since 

if y, y' E N(x) have y ti y' , the homotopy of length 

one between 
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w: [0,11 -a X and w' : [0,1 ] -- 0 

0-x0*x 

1y1y 

lifts by the HoLP to a homotopy of length one between 

[0,1 ] -' R (evidently a lift of w, and 

0x fuzmic since y 
is) 

1 wº fX(y) 

and a path which by UPLift"can only be 

[0 
,1] --> 

0 

1 wº fX (Y' 

and the existence of such a homotopy is precisely 

equivalent to the indistinguishability of fX(y) 

and f(y') 

Hence fx is a fuzziomorphism, and therefore f 

is a covering.   

7.71. Corollary 

For a covering f: -> X, with xE, f(x) =x 

any paths w, w' beginning at x lift to paths 

beginning at x, and 

W= Wt b W= w 

w=w 
  

7.72. Corollary 

For a covering fX and a connected fuzzy 

space ZP if g, h : Z-+% have fog = foh and 

g(z) = h(z) for some zEX, then f=g 
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7.73. Corollary 

If the fuzmap f: -' X is a covering, 

f iX is a covering morphism of groupoids. 

Proof 

7.71 imples that for any xEX, if is bijective 

between equivalence classes of paths beginning at 

x and at f (x) 
. But this is precisely the 

definition of covering morphism. (See [s ], p. 295. ) 
  

. 71.. Corollary 

For a covering f 

x, y EX the sets 

cardinality. (If 

an n-fold covering 

R 
-+ X with X connected, if 

f~(x) ,f 
(y) have the same 

this is n, say, f is called 

Proof 

The map f is Ob(IIf) . The result follows by 7.73 

and [S], 9.2.2. E 

7.75. Corollary 

A covering f: (7,, 3cC) - (X, x0) is n-fold if and 

only if the index of , 
(f) in 7t1 (X) is n. 

Proof 

Apply 7.74 and [S], 9.4.2, Corollary (2).   

7.80. Definition 

If (X, ti) is a fuzzy space and p: G- iX is a 

groupoid covering morphism, define the lifted 

fuzzy pt(ti) on X= Ob(G) as follows: 
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If (x, y) E ti , denote ((x, yj, t) by [x, y] . 

Now r, [x, y] is connected and simply connected, 

thus, by [5]9.3.3. if p(x) =xi: x[x, y] C IIX 

lifts uniquely to a morphism I: '[x, y] -º G 

such that i(x) =x. If i(y) =y, say that 

{x, y lifts Ex, y} . Now define 

pt(ti) = I(x, y)I [. x, yj lifts [x, yj , where (x, y) E tiý . 

Evidently pt(ti) is reflexive and symmetric, and 

hence a fuzzy, and 

Ob(p) : (X, pt(ti)) - (X, T) 

is ftzmic. 

7.9. Proposition 

If (X, 1) is a fuzzy space 

(D : [f :X -+X] -+ ['Kf : ýZX -HX] 

f 

x 7EX 

is an equivalence between the category 3, eX of 

coverings of X and the category SII,, X of covering 

morphisms of xX , with inverse 

T: [p :G- lzX] ... º [Ob(p) : (Ob(G), Pt(ti)) - (X, ti)] 

r Ob(r) 

G --> G (Ob(G), Pt(ti)) -a 
(Ob(4), gt(ti)) 

P 
X 

Ob(pýýý 
XAV°(4) 
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Proof 

(i) If f: X 
-* X is a covering in ? uz, 

qý(f) = 7cf is a covering morphism by 7.73, and for 

X1 x2 (trivial otherwise), 

(1 , x2) E ti [xI 
, x2] , t[f (x1) f (x2) ] connected 

ands: simply connected and f(1) 4f (x2) 

7c[f(x1), f(2c2)] -ý itX lifts 7ý[f(x1), f(X2)] C 7cX , 

f(xi) wº xi and 'f(x1) ti f(x2) 

f(xi) -. f(Xir) _ xi -> xif 

(1 
, X2) E (, nf)t (ti) 

" 
(7-80. ) 

Hence (zf)t(ti) =z, and thus 

Yee (X, (7, f)t(ti))Obý7tg)(71 (, Zf')t(ti)) 
g9 

ff Ob(ýf) 

//Ztf) 
f fr 

(x, �t) (X, ti) 
(X, T) 

Hence lb- Identity on 9eX 
(ii) If p: G -> 7cX is a covering morphism, for any 

EX= Ob(G) the groupoid '(N(p(x)) is simply 

connected, so that there is a unique lift 

iX : 7, N(p(x)) -4 G of iX : rýN(p(x)) C tX taking 

p(x) to x, monic on objects since iX is, and 

(Y, X) E Pt(ti) E iX(N(P(X))) 

Thus Ob(IR) is a set-theoretic inverse to 

N(p(x))J0b(p)JN(3E) , and is fuzmic since 

Y, Y' E N(P(R)) ,yT Y' JI_(Y), 1X(Y')l lifts EY, Y'} 

(iX(Y), 1X(Y')) Pt(ti) 

Hence y(p) is a covering morphism. 
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Thus also by (i) (IT(p) is a covering morphism, so 

if c, ßr2 are the bijections defined by p and 

, K(Ob(p)) respectively between those elements of 

G and 7C3, respectively beginning at x and those 

elements of xX beginning at p(5) , and I is the 

function taking an element of a groupoid to its 

initial object, define 

8(G) :G -º pt(ti) 

x on objects 

e "º *I(e)PI(e)(e) on elements. 

6(G) is obviously a natural bijection. It is also 

a homomorphism since if e e' 

e(G), (e'e) _ iiX (e'e) 

_jc((e')cpp(e)) (by [3] 9-3-1-) 

_ yy(e' )) iVX(c(e)) (by [5]9.3.1. ) 

= e(G)(e') 6(G)(e) 

Hence 6(G) is an isomorphism, so that if 

0: [G p 7cX] G eýG) , ý(ob(G), pt(ý) 

P It(0b(P)) 

7, X 

0 is a natural equivalence between the identity on 

16SýX and in .  

7.91. Corollary 

For a covering f: X -º X in 3uz, if a fuzmap 

gZ . -> X lifts to a fuzmap g: Z -' X then 

7cg : rZ -+ 7cX lifts to Tg : 7cZ xK in Spd, and 

if xg lifts to ig in Spd, g lifts to Ob(ig) 

in 7u. z. 
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Proof 

If g lifts to g, xg lifts to 19-g since it 

is a f'unctor. If itg lifts to jg 
,g 

obviously lifts in set to Ob(jg) , and for zEZ 

Ob(tg)(N(z)) = g(N(z)) C N(g(z)) = N(icg(z)) (g fuzmic) 

i. e. Ob(f) Ob(, g) N(z) C N(itg(z)) 

Ob(, g) N(z) C iý N(7cg(z)) 
ýg(z) 

= N(ig(z)) 

Thus g lifts in yuz to Ob(ig) .  

7.92. Corollary 

If p: (X, x0) _, 
(X, x0) and q: (Y, yC) -* 

(X, x0) 

are coverings in 7uz* with X, 7 connected, then 

7,1(p) C x1 (q) if and only if there exists a pointed 

fuzmap r: (X, xp) - (Y, YO) such that p= qr " 

Such an r is unique, is a covering, and if 

7,1(q) _ 7c1 (p) is a fuzziomorphism. 

Proof 

Apply [5)9.3.3. Corollary (1).   

7.93. Corollary 

Every fuzzy space X has a universal cover; that is, 

a covering f: X -º X such that X is simply 

connected and if g: Y -4 X is also a covering 

there exists a covering g: X -º Y such that 

gg =f. If g is also a universal cover, 

is a fuzziomorphism. 

Proof 

Apply 7.92 and [S]9.1.2. Corollary (1).   
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8. Homology Axioms 

8.0. Definition 

A homology theory JH*, a*j in fuzzy geometry 

consists of 

(a) a covariant functor H* : 3uzz -+ S, with 

values of degree 0 on morphisms, and 

(b) a natural transformation a* of degree (-I) 

from H* to the functor H*oI , where I is the 

functor 

, 7uzz -i 3uzz 

(X, A) (A, Z) 

ffJA , 

which satisfy the following axioms: - 

(i) Homotopy Axiom 

If fo fl : (X, A) -' (Y, B) then 

H fp) = 1ý(f1) : H*(X, A) -+ H*(Y, B) . 

(ii) Exactness Axiom 

For any pair (X, A) with inclusion maps 

i: A -º X 

J: (X, (Z) -ý 
(X, A) 

there is an exact sequence 

... 
an+1(ß, A) Hn(A) Hn(i) Hn(X) Hn(J) Hn(X, A) aný(+X, A) 

... 

(iii) Excision Axiom 
J(X%A, to 

For any pair (X, A) , if UCA is such that , A-) >1 

(see 1.6.02 (a)), then the excision map 

e: (X \U, A\ U) C (X, A) 

induces an isomorphism of graded abelian groups 

H*(e) : H*(X \U, A\ u) = H*(X, A) . 
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(iv) Dimension Axiom 

On the full subcategory MC yuz C 3uzz of one-point 

fuzzy spaces, there is a natural equivalence of 

H* with the constant functor 

0B 
wº 16onZ]nEZ 

ý(f 

:B -ý Q) -# Id(¬SOnZ}nEZ) 

8.1. Definition 

A cohomology theory JH*, a* in fuzzy geometry 

consists of 

(a) a contravariant functor H* : ? Uzz -+ 8, with 

values of degree 0 on morphisms, and 

(b) a natural transformation a* of degree (+1) from 

the functor H*oI to H* , where I is the functor 

defined in 8.0 (b) 
, 

which satisfy the following axioms: - 

(i) Homotopy Axiom 

If f0 . fI : (X, A) -º' (Y, B. , then 

H*(f0) = H*(f1) : H*(Y, B) -º H*(X, A) 

(ii) Exactness Axiom 

For any pair (X, A) with inclusion maps 

i: A -+ X 

(X, O) -+ (X, A) 

there is an exact sequence 

... 
an-1 , X'A) 

Hn(X, A) 
Hn(j ) 

Hn(X) 
H-º(i ) 

Hn(A) 
an(X, A) 

... 
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(iii) Excision Axiom 

For any pair (X, A) , if UCA is such that 

dj(X \A, U) >I, then the excision map 

e: (X \U, A\ U) C (X, A) 

induces an isomorphism of graded abelian groups 

H*(e) : H? (X, A) = H*(X \U, A\ U) . 
(iv) Dimension Axiom 

On the full subcategory 65 C 3uz C ? uzz of one-point 

fuzzy spaces, there is a natural equivalence of H 

with the constant functor 0 defined in 8.0 (iv). 

9" Simplicial and Cubical Functors 

9.0. Definitions (Complexes) 

9.00. The standard n-simplex, [n] 
, is the fuzzy space 

9.01. The standard n-cube [1 ]n 
, for n>0, is the 

fuzzy space [1] x [1] x ... x [1] (n times). 

9.02. The standard O-cube [1]0 
, is the fuzzy space [0] 

9.03. A Vietoris n-simplex of a fuzzy space (X, ti) is 

a fuzmap [n] -+ (X, ti) 

9.04. A Vietoris n-cube of-a fuzzy space (X, r) is a 

fuzmap [1]n -+ (X, ti) . 

9.05. The Vietoris simplicial complex, S(X, ti) or SX , 

of a fuzzy space (X, ti) is defined by 

SnX = is Isa Vie toris n-simplex} 

with face operators 

F jn : SrX -º Sn_1X where i jn : [n] -º [n+11 
, j=O,... , n+1 , 

x , x<j S wº Soli (n_1) X "ý 
1x+1 

, xyj 
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degeneracy operators 

Djn :SnX -º Sn+1X where djn : [n] 
-* 

[n-1, ] 
, j=O, ..., n-1 , 

x xýj s wº sodj (n+1) X' x-1 , x>j 

and permutation operators 

Tjn : SA - SAX where tjn : [n] - [n] 
, j=0,..., n-1, 

s wº sotjn x- (x + öjx - 60+1 )x) 

9.06. The Vietoris cubical complex, C(X, ti) or CX 

of a fuzzy space (X, ti) is defined by 

CnX = [c Ica Vietoris n-cube of X 

with face operators 

Fin : CnX -+ Cn_1X where ihn: [1]n -, [1]n+1, k=0,1, j=1,.., n+1 

c -+ cOlj(n-1) (x1 
, ..., xn) - (x1 

9 . », x j-1'k, x '... X n) 

and degeneracy operators 

Djn : Cn -ý Cn+1X where din: [1 ]n-_ [1 ]n-, J=1,..., n 

c codj(n+1) (x1' 
..., xn)-. º (x1, 

... 'x1-1'Xý+1,..., xn) 

9.07. If f: X -º Y is fuznmic, define 

Sn(f) : Sn(X) -' Sn(Y) 

s fos . 
8= ¬S, 

n1nEZ 
is then clearly a functor. 

9.08. If f: X -+ Y is fuzmic , define 

Cn(f) : Cn(X) -+ Cn(Y) 

c foc 

C= ICnInEZ is then clearly a functor. 
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9.1. Definitions 

9.10. The Vietoris 

a fuzzy space 

-7ný) 
Free 

Triv 

(chain complexes) 

simplicial chain complex 7S(X) of 

X consists of 

abelian group on Sn(X), nE ff 
ial abelian group 0, n<0 

with boundary operators 

6n : ? n(X) 
-* ? 

n-1M 
s -+ 0, n<0 

z (-I)0Fjn(s), n>0 
j=0 

where Fjn = Fjn on-generators. 

It is immediate that 
n 

sn+1 =0 7n+1(X) '? n-1(X) 

so that as(X) _ 3n(X), Sn1nEZ is indeed a chain 

complex. 

If f: X -+ Y is fuzmic, define 3n(f) : 3n(X) - 3n(Y) 

by 3n (f) = Sn(f) on generators. 

3s is then clearly a functor. 

9 11 " The Vietoris cubical chain complex 3c(X) of a 

fuzzy space consists of 

n(X) 
_ 

(Free abelian group on Cn(X) ,nEN 
Trivial abelian group 0, n<0 

with boundary operators 

Sn 3n(X) - yn-1(X) 

c wº 0, n<0 
n j+kk 2 (-1 ) Fjn(c) ,n>0 j=0 

k=0,1 

where "fin = Fin on generators. 
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It is immediate that 6n6n+1 =0: 3n+1 (X) - 7n-1 (x) 

so that 3c(X) _ 3n(X)jnEZ is indeed a chain complex. 

If f: X -+ Y is a fuzmap, define 

Yc(f) : 3c(X) -º 3c(Y) by 3c(f) = C(f) on generators. nnnnn 

. 7c is then clearly a functor. 

9.12. Now in ' 4s(X) , if sn (X) 

n 
jD (s) =E (-1)ß(F D (s)) 
n+1 In j=0 .ý (n+1) In 

=7 (-1)'(D(1-1 )(n-1)Fjn(s)) 
12 

j=0 

n 
+ 

j=1+1(Dl(n-1)F(j-1)n(S)) 

- D(1-1 
1-2 

(n-1)j7, (-1)ýFjn(S) 

n jF + D1(n-1 )j=1+1 (-1)(J-1)n(S) 

and Sn(1+Tln)(s) (-1)'Fjn(s) + (-1)ýFjnTln(s) 
J=O j=0 

n 
= EO(-1)OFjn(s) + 

1Z(-1)T(1-1)(n-1)Fjn(s) 

J0 

+ (-1 )ý+1F 
jn(s) j=1,1+1 

n_ 

j=+2(-1)jT1(n-1)Fjn(s) 
+1 

1-1 
_ (1+T(1-1)(n-1))ý(-1)jFjn(s) 

J=O 

n 
+ (1+T1(n-1))x_1+2 

where D1n = Dln ' Tln = Tln on generators. 
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Thus if we set 

n-1 
qg - iýý(Di(n-1)(ßn-1X) 

+ (1 + Tin)( nX)) 

we may restrict and corestrict the boundary operators 

gn to homomorphisms 

25 
sX 

-* 2) n_1X 
, giving the degenerate Vietoris 

n 

simplicial chain complex SX of X 

9.13. The inclusion 2) sX C 3sX is clearly natural with 

respect to restrictions of chain maps, so that 9) s 

with these restricted maps as its values on morphisms 

is a functor, and the induced maps 

3sX 3sY 

0 sX 2) sY 

are well defined and functorial. Hence with the maps 

so induced as its values on morphisms, the alternating 

normalised Vietoris simplicial chain complex it , 

where AX='? n is a functor. n 2)nx 

9.14. A is generated by the permutation classes of the 

non-degenerate n-simplices, i. e. those that are 

injective. These classes will be called the cells 

Of AnX . 

9.1 5. Similarly in 3cX , if cE 3c 

n j+k k 
bn+1D1n(c) =2 (-1) (Fj(n+1)Dln(°)) 

j=1 
k=0,1 

1 
=E (-1)j+k(D(1-1)(n-1)Fjn(c)) 

j=1 
k=0,1 

n 
+E (-1)j+k(15 

1(n-1)F(j+1)n(c)) j=1+1 
k=0,1 



_ 
- D(1-1 

79 

i+k 
(n-171(-1)Fýn(c) 

k=0,1 

+ Dl(n-1) 
J=1+1 

-1) 
+kFC 

J+1 )nýý) 

k=0,1 

where D1n Dln on generators. 

Thus if we set 

n_ 
2)j = 

i7, 
Di(n-1) (-7n-1X) 

we may restrict and corestrict the boundary operators 

sn to homomorphisms ýnX -+ ßn_1 , which we shall 

also denote by Sn , giving the 

degenerate Vietoris cubical chain comple x z°X of X 

9.16. The inclusion 6X C 3eX is clearly natural with 

respect to restrictions of chain maps, so that 2) with 

these restricted maps as its values on morphisms is a 

functor, and the induced maps 

3CX 7CY 
0CX- 2) cY 

are well defined and functorial. Hence with the maps 

so induced as its values on morphisms, the normalised 

Vie toris cubical chain complex 19 , where VnX -c, 
is a functor. 

9. '7. TnX is generated by the classes of the non- 

degenerate cubes, i. e. those not factoring through 

djn for any j. These classes will be called cells 

of VnX . 
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9.18. If i: A --), X is an inclusion of fuzzy spaces, 

define the relative alternating normalised Vietoris 

simplicial chain complex A(X, A) of the pair (X, A) 

to be the chain complex X(X)/A(i)(A(A)) , and 

9.19. Define the relative normalised Vietoris cubical 

chain complex W(X, A) of the pair (X, A) to be 

the chain complex `6(X)1, (i)(46(A)) 

9.2. Definitions (homology) 

If f: (X, A) -º (Y, B) is a map of pairs, it is 

evident that the induced maps 

A(f) : A(X)IA(lA) (A(A) ) -' A(Y)IA(1B) (A(B) ) 

c(f) -W(X)/V('A)(le(A)) ýýY)ýýýiB) ýýB)) 

are well defined and make A, T functors 3uzz -+ .2. 

Thus we have short exact sequences 
R 

E5(X, A) :0 -+ AA - AX * A(X, A) -0 

Ee(X, A) :0 -> VA 
ý(-º) 

WX 
V(ý) 

9 (X, A) -0 

and splitting maps 

AX -, AA , ý6X -, V-A 

well defined on generators by 

cis(s) ... º 
fcls(s) 

,sE SA and cis(c) ,,,, ý 
1cls(c) 

,c( CA 
0, sE SX\SA 0, cE CX\CA 

respectively, functorial covariantly on yuzz. 

Hence if H* : .2 -* 6, H* : -+ S are the' usual 

algebraic homology and cohomology groups respectively, 
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and a. (E) 
,a 

(E) the connecting homomorphisms 

defined for the homology and cohomology respectively 

of a split short exact sequence E of chain complexes 

(cf., e. g., [141 pp L4-148) we may define the following: 

9.21. (Alternating si mplicial homology) 

H: (X, A) = H*(A(X, A) ) 

H*(f) = H*(A(f)) 

a*s(X, A) = a*(ES(X, A) ) 

9.22. (Alternating simplicial cohomology) 

HS(X, A) = H*(, a(X, A)) 

Hs* (f) = H*(Jt(f) ) 

as(X, A) = a*(Es(X, A)) 

9.23. (Cubical homology) 

H (X, A) = H*('6(X, A) ) 

Hc(f) = H*(W(f)) 

a*C(X, A) = ö*(Ec(X, A) ) 

. 24. (Cubical cohomology) 

H*(X, A) = H*(W(X, A)) 

Hc(f) = H*(°(f)) 

ac(X, A) = a*(Ec(X, A)) 

9.30. Definition 

Two maps f0 , f, : SX -ý SY are s-contiguous if for 

each nENSE SnX , 'n(s) E Sn+m(Y) s. t. 

fj(s) = Fn(s)oij ,j=0,1 , for some injective 

iC , 11 -, [n] -* [n+m] 

9.31. Definition 

Two maps f0 , f, : CX --> CY are c-contiguous if 

for each nEN, cE CnX , 3Fn(c) E Cn+1Y s. t. 

f j(c) = Fn(c)°i ,j=1,2 . 
(cf. 9.06). 
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9.4. Proposition 

If f0 , fl : (X, A) -4 
(Y, B) induce s-contiguous 

maps SX - SY then 

H*(f0) = HS(f1) : HB(X, A) - HB(Y, B) 

and HS (f0) = HS(f1) : HS(X, A) -' HS(Y, B) " 

Proof 

. S(fo) 
, ys(f are chain homotopic (by, e. g., [2-f] 

P-171, Thm 9). 

Thus by the naturality of alternatisation, normalisation 

and relativisation R(f0) , ß(f1) are chain homotopic. 

Therefore H*(jt(f0)) = H*(, (f1)) 

i. e. H* (f0) = HS(f1) 

and H*(. (fo)) = H*(jt(fl)) 

i. e. Hs(f0) = Hs(f1) " 
  

9.5. Proposition 

If f0 , f, : (X, A) -> (Y, B) induce c-contiguous maps 

CX -+ CY then 

H* (f0) = H, (f1) : H* (X, A) --> H* (Y, B) 

and Hc(f0) = Hc(fl) : Hc(X, A) -' Hc(Y, B) 

Proof 

Let Fn :CnX -4 Cn+1Y be as in Defn 9.31, and define 

Fn nX - 3n+1Y by Fn = (-1 )nFn on generators, n0 [Fn 

=0, n<0 

k (_, )n., 
koc, j=n+1, k=0,1 

on = on Then Fj(n+1)Fn 
-Fn-115kn(c), j=1,..., n, k=0,1] generators. 
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1-k 

n-1o 
(c) =E (-1 j +k- f so (sn+1Fn +Fn 

j=1 
k=0,2 

n + Fn-1 71(-1) 
j+1_1c (c ) 

j=1 
k=0,1 

(f1 °c) - (f0°c) 

n 
+E (-1)j+k+1F Fk (c) 

j=1 n-1 jn 
k=0,1 

n j+kk 
+ Fn-1 

jZ1 
(-1 ) Fjn(c) 

k=0,1 

= 7c(f1) (c) - 3c(f0) (c) on generators. 

Thus bn+1Fn + Fn-1 6n = . c(f1) 
- 3c(f0) 

Hence F= ipninEZ is a chain homotopy 3c(f1) -º 3c(f2) 

Therefore by the naturality of normalisation and 

relativisation, ee(f0) and W(f, ) are chain homotopic. 

Therefore H*(g(f0)) = H*(t; (fl)) 

i. e. HC(f0) = HC(f1 ) 

and H*(V(fp)) = H*(, O(f1)) 

i. e. Hc(f0) = H*(f1) . 
  

9.6. Proposition 

JH*s 
, a: ] is a homology theory. 

Proof 

(a) H* = H*o, t , and is thus a functor. 

(b) Es : yuzz -> (category S of short exact sequences 

in 2) is a functor, and if we define 

J Sand K: S- . 02 

(A'-+A-+A") -I Al (A'-+A-+A") wº All 

f fIA, r f flA, r 
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Then a* is a natural transformation, 

H* oK -º H* °J , 

of degree (-1) 

Hence as = a* ° Es is a natural transformation 

H* = H* E 
-º H* °E*0I 

of degree (-1) 

(i) Homotopy Axiom: 

If f0 f1 : (X, A, T) --ý (Y, B, a) ,3a path 

F: f0 -> f1 in the function space (Y, B)(X'A) such 

that f1 = F(m) , say. 

For each i=0,..., m-1, 

F(i)aT F(i+1) 

so if sE SnX 

j, k E [n] - s(j) ¶ s(k) F(i)(s(j)) ß F(i+1)(s(k)) 

Thus Fn(s) : [2n+1] -Y 
F(i)(s(j)) ,jcn 

j 
F(i+1)(s(j-n-1)) ,j>n 

is fuzmic, and so Fn(s) E S2n+1Y 

But if we take 

ik : [n] -+ [2n-i-1] 
,k=0,1 

jj- (n+1) S0k 

we have 

(s(F(i)))(s) = Fn(s) °0 

and (s(F(i+1)))(s) = Fn(s) o i1 

Thus s(F(i)), s(F(i+1)) are contiguous for all i 

Thus H*S(F(i)) = Hs(F(i+1)) for all i (by 9.4). 

Hence H*(f0) = H: (F(0)) = H: (F(m)) = H*s(f1) 
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(ii) Exactness Axiom: 

The sequence 

... 

as (XA) Hs(1) HS(J) aS(X, A) 
q+ 4""ý 

Hq: 
, 
('A) q-+ Hq(X) q Hq(X, A) q 

-, ... 

is precisely the sequence 

8c, + (E6(X, A)) x (_(i)) H (A(J)) aq(ES(X, A» 
... 

1 
.. -. ý-ý Hq () q-ý---ýý xq (AX) Hq (X (».. 

which is exact by [iq] p. 45, Thm4.1. 

(iii) Excision Axiom: 

For (X, A) ,UCAs. t. d(X \ A, U) >I, consider 

sE SrX s. t. s(i) (U, for some iE [n] 
. 

We have then s([n]) CA, for if 3jE [n] s. t. 

SO) EX\A, since icj and s fuzmic we have 

s(i) -c s(j) , contradicting d(X \ A, U) >1 

i. e. s' E SnX \ Sri - s'([n]) nU= QS 

Thus SnX \ Sri c Sn(X \ U) . 

Hence SnX C Sn(X \ U) U Sri . 

But trivially SnX D Sn(X \ U) v SrA . 

Hence Sri = Sn(X \ U) U Sri . 
O Also sE Sn(A \ U) s([n]) C A, s([n]) nU 

sE SnA sE Sn(X \ U) 

sE Sn(X \ U) n SrA 

Hence Sn(A \ U) = Sn(X \ U) nSnA 

So the induced map 

s(e) : (s(X \ U), s(A \ U)) -º (SX, SA) 

is the inclusion 

(s(X \ U), s(X \ U) n SA) C (s(X \ U) u SA, SA) 

and hence by []p. 165, Thm3.6, 

Ys(e) : ac(X \ U)/ac(A \ u) -+ ac(X)/YC(A) 
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is. an isomorphism, and by the naturality of 

alternatisation and normalisation 

A(e) : it(X \U, A\ U) --* A(X, A) 

is also an isomorphism. Therefore 

Hi(e) = H*(A(e)) : H: (X \U, A\ U) -+ H: (X, A) 

is an isomorphism, since H* is a functor. 

(iv) Dimension Axiom: 

If P is a one-point fuzzy space and sE Sn(P) , 

either n=0, or s is not injective and hence 

sE 2)n(P) . Thus for n#0 there are no cells 

in An(P) , so that An(P) =0 

There is 
.a 

unique singular 0-simplex s0 , which is 

non-degenerate, and there are no Tj0 's , so that 

3ö(P) =z 

2)ä(P) 0 

and hence Ao(P) Z. 

Thus H*S(P) = H*(A(P)) 

= H*([öoilZInEZ) 

JöOil ZnEZ 

=0(P) 

All morphisms in s are isomorphisms specified 

completely by their end-points, hence the isomorphism 

is natural. Thus we have a natural equivalence 

Hs -+0 on 8. 

By precisely similar proofs: 

9.7. Proposition 

JHs, asýxi is a cohomology theory.   
* 

9.8. Proposition 

¬H:, ä*cl is a homology theory.   

9.9. Proposition 

¬H* a*I is a cohomology theory.   
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Note 

H* is far from being the only choice possible of 

a simplicial homology functor. For example the 

Dowker homology [7] of the fuzzy as a relation 

makes an n-simplex a set of (n+1) points 

indistinguishable from a common point, and this is 

the definition preferred by Zeeman. The axioms 

8.0 and 8.1 hold for the resulting theory if 

"d(X \ A, U) > 1" in the excision axioms is replaced 
re 

by "d(X \ A, U) > 2" . However the unique$s in 

11.31 and 12.32 is lost, since the theory arising from 

an n-simplex being a set of (n+1) points any two 

of which are-indistinguishable from a common point 

(not necessarily the same for different pairs) also 

satisfies the same modified axioms, and gives 

different homology groups on, for example, [0,4]/¬0s41 " 

This latter theory is of course simply H* 4pplied 

to the fuzzy obtained by 'doubling' the fuzzy on the 

space given. If one defines 

x tin x' « d(x, x') <. n 

a sequence of fuzzy spaces may be obtained in this 

manner, and hence a sequence of graded abelian groups 

results from applying either HS or the Dowker 

homology. Zeeman [ 3¢ ] has a class of tolerances on 

the collection of such sequences of graded groups, 

and the result that if there is a tolerance 

homeomorphism (an embedding f: X -+ Y s. t. N(f(Ä)) = y) 

between X and y then their sequences of Dowker 

homologies are within tolerance, if X and y are 

comfortably large. 
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(The large size is essential: for all (X, ti) 

the embedding 

(X, t) C (x U [p] 
, ti u (x x M) U UPI x X)) =Y 

is a tolerance homeomorphism, and Y is contractible 

and has trivial homology in any theory. But its 

internal diameter is only 2 hops. ) This result 

is the refinement, replacing the theorem that a 

tolerance homeomorphism induces an isomorphism 

in homology, referred to in [131, P-151. 

10. Axiomatic Homology 

10.00. Definition 

A proper triad (X; X1 , X2) of fuzzy spaces consists 

of a fuzzy space X and two subspaces X1 , X2 such 

trat d(x1 \ x2 , x2 \ x1) >1. 
If X= X1 X2 , then (X; X1 ; X2) is a 

Mayer-Vietoris triad. 

With the obvious maps, proper triads form the 

category 3uzzz. 

10.1 Proposition 

For a proper triad (X; X1, X2) the diagram 

H*(X1 , X1 n X2) -+ H* (X1 v X2 , X1 n X2) H*(X2, X1 n X2) 

is a direct sum, and the diagram 

H* (X1 
, X1 n X2) -H (X1 u X2, X1 n X2) -º H* (X2, X1 n X2) 

is a direct product, in any homology and cohomology 

theories [H*, a*l , JH*, a* I, where the maps in each 

diagram are those induced by inclusions. 
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10.2. Proposition . 

For a proper triad (X; X, , X2) there are exact 

sequences 

... -> Hq(X1 , X1 nX2) - Hq(X, X2) -> Hq(X, X1 vX2) -+ Hq-1 (X1 
, X1 nX2) ' ... 

... .- Hq(X1 , X1 nX2) F- Hq(X, X2) +- Hq(X, X1 UX2) «- H4-1 (X1 
, X1 (1X2) a- ... 

and for a Mayer-Vietoris triad (X; X1, X2) there are 

exact sequences 

... -+ Hq(X1 nX2) -i. Hq(X1) Q+ Hq(X2) --' Hq(X) -> Hq-1 (X1 ^X2) -' ... 

... +- H-(X1 rýX2) +- Hcl(X1 ) +e Hq(X2) +- Hq(X) +- Hq-1 (X1 ^X2) +- ... 

Proofs of 10.1,10.2: 

The inclusions 

(X1 
, X1 n X2) -' (X1 u X2, X2) 

(X2, X1 n X2) -º (x1 u X2, X1 ) 

induce isomorphisms in homology and cohomology by 

the excision axiom. The results follow by the same 

algebraic manipulation as in the topological case. 
   

10.3. Definitions 

10.1. For any fuzzy space X define the suspension SX 

of X to be the fuzzy space 

[0,2] x X/10,21 
xX 

10.32. Iteratively, the n-fold suspension Sn'X of X 

of X is S(S(... S(X) ... 
) 

n times 

10.33. The one-point cones C0X , 02 C SX on X are the 

fuzzy spaces [0,1] x XX¬01 
xX 

and [1,2] x X/J21 
xX 

respectively. 

Evidently COX = C2X , and they are contractible. 
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10-34. Define the fuzzy space S0 =( ¬0,2}, ö) , and 

inductively Sn = Sn(SO) . 

Evidently n(Sm) = 2(m+1) . 

10.4. Proposition 

For all fuzzy spaces X, 

Hq(SX) = Hq_1 (X) 
, Hq(SX) Hq-1 (X) 

, 

and hence by iteration 

Hq(SnX) - Hq_n(X) , Hq(S&X) = Hq-n(X) 

Proof 

As in topology, using the Mayer-Vietoris triad 

(SX; C0X, CIX) .  

10.41. Corollar 

Hq(Sn) = öngZ O+ SogZ = Hq(Sn) .  
10.42. Note 

These propositions, in particular 10.41, have been 

included as examples of the manner in which homology 

and cohomology measure similar things ('number of 

n-dimensional holes') to those they measure in 

topology, and may be computed in similar ways. 

However, the 'non-stretching' character of ? uz 

again gives rise to differences: there are 

precisely eight essential maps S1 -º S1 , no two of 

which are homotopic, so that the representation of 

cohomology by maps into an Eilenberg-MacLane space 

cannot be set up. Similarly 2X and SX are in 

no sense dual. 
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10.5. Proposition 

For a fuzzy space X with subspaces X1, ..., XrA, 

such that 

X1 uX2 u ... uXr uA=X 

d(Xi \ A, X; \ A) >1, i; j 

d(Xi \A, A\ Xi) >1, bi 

the sets of maps 

jH*(Xi, Xi n A) -9 H*(X, A)1 

EH* (X, A) - H* (Xi, Xi n A) 
induced by inclusions form a direct sum and product 

respectively, for any homology and cohomology 

theories IH*, a*l , 
[H*, a* }. 

Proof 

The results follow inductively from the excision 

axiom and 10.1,10.2 by the same argument as in [10 ] 

the analogous results (Theorems 111.2-3 and III. 2-3-c) 

follow from Theorems 111.2.1 and I. 14.2, III. 2.1. c 

and I. 1Li. 2. c respectively.   

10.6. Proposition 

For any fuzzy pair (X, A) , if BCX has N(B) 

contractible and either N(B) nA contractible or 

AnB empty then the identification map 

r. (X, A) -' 
. 
(X/B 

' 
AlBod 

induces an isomorphism in homology for any theory 

(H, 
, a, l" 

Proof 

Consider first the case A=O. 

We have a commutative diagram 
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H (X) --Hn(X/B) 
H 

n(T1) 

H (X, N(B))'--`---ýH (X/ 
, 

N(B)/B) 
n Hn(ý) nBe 

Hn(X\B, N(B)\B)- =_ºHn(X/B \J [B] l, N(B)/B \J [B] l) 
Hn('ý) 

where rj , rj are defined by 71 , and the vertical 

maps are induced by inclusions. 

Now: 

N(B) is contractible, so J. is an isomorphism. 

N(B) /B is a one-point cone on N(B) \B and is. hence 

contractible, so j* is an isomorphism. 

e* , e, ý are induced by excisions satisfying the 

conditions of the excision axiom, so e* , e, are 

isomorphisms. 

71 is a fuzziomorphism so Hn(r) is an isomorphism. 

Hence Hn(-q) is an isomorphism. 

The general result follows by application of the 

5 Lemma to the map of homology exact sequences 

induced by TI.   
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Dually: - 

10.7. Proposition 

For any fuzzy pair (X, A) , if BCX has N(B) 

contractible and either N(B) nA contractible 

or An, B=Q then the identification map 

-q : (X, A) --> (X/B 
' 

A/B 
n A) 

induces an isomorphism in cohomology for any 

**0 
theory JH 

,a 

11. Natural'Equivalences and Finitude. 

11.0. Proposition 

There is a natural equivalence 

IHS, as j= JH*C, a; i 

on the category 3uzz 

Proof 

If AC (X, ti) , define the discriminator D(A) of 

A in X by 

D(A) = 'xIx E X, x ti ayaE Al 

Now if c is a cell of W(X) , there is a unique 

non-degenerate Vietoris cube d' of x s. t. c' EC 

Define Icl = image (c') 
. 

If s is a cell of , t(X) , and s' , s" are 

injective Vietoris simplices of X such that s' ES, 

s" ES, then im(s') = im(s") , so that we may 

unambiguously define 

Isl = im(s') 
where s' is any injective singular simplex of x 

such that s' ES. 
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Define 

3X = 101 u is Q cls.. a cell of AX, ca cell of cX, IslxlcIGti1 

where yX C , '(X) 0 T(X) 

(i) Clearly 

CE 3X, s' a face of s, c' a face of c -*s' ( c' E3" °': 

(ii) If f: (X, ti) -, (Y, o) is a fuzmap 

Ely- E YX IsIXIcic 
(f, f)(ISIXIcJ) Ca 
IA(f)(s) IxI18(f)(c) ICa, or fos' or foc' (s', c' 

as above) is degenerate, so that A(f)(s) 

or T(f)(c) is not a cell. 

I. t(f)(s)Ixk16(f)(c)I C a, or AM(s) = Op 
or j (f)(c) =0 

(A(f)(s)) 0' (6(f)(c)) E 'Y. 

(iii) If s is a cell of AX , consider 

3(s) = Ec E WXls ®cE 3X1 

= tot u EDIT D, Yslxlcl 
= 101 

u Eclc a cell of '(DjsJ, ti)1 

Therefore y(s) generates q(Dlsl, ti) . But (Dlsl, ti) 

is a one-point cone on Dlsl \xi for any xE Is) 

and hence contractible. Therefore since H* = H*. W 

is a homology theory W(Dlsl, ti) is acyclic. 

Similarly if c is 
.a 

cell of TX , then 

Y (c) = [S E, I ECxýc E 30CI 
generates , t(DI sl , ti) , which is acyclic by a similar 

argument. 

Hence by (iii), (ii), (1) 7 is an acyclic functorial 

facing relation, in the sense of [so], and by Lemma 3 of 

that paper there is a natural equivalence 

{HS, asj JH0, acj 

on the category 7uzz .  
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11.01. Corollar 

There is a natural equivalence 

*l ne IHc, ac1 
on the category 3uzz. 

Proof 

This also follows from the facing relation g, by 

the dual of the lemma used above.   

11.10. Definition 

For any fuzzy space (X, ti) define the simplicial space 

KX of X as follows: 

Let KnX = [lx0,..., xnflxitixj d 1, JE[O,..., nl, xi=xi=Di=jI 

X where Then KX UKn 
n=0 

(k, k') EßgkC k' or k' C k. 

If f: X -' Y is a fuzmap, define 

Kf : KX -ý KY 

¬xo,..., xn} »º tf(xo), 
.... f(xn) l 

(Note that Kf(KnX) KnY in general. ) 

K is then a functor 

3uz -, 3uz 

and extends canonically to a functor 

3uzz -+ yuzz 

Define similarly 
q 

KqX= ( UKX, 0) CKX 
n=0 n 

Kcl(X, A) C K(X, A) _ (KX, KA) 

Kqf : KqX -, KC'Y 
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11.2. Proposition 

If (X, A, ti) is a finite fuzzy pair, and X is given 

a total ordering (not necessarily a total fuzzy order, 

as in I. 7.00), the map 

q: ( 
, KA) -ý (X, A) 

k min(k) 

is fuzmic and induces an isomorphism in homology, 

independent of the order on X, for any theory 

IH*, a* }. 
Proof 

If k ßk' , either kC k' or k' Ck 

Say kC k' , then min(k) E k' , so min(k) ti min(k') 

since {min(k), min(k')l C k' , i. e. q(k) ti q(k') . 

Thus q is fuzmic. 

If X= Ixt 
, ..., xmI is the ordering on X, define 

KJ XY Xlpj 
$ KEA = KA/pj 

n (KA x KA) 

where pj _ E(k, k')Ik=k', or min(k) = min(k') E jx1,000, x 

for j=1,..., m , 

and p0 = [(k, k')Ik = k'j 

Evidently pj is an equivalence relation ,j=0,..., m', 

so that KJX , KJA are well defined, and 

KmXX, KmAA 

K0X = KX K°A = KA 

Denote the pj-equivalence class of kE KX by [k]j 
, 

for j=0,..., m , and define 

-qj Kj-1X -* KJX , for j=1,... ,m 
[k] 

j-1 
[k] 

j 
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Then if BMX = {k E KXImin(k) =xC KX 

BMX C Kj-1X naturally, 

and 71j is the identification map 

Kj-1X --> 
KJ-1 X/BMX 

= KjX . 

Now in Kj-1X , 

N(B is the set-theoretic disjoint union of 

Bj 
Bý = [x 

i1xi ti xj ,i< j] , and 

B= Jk lxj < min(k) ,kC k' for some k' E Bj1 

though not the disjoint union in 7az . 

Define fj : N(B j) -+ N(Bý ) to be the identity on 

Bj and BI , and the map 

kwºk u IxjI 

on Bj . Then fj is fuzmic and 

1N(B ) ti'r fj ,fj ti'r Cj 
j 

where 

Cj: N(B1) -ý 1X1 I 

so that N(B1) is contractible. 

If xj EA, then similarly 

1N(B )nATT (f j IA) , (f j 
IA) ti' 

j 
(C 

j 
IA) 

so that N(Bj) A is also contractible. 

If xj tA, Bj r) Kj-1A 

Thus by 10.6, for any j, 

H*(Tlj) : H*(KJ-1X , Kj-1A) -º H*(KjX , K1A) 

is an i somorphism. Thus 

H* (9. ) = H* (r rn-1 ... i1) = H* (ilm)H* (71m_1 ) .. . H* (TI, 

is an i somorphism. 
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Suppose a different total order on X is taken, 

defining a different identification map 

q' + (KX, KA, v) -+ 
(X, A, ti) " 

Then 

(k, k') EokC kt or k' Ck 

- jq(k), q'(k')l C k' or jq(k), q'(k')} Ck 

since always q(k) Ek, q'(k') E k' , 

q(k) ti q' (k') by the definition of KX 

Thus q do q' , so that q tv- q' and by the homotopy 

axiom 

H*(q' )=H, 
ß 

(q) 
" 

Hence the isomorphism 

H*(q) : H*(K(X, A)) -' H*(X, A) 

is independent of the choice of order on X 
  

11.21. Corollary 

There is a natural equivalence 

[H, 
koK , a*oKI = [H*sö*l 

for any homology theory [H*, a*l , on the category of 

finite fuzzy pairs.   

Dually: - 

11.3. Proposition 

If (X, A, ti) is a finite fuzzy pair, and X is given 

a total ordering, the map 

9. : (KX, KA) -+ 
(K, A) 

k -# min(k) 

induces an isomorphism in cohomology, independent of 

the order on X, for any theory [H*, aj .  
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11.31. Corollar 

There is a natural equivalence 

JH*oK , a*oK1 - ¬H*, c3*l 

for any cohomology theory {H*, a*i , on the category 

of finite fuzzy pairs.   

11.14. Proposition 

If [H* , a* 1, EH, ' , a, 1 ] are homology theories, there is 

a natural equivalence 

[H*OK , a*oK] = EH, 'oK , a*oKJ 
on the category of finite fuzzy pairs. 

Proof 

The argument of [10] III establishes the proposition if: - 

(i) Theorem III. 2.3 is replaced by 10.5 above, 

(ii) the q-simplex sq of section 3 is defined to be 

K(¬Xi ,..., xi 
0 sq to be 

sq \ UUxi ,..., xi 11 , oq 
sq-1 to be 

K(jxlo,..., xi }\ jyj, t) where y= xi , some j, 
, 

and cq-1 to be 

sq \ U{xi ,..., xi I\ jyjj , and 

(iii) (X; A) , 
IKI, ILI, IKq, jLgj and IKq u Ll are 

replaced by 

(KX, KA), KX, KA, KgX, KqA and KqX LI KA 

respectively throughout. 

No simplicial approximations, of course, become involved 

in Section 10. With these modifications, the proof may 

be adopted almost word for word, and in view of its 

length it would seem a work of supererogation to include, 

it in detail here.   
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11.41. Corollary 

If IH*, a*} , H, 1, a*tl are homology theories, there 

is a natural equivalence 

[H*, a* l= jH*1, of l 

on the category of finite fuzzy pairs.   

Dually, we have: - 

11.5. Proposition 

If [H* 
, a* i, JR 

, 
ý* are cohomology theorems, there 

is a natural equivalence 

J H* o K, a* oKoK' 
'ý o KI 

on the category of finite fuzzy pairs.   

11.51. Corollary 

If ¬H* 
, a* }, ¬ý! 

,ý are cohomology theories, there 

is a natural equivalence 

on the category of finite fuzzy pairs.   

11.6. Proposition 

For any finite fuzzy pair (x, A) there exists mE jr 

such that 

p>m- HH(X, A) = Hp(X, A) =0 

in any homology and cohomology theories. 

Proof 

Take m= n(X, A) 

There can be no injective p-simplices for p>m, hence 

no p-cells, hence 
, ap (X, A) =0, p>m. 

Thus the homology and cohomology of , t(X, A) vanish 

for p>m, so the simplicial, and thus by 11.41 and 

11.51 all, homology and cohomology theories vanish 

on (X, A) for p>m. M 
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11.61. Remark 

A lower limit than that in the above proof is 

evidently possible - plausibly Sn is the minimal 

fuzzy space with n-homology, in which case we would 

have m= 2(n(X, A) - 1) as the general bound - but 

seems unlikely to have useful applications. The 

result is of interest less in terms of the particular 

bound than as a point emphasising the finite nature 

of this part of the theory. 

11.70. Notation 

In the light of Propositions 11.0 - 11.5, we shall 

denote both jH*, a: j and ¬H*, a*cl by 

[Hs, as] and [Hc, äc} by [H 
,al in 

general, using a distinguishing affix only if we 

wish to relate something else to homology by way of 

some specific construction of the homology groups. 

11.8. Remark 

Uniqueness fails in general (for example, as in 

topology with proper homotopies required in the 

homotopy axiom, on spaces with unbounded components). 

However, the philosophy of this paper is that the 

chief interest lies in the finite case, since finite 

fuzzy spaces include all those physically presented. 

(On these grounds one is tempted to denote this 

subcategory by yyz. ) Infinite cases have therefore 

largely been included, as for instance in 7.4,11.0, 

when they are natural extensions of the finite case, 

-and no special techniques have been evolved to 
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consider them, since if infinities are dominant one 

might as well be doing topology. 

This approach of assuming that finite fuzzy spaces 

are the heart of the subject is not, however, the 

only possible one: far from rejection of the 

infinite, the great cause for commendation of 

tolerance homeomorphisms in [3a] is the passage they 

allow between finite and infinite description. 

If this direction is followed, an important class of 

objects will clearly be the compact fuzzy spaces; 
finitý 

those spaces X with a/subset Y such that N(Y) =X 

These have nice properties: their components must 

have finite internal diameter, and the fuzmic image 

of a compact space is compact. Moreover, though I 

have not worked out the details of the devices 

necessary to prove it I make the following conjecture: - 

11.9. Conlecture 

If {H* 
, a*i , 

[H, I , al l are homology theories, and 

cohomology theories, there are 

natural equivalences 

(H*va*j = III;, a' 
Hö 

on the category of compact fuzzy pairs. (Since a 

subspace of a compact space need not be compact - 

any space embeds in a compact one-point cone on it - 

this will mean the category of pairs (X, A) with 

X, A both compact. ) 

0 
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12. Approximate Fixed Point Theorem 

12.0. Proposition 

If (X, ti) is a contractible finite fuzzy space, for 

any fuzmap f: (X, T) - (X, r) there exists a set 

Jxo,..., xp_IJ CX of mutually indistinguishable points 

such that f(xi) = xi+1 ,iE Zp 0 

Proof 

Since is contractible, f Id(X) , and thus 

H*8(f) = H: (Id(X) ) 

= Id(H: (X)) 

= Id(ISOnZIn(Z) 

00 Hence 7, (-1)nTr(Hn(f)) =1 
n=0 

15 
Thus by the Hopf Trace Theorem ([ ] p. 166) 

(-1)nTr(3n(f)) =1 
n=0 

Thus for some nEN9 

Tr(n(f)) i0 

Thus considering generators, for some cell sE 3n(X) , 

3n(f)(s) = ms +r, r independent of s 

By construction, all maps 35(f) must take generators 

to generators, thus 

3n(f)(s) =+s. 

Thus f(IsI) = Isl . 
(Notation of 11.0) 

Choose xo E IsI 
, and define 

x1 = f(x0) 

xi+1 = f(xi) inductively. 

Since n(I s I) = n+1 , xp = xo for some p<n 

Choose the first such p. Then xo,..., xp_1 are 

mutually indistinguishable since they are all in Isi 
, 

and f(xi) = xi+1 ,iE 7ý , as required. 
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12.1. Corollary 

If D( ) is the discriminator introduced in 11.0, 

we have A= Ixo,... 
Oxp_1j C D(A) , f(D(A)) C D(A) 

12.2. Remark 

The applications of the topological Brouwer Fixed 

Point Theorem have been generally to show that 

something stays put; that is, to show the existence 

of stable states. (For a slightly questionable but 

highly illustrative example, see [; 2-], Theorem 4 and 

its corollary. ) Theorem 12.0 is precisely the fuzzy 

analogue one would expect: there may be nothing that 

stays put, but there is something which varies 

undetectably if at all, since all its positions are 

mutually indistinguishable. This is typical of the 

replacement in fuzzy of Platonically ideal and 

untestable statements by limited and physically 

meaningful ones, just as a physically-given function 

can be found to be not fuzmic, whereas proving it 

discontinuous would require an infinity of infinitely- 

accurate observations. 

The comments of Remark 11.8 on finiteness apply 

equally here. With reasonable conviction, but the 

suspicion that the proof is substantially harder than 

that of 11.9,1 make the following conjecture: - 

12.3. Conjecture 

If (X, T) is a compact contractible fuzzy space, for 

any fuzmap f: (X, ti) -+ (X, ti) there exists a set ACX 

of mutually indistinguishable points such that 

f (A) GA. 

10 
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13. The Hurewicz Map 

13.0. Definitions 

For n>0, define the map 
n 

Ci1i2... in : [1] n TBC jr 

(xý,..., xn) [xi + il,..., xn + in] 

n 
1 . 01 . If f: (79 N, *) -+ 

(X, xo) is bounded by m, define 

ýp(f) = 
mý1... m-1 m-1 

E3 (X) " 
iri 0 i2=Z 

7,0 
1 1=0 

(fýc 
ili2... in nc 

Then 
m-1 m-1 

6n((p(f)) = ön('n=o 2 ... E (foes 
... i 

)ý 
i0=0 1n 

= 
J+k m1m1 

Fk E (-i) 7... i'oc 
J=0 iri 0 iI =0 

ý- ... in 

k=0,1 

=E (-1)ýZ1 
... 

X1 
FO (foc 

... j=0 
(in 

0 is= 
70 jn i1 

M-1 m-1 _ Fý = foC - 
ino e-o io 

E 
_0 

jn i1"o 

n m-1 
... 

m-1 
E 

m-1 
E ... 

m-1 
_ E (F. (foe 

j=0 
l'n 

0 in+1=0 ij-1=0 
i ... i 4n 10=0 1 j-1 

ý'J+I... in) - FJn foc110 
00ij-1 

m 
j+i... in 

n m-1 m-1 m-1 m-1 
_ z(-1) E ... 71 E ... E 

J=0 in 0 ij+1=0 ii-1=0 io=0 

(([1]1 n, Ix )-( [1 ]n -' jxOMI 

=0. 
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Thus if N is the quotient map 

3nX -* gX 

we have also 

Sn(N(cp(f))) =0 

so that 

im(N0q) C ker(Sn) 

Thus if K is the quotient map 

ker(Sn) -ý ker(6 
n)/im(6n+1) 

Hn(X) 

the composite 
t 

KoN, cp : if : (1r, ý`) -º 
(X, xo) If bounded --* Hc(X) 

is defined (modulo the usual abuse of rigour over 

choice of bound - c. f. 4.11. ). 

n 
13.02. By the obvious arguments, if f ,. g: (A N, *) -º 

(X, xo) 

are homotopic (not necessarily relative to *), then 

KoNocp(f) = KoNocp(g) , so that we get an induced 

Hurewicz ma-p. . en n 
xn(X, xo) ? TAI 

-º Hn(X, xo) 

which commutes with the action of ßc1 (X, xo) on 

xn(X, xo) [i. e. the restriction to (p')'(1) 
n(X, xo) _ 

7, n(X, xo) of the inner automorphism action of 

in(x1(X, xo)) = x1(X, xo) on (, cnX, IxoI) ; 

cf. 5.00,5.2. ]. 

Nocp carries composition of paths in 
n 

2'1(X, xo) = if : (7ý( N, *) -º (X, xo) If bounded] 

to addition in cnX , hence. 8n is a homomorphism, 

factoring through a homomorphism en from the reduced 

homotopy groups xn(X, xo); the groups icn(X, xo) 

factored out by the action of 7c1 (X,. xo) . 
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By analogy with topology: - 

13.1. Conjecture 

For any fuzzy space (X, ti) , if mEN is the least 

number such that KM(X, ti) 0, the Hurewicz map 

gives an isomorphism 

8n : 'Kn(X, ti) -ý Hn(X, ti) 

for all n<m. 

E3 

13.1.1'. Corolläry. 

For any fuzzy space (X, T) , the first cubical 

homology group is the fundamental group abelianised. 

The proof of this is a substantial exercise, since 

the usual methods in topology (a) use a standard n-cube 

as an n-ball and stretch it, taking without loss of 

generality each fE [f] E 7cn(X) to be a single 

singular n-cube, and (b) involve the homology of the 

standard n-cube relative to the union of its faces. 

Neither (a) nor (b) is possible-in Yuz. The devices 

and formulae necessary to replace them probably possess 

sufficient intricacy to make the homotopy on p. 58 

appear trivial. Now the homology funs tors have 

difference-geometric applications but the higher 

homotopy groups have been included here only as a 

natural extension of the fundamental group material, 

since with the approach used it required little extra 

machinery to set them up. The fundamental group 

classifies covering spaces (cf. §7) and may be expected 

to crop up, as in topology, in a variety of other 

applications. The higher homotopy groups however are 
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of interest mainly in homotopy theory, and for 

reasons explored in I. 8.3. this field looks to 

be much less fruitful in fuzzy geometry than in 

topology. Moreover the prospect of applications 

of them to coordinate-free difference equations, 

my chief interest among aspects for development, 

appears extremely remote. 

The proof of 13.1 is therefore left as an exercise 

for the interested reader. 

1L.. Fuzzy Fibration Theory 

This section like the last is a sketch only, for 

similar reasons. It is included for its interesting 

differences from topology. 

11.0. Definitions 

A fuzmap f: E -> B is: 

14.00) a fibre bundle if for all xEB 

f'-(N(x)) - N(x) x F. 

for some fuzzy space Fx , 
14.01) a strict fibration if it has the HoLP (7.61), and 

14.02) a fuzzy fibration if %f : itE --* %B is a fibration 

of groupoids (i. e. if for any point x in E, %f 

restricted to the elements of xE beginning at x 

and corestricted to those beginning at f(x) is 

surjective. cf. [5] p. 302). 

14.03 In each of 14.00 - 14.02, the fibre over xEB 

is f~(x) . In 14.00, p~(x) = Fx. 
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14.1. Propertie s 

1 . 10. Implications and examples. 

By straightforward reasoning, 

14.00 - 14.01 - 14.02. 

Evidently a covering is a fibre bundle, with Fx a 

discrete set, of constant cardinality for xEB if 

B is connected. 

If E(Y, yo) is the subspace of PY consisting of 

paths beginning at yo , and p(w) is the point at 

which a path w ends, then 

p: E(Y, yo) -+ Y 

is a strict fibration with fibre Q(Y, yo) over y0 

In topology 14.01 and 14.02 are not essentially different 

if B is Hausdorff and paracompact, but in 3uz an 

interesting example is given by the appended exhibit H 

('The fuzzy Hopf map'. ) 

1 . 11 . Remark on H. 

Note that this is not a model in the merely illustrative 

and suggestive sense in which for example models of the 

regular polyhedra are, but just as much and as little 

a mathematical object as an equation is. The conventions 

for written mathematics may be replaced by the 

following (not different in logical/philosophical 

character): 

The points of the fuzzy spaces are the woolly balls. 

A ball is within fuzzy of itself always, and 

within fuzzy of another if connected to it by a 

wire or thread without an arrow attached. 

Points in the upper space are related by' H to 

points in the lower space by sharing the same colour. 
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The relation H is then functional, and a fuzmap. 

It is also incomparably more perspicuous than any 

written formula with the same logical structure, 

though admittedly more awkward to reproduce. 
t 

Notice that the lower space is fuzziomorphic to 

S2 (10.34). We shall therefore refer to it as such. 

Denote the upper space by E. 

14.12. Properties of H 

The fibre of H over any point in S2 is 

fuzziomorphic to S1 . However, if x, yE S2 are 

indistinguishable, H x, yj is of the form 

and not , as it would 

be if H had had the local product structure 

required by 11.00. Moreover if g is the identity 

on the green fibre G, then there is a homotopy of 

length one between Hog and the map f: G- S2 , 

x yellow ball 

but consideration of definitions I. 3.01,1.8.0(11) 

shows that there is no map V: G-E such that 

Ho± =f and '=g (so that 14.01 does not hold 

either). However this failure does not occur with 

t For this reason it is unfortunately not possible to 
include a copy of H with the duplicated copies of 
this thesis. 
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respect to bounded maps jr -i. E, though even with 

respect to these H does not have the HoLP , since 

while a homotopy can always be covered, it may have 

to be by a homotopy of greater length. Thus we have 

just enough to establish 14.02, and no more. 

Hence 14.01,14.02 are significantly different in 7uz 

Moreover the weaker case, as exemplified by H, is 

important, as will appear in 14.144. 

14-13. Fibres 

Similarly to the topological case, if B is connected 

the fibres of a fibre bundle must be fuzziomorphic, and 

the fibres of a strict fibration must be of the same 

homotopy type. (This latter equivalence is stronger in 

yuz than in topology; cf. 1.8.3. ) The fibres of a 

fuzzy fibration must have the same homotopy groups, 

but if for instance one fibre, F say, is fuzziomorphic 
1 *-* 

to S (I I), and another, F' , is fuzziomorphic 
ft 

to (Z5, a-b E 11,0,41) there is no 

essential fuzmap F -- F' , and a fortiori no homotopy 

equivalence. 

14.14. Exact sequence 

If f: E-. B is a fizzy fibration with fibre F 

over some B, the algebraic property 14.02 suffices 

to establish the homotopy exact sequence 

§ ... -+ 'Xn(F) -º xn(E) -' xn(B) -' nn-1 (F) -, ... 

for any consistent choice of base points for F, E 

and B. Thus for instance since a covering f: X-X 

has discrete fibre we have Xn(7) = 'xn(X) for n>1. 
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Also, since by 10.41 we have 

Hq(S2) = 62gZ OO 60gZ 

and, by a similar proof, 

Hq(E) = 63ci Z (j 60gZ 

for E as in 14.11,14.. 12, by 13.1 and the exactness 

of § we get 

7'3(s2) =z 

as in topology. 

Thus the higher homotopy groups shav promise of 

being quite as unpleasantly complicated in fuzzy 

as in topology, without the compensation of the CW 

complex type of application. 

I do not intend to pursue that promise. 
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III. Difference Geometry 

All the definitions in this chapter will refer to an 

arbitrary standard field a, which will not be mentioned 

in the terms defined; thus we refer, e. g., to tensors not 

, q-tensors, though the symmetric/skew-symmetric distinction 

(2.041.. ) for example loses meaning if . is Z2 " 

Uncountability and limits being irrelevant, . 5¢ may perhaps 

best be thought of as the real or complex algebraic numbers. 

I do not consider here the structures involved when 5P has 

a fuzzy also. 

1_ . Tangent bundle 

1.0. Motivation 

In topology tangent bundles exists only for very special 

topological spaces - manifolds - with moreover an added 

differential structure; an optional extra in the same 

fashion as a metric (c. f. 1.6.01) and as capable of non- 

isomorphic options (for example there exist exotic spheres). 

Just as with a metric, however, any fuzzy space has an 

intrinsic difference structure, and corresponding tangent 

bundle, implicit in its definition. 

Among the numerous ways of defining the tangent bundle of a 

differentiable manifold is the following: at a point, 

consider all differentiable paths through it, take classes 

corresponding to the equivalence relations 'going in the same 

direction at the same speed' (=having the same first 

differential), put a vector space structure on the result 

to get the tangent space at the point, and stick the tangent 

spaces together to get the tangent bundle. Now a fuzzy 
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path has been defined (I. §5) as a succession of hops from 

point to indistinguishable point; the 'first difference' 

at a point corresponding to the first differential, is 

precisely the 'next hop'. And the set to which possible 

next hops may be taken is precisely the fuzzy neighbourhood 

of the point, which is thus isomorphic to the analogous 

'tangent space' to the differential one constructed as above. 

Thus we define: - 

Definitions 

Denote by p1 , p2 the projections XxX -* X to first and 

second factors respectively. 

1 . 10. For a fuzzy space (X, ti) the tangent bundle is the 

composite map 

t: TX CXxX -+ X 
Pl 

where TX = (ti, ti. ti) 

1.11. The tangent space TxX or (TX) 
x 

to X at xEX is 

the fuzzy space t~(x) 

1.12. The exponential map 

ex : TxX -+X 

at xEX is given by the composite 

TXCXxX -+ X. 
x 

Evidently each ex is a fuzziomorphism. 

Since for any yE TX , ex(y) is defined only if x= t(y) , 

there need be no ambiguity if we sometimes drop the suffix 

where t(y) is fixed by context, and refer merely to e(y) 

1.2. Remark 

The fuzzy tangent bundle is not in general a fibre bundle 

in the sense of II. 14.00 (and nor are the tensor bundles of 

§2), since if it were the fuzzy neighbourhood of any 
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two points would be fuzziomorphic, making the space rather 

like a flawless crystal. This is not possible in 

reasonable generality: for example it would mean that the 

only '2-spherical' objects to be allowed would be only 

a few hops across if finite at all. 

For similar reasons, the tangent space at a point cannot 

in general be given a vector space structure: it would than 

have to be isomorphic to a product of copies of the field 

it was over, again giving overall a crystal-type space. 

If however the concept of dimension as rank is abstracted 

from vector spaces, and the additive and scalar-multiplica- 

tive structure (which makes the existence of some points 

require the existence of others, to be their sums etc. ) 

neglected, a highly significant object remains, a matroid. 

Invented by Whitney in the 1930's ([ 21 ]) 
, matroids have 

since been studied in combinatorics as global objects only, 

with the interest mainly lying in the way they generalise 

graphs and in classification of the matroids with n points, 

for each n. As a local structure they provide exactly the 

weakening of the concept of vector space appropriate to a 

fuzzy tangent space (c. f. §5)- 

1.20. Definition 

If f: X -+ Y is a fuzmap, the first difference 

bf of f is the map 

TYI (f, f) 1TX 
. 

Inductively, the nth difference Ajnf ofxis the map 

, O(bn-1 f) , where tf= Gf . 
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2. Tensor bundles 

2.0. Definitions 

For any fuzzy space X, and r, sE ff : - 

2.00. Define the contravariant r-tensor bundle 

tr : TrX -' X 

of X as follows: 

TrX = X[r] (c. f. Defns I. 3.01., II. 9.00. ) 

tr(x : [r] -+ X) = x(0) . 
The contravariant r-tensor space (TrX)X of X at x E"IX 

is the fuzzy space (tr)'-(x) 

Evidently T1 X= TX . 
2.01. Define the covariant s-tensor space (TSX)- of X ak' 

xEX to be the set of functions 

(TsX)x -- a. 

Define the covariant s-tensor bundle 

tS: TsX -4 X 

of X by (ts)~(x) = (TsX)x . 
Consider T5X , 

(T, X)x as fuzzy spaces with the fuzzy induced 

by is . 

2.02. Define the mixed (r, s)-tensor bundle 

is : TSX -ºX 

by the pull-back 

TSX 
TrX 

Iw 
r t\ 

tr 

y 
TsX t 

sX 

where tr , is are as in 2.00. and 2.01. Define the mixed 

(r, s)-tensor space (Tr)x of X at x(X to be fuzzy space 
(ts)~(x) 
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2.03. An (r, s)-tensor field on X is a set-theoretic 

section of 

is : TSX _+ X. 

A tensor field will be assumed fuzmic (as a map X -. TSX) 

unless otherwise stated. Denote the set of fuzmic (r, s)- 

tensor fields by TSX , the set of all (r, s)-tensor fields 

by TSX . (For r=0, we have TSX = Ts°X .) 

2.04. An (r, s)-tensor field F on X is (with tr as in 

the diagram in 2.02) symmetric if for all xE T8X and 

permutations a of [s] we have 

tr0 (x0 )= trop(x) , 

skew-symmetric if f ör all such x, a we have 

zrj(Xoß) ° (8än(a)) 
"ý 

re ýXýý " 

2.05. If f: X-Y is a fuzmap, define 

Tr(f) : TrX -ý Try 

2 .º fb{ 

and 

Tö(f) : TöX 1 TFY 

induced by Tr(f) " 

2.06. If f: X -* Y is a fuzmap, define 

T8(f) TsY 
--ý TSX 

and i's (f) iss -º TsX 

by F wº [x -F (f (x)) J"(f) J 

2.07. The maps defined in 2.05. evidently commute with tr 

tr , so that Defns 2.05., 2.06. make the contravariant 

tensor bundles covariant functors and the collections of 

covariant tensor fields contravariant functors. It is 
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hard to know whether this produces greater confusion than 

would reversing the usage of contra - and covariance 

traditional with differential tensor fields. 

As it is possible that this material may eventually be of 

relevance to physics I have decided to keep to the 

traditional practice. 

2.08. If f: X -' Y is a fuzziomorphism, we have induced 

isomorphisms for all r, sEN 

Tr(f) : TsX ý TsY 

TS (f) : TSY TsX 

defined in the obvious way, and coinciding with the maps 

defined in 2.05., 2.06. on their domains of definitions. 

2 . 09. If f: X-, X is a fuzmap, an (r, s)-tensor field ' 

on X is invariant by f if Tr(f) is defined and 

Tr(f) F= F. 
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3. Vector fields 

3.0. Definitions 

3.00. Note that (unlike the differential case) we do not 

have TOX = TX 
j, since an element of TOX is an element 

of T1L _ TX associated with an element of R. BjV 

i: x -º (x, 1) , however, we may embed TX in TIX, and if 

p: (x, a) .ax for any a, E., we have p! -i as the identity 

on TX and iop indistinguishable from the identity on 

TI X. , so that the difference is not highly significant. 

We shall thus identify a section F of the tangent bundle 

with the (1,0)-tensor field ieF it defines, and refer 

to either as a vector field or difference field. 

If we wish to refer specifically to a section of TX rather 

than T1X we shall call it a geometric vector field. 

Denote T6X by 2X , 
(and T8X by OXY . Denote the trivial 

vector field x -). ([1 ] 
-+ {xj C X) by o. 

3.01. For all fuzzy spaces X we have 

t0 : T°X _X, 

so that a (0,0)-tensor field may be considered as 

precisely a function X -r 5P . Such a function will be 

called a scalar field on X 

Denote T0 
OX , with the ring structure of pointwise addition 

and multiplication, by VX . If f: X -- Y is a fuzmap, 

denote the ring homomorphism 

To (f) : ýY 
-º iyX 

by Tf '. 
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3.02. Remark 

Note that as the elements , cü', (TSX)x are functions with 

range., 'we have (TsX)x (_(TsX)X) and TSX 

(=TS X) as vector spaces over , yP . However in the absence 

of a vector space structure on the contravariant tensors, 

the rank of (T; X)x is simply the cardinality of 

(TsX)x =(N(x))s . 

3.03. The exponential map 

ex : TxX -+ X (1 . 12. ) 

extends naturally to a map, also denoted by ex or e 

and called the exponential map, 
X 

-+ TOX . have 
T 

3.04. We, TAX C TX x. j, TpX =Xx. naturally, and we shall 

denote by p5 both the maps 

TOX -+., TOX -> .9 
induced by the projections. 

3.1. Defi rations 

3.10. If *E YX ,DE OX , the difference of with 

respect to D is the scalar field Dir , where 

Dir(x) = pý(Dx). (ii(e(Dx)) - *(x)) 

Evidently the operation of D on YX is linear. In 

contrast to the differential case, we have, for 

4r, 1V tE TX 'DEO 

D(ýV"') = D*. 1r' + *. D*' + 
D_"D*' 

p Dx 

by a brief computation. 

(The vanishing in the limit of the final term on the right 

is of course the fundamental dodge of the differential 

calculus. It took some two centuries to justify; 
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Newton's argument, for example, was admirably torn to 

shreds by Bishop Berkeley. ([ 2 ], p. 16). ) 

3.11. If D, D' operate on qX (in particular, if D, D' E OX) 

define the Lie bracket 

[D, D' ]: TX -ý gX 

ip (D(D'ter) - D' (D4V)) 

In the absence of a vector space structure on TxX , and 

hence on 2)X , we do not have for D, D' E 2) X their Lie 

bracket corresponding in general to differencing with respect 

to another field on X. We do have the Jacobi identity: 

[D, [D', D '']] + [n', [D',, D]] + [D'', [D, D']] =0 

and the skew-symmetry conditions: 

[D, D' ]+ [D' 
, D] =0, [D, D] =0 

(independent over a general field in the absence cf a 

vector field structure on ZX , and hence of any linearity 

condition. ) 

3.12. If [D, D' ]=0, we say D and D' commute. 

3.13. For a geometric vector field on (X, ti) , the local 

transformation TD induced by D is the map 

: X-º X. 

x wº ex(Dx) 

Now for all xEX, DE OX we have d(x, (p0(x)) <I , 
and given a set-theoretic map 9: X -+ X such that 

d(x, (p(x)) <1 for all xEX, then if we define 

D(P: X-'TX 

x (ex)`-((P(x)) 

we have DE OX and 

TD = cp , DCPD =D. 
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Moreover, 

cpD is a fuzmap , [xqy b cp (x) ti cpD(y) ] 

. [xtiy - ex(Dx) r ey(Dy) ] 

[xtiy - (Dx) T. 'c(Dy) ] 

D is a fuzmic vector field. 

Thus the set (IX (resp x)of set-theoretic (fuzmic) maps 

cp :X-, X such that d(x, p(x)) <1 is isomorphic to the 

set 2)X (iX) of (fuzmic) vector fields on X. 

3.14. A vector field D on X is reversible if cpD is a 

fuzziomorphism. Define the reversal of D, denoted by 

D4- , to be D (TD) ý- . 

Recalling that a fuzziomorphism must be an isometry 

(1.6.01), reversibility of a vector field is thus here a 

highly special condition, as it is for physical processes, 

rather than a universal one, as it is for mathe na tical 

physics. Indeed, on a given fuzzy space there may be no 

reversible vector fields at all. 
(Referring to [ 32]p. 248, and entering into the spirit, of 

it, one may argue that Theorem 4, on the existence of stable 

thoughts, falls in the absence of a proof. ` that all 

positions in the thought cube are physiologically possible 

brain states, but the 'next thought' function t -+ t' 

stands. One may suppose it fuzmic (more relevant in this 

context than the continilfbIr appealed to in the proof of the 

theorem) and the paragraph above shows it to be highly 

unlikely that the associated vector field is reversible. 

If not, the 'next thought' function must be metric- 

decreasing. 
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The long term implication is the inevitability of senility 

and death. ) 

_3.1. 
ý. If a geometric vector field DE bX has a surjection, 

we will say also that D is surjective. In this case the map 

yr(pD) : irX -, YX 

is a transforming operator on yrX in the sense of [35 ], 

making R(X, D)e fn(Tx, ýp(ý)) a difference ring. If D is 

reversible, 
RR(X, 

D) is inversive. 

If f: X -+ Y is a fuzmap, and DX, Dy are surjective geometric 

vector fields on X, Y such that 

T1(f)(DX(X)) C DY(Y) 

then 1Tf : TY -+ qX 

is a homomorphism of difference rings. 

If D', D' are surjective geometric vector fields on X, 

R(X, [D, D' ]) = (TX, 1 + [D, D' ]) is also a difference ring if 

(T(cPD - T(cPDfPD))* +*V*E Tx . 

These observations suggest that the structures in the 

differential case involving the fact, false here (3-10. ), 

that vector fields define derivations, may be replaced in 

this context by difference-algebraic structures. I hope to 

develop this approach, but time prevents me from doing to 

here. 

3.2. Proposition 

Two geometric vector fields D and D' on X commute 

(Def ^ 3.12. ) if and only if TD 11 TD = TD +o cPD " 
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Proof 

If (pDq q)D, = cpD, ®cpD , we have, for any *E TX , 

DD' *(x) =D (*((pD, (X)) - *(X)) 

_ *(qtr ((PD(X)) 
- ic(pt (x)) 

- 
X(PD(x)) + ýX) 

_ fir( PD(b' (x) )- *( fi(x) )- *('PD' (x» + ir(x) 

= D' (*(c(x)) - *(x) ) 

= D'Df(x) , 

so that 

[D, D'] =0 

If we have [D, D' ]=0, then 

and in particular for each 

DD'* = DID* for all *( TX , 

6xy :X -+ R, XEX 

The result follows.   

3.21. Remark 

The classical partial difference operators A , Dy, AZ ([ 3 )) 

constitute a commuting set of reversible vector fields 

on the fuzzy space (Zx Zx (This motivates the 

alternative term 'difference field'. ) 

3.30. Definition 

For a vector field D on a fuzzy space X, define the 

Lie derivative with respect to D, for any s E. N, by 

LD : T6X -ý 
TSX 

Fa (F- T6(OD) ) Ccf. 2.06. ) 

Evidently F is invariant by t (2.09. ) if and only if 

LD ( ') =0. 
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Difference Forms 

4.0. Definitions 

4.00. A difference n-form on a fuzzy space X is a skew- 

symmetric (O, n)-tensor field on X. 

Denote the set of n-forms on X, with the ring structure 

of pointwise addition and multiplication, by 
_A 

X. 
n 

lL. 01. The difference dw of an'n-form w on X is the 

(n+1 )-form defined by 

Tn+1 X2 

n1(-1)ýw(xiý))(xoijn) 

j=1 

+ w(x(l )) (x"On) 

where ihn : [n] -º [n+l ] 

xx, x<j L+I 

x>j 

LL O2. The n-form w is closed if dw =0, exact if w= dwl 

for some (n-1)-form dw'. By a brief computation d(dw) =0 

always, so that all exact forms are closed. 

L .1. Remark 

By 4 . 0. we have AX=1, 
nX}nEZ a cochain complex. By 

analogy with the differential case, the cohomology of this 

complex might be called the De Rham cohomology of the fuzzy 

space (X, ti) . Inspection of the definitions, however, 

reveals that AX is 
_ Identi cal with the dual of the chain 

complex AX of II. 9.13. , so that the De Rham cohomology 

of (X, ti) is precisely its alternating simplicial 

cohomology (11.9.22. ) with coefficients in A. (Since we 

have chosen a standard A, we will take all homology and 
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cohomology with coefficients in R, and suppress it in 

the notation. ) 

Thus the fuzzy analogue of De Rham's Theorem is true, but 

not a theorem. 

5. Fuzzy Manifolds 

(I regret that Definition 5.10. is not wholly local, and I 

suspect redundancy in Definition 5.21. p but I have been 

, unable as yet to remedy these defects. ) 

5.0.. Definitions 

5.00. A blob of a fuzzy spacd (X, ti) is a subset BCX 

such that (B, T) (B, 1, ) 

5.01. A fuzzy space is locally finite if every blob of it is 

finite. 

5.02. A local matroid structure (abbrev.. X. m. s. ) on a locally 

finite fuzzy space X is defined by a function p 
(called a rank function) from the set £X of blobs of X 

to ff satisfying R1 )0 p (B) < B) , where II denotes 

cardinality, R2)B" CB p(B') 5 p(B) 

R3)p(B n B')+p(B u B') S p(B) + p(B')+1 

if Bv B' is a blob. 

5.03. For fuzzy spaces X, X' with local matroid structures 

p, p' ,a fuzmap f: X -º X' is flat if 

p'([f(x1),..., f(xn)} <' P(lx1,..., xn1) 

for all blobs { x1 , ... , xn} CX. If equality always holds, 

f is proper. 

5.04. If X' is a subspace of tine fuzzy space with l. m. s. 

(X, ti, p), X' is taken to have the l. m. s. p IZ(X') 
, 
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since Z(X') C Z(X) naturally. With this l. m. s. on X' , 

also denoted by p, the embedding 

p) C (XJ'ti, p) 

is proper. 

5.05. An n-form w on a fuzzy space with l. m. s. (X, v, p) 

is compatible with p if 

F1) p (x[n]) <n w(x) =0VIE TnX 

F2) p(x[n+1]) <n dw(x) T0VxE Tn+1X 

Evidently the set of such forms determines a sub-cochain 

complex . AX of AX 
P 

9.06. Dually, if a Vietoris n-simplex s of X has 

p (s [n]) =n it is regular. The set of regular simplices 

defines a sub-simplicial complex SX of SX , and hence 
P 

AX of AX , since it follows from RI and R3 by induction 
P 
thatt all faces of a regular simplex are regular. 

5.1. Definitions 

5.10. A fuzzy space with Y. m. s. (M, ti, p) is a fuzzy n-manifold 

if: 

M1) p (B) =n 

M2) H1(M, M\B) 6inZ or 0 for all maximal blobs BCM 

Hn(M\B) =0 

M3) The inclusion AM CAM induces an isomorphism in 
P 

cohotology. 

Forms on a manifold will be assumed to be compatible with 

the J.. m. s. unless otlßrwise stated. 

5.11. A subspace of a fuzzy n-manifold (M)r, p) or (M, p) 
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submanifold of dimension m (/ codimension (n-m)) 

if it is an m-manifold under the restriction of p 

5.12. If an n-manifold M has Hn(M, M\B) =Z for all 

maximal blobs BCM, M is without boundary (abbrev. wob. ) 

5.13. If an n-manifold M has an (n-1)-submanifold wob 8M , 

such that, where j is the inclusion 8M CM, the 

adjunction space MJLIJM =M is an n-manifold wob, 

(M, aM) is a manifold with boundary 8M (abbrev. wib. ). 

5.2 . Definitions 

5.20. For an n-manifold M, H1(M) = H1(. A (M)) =0,1>n 

By the universal coefficient theorem, Hi(M) =0, 

i>n. By the exactness of 

Hn(M\B) -'' Hn(M) -º Hn(M, M\B) 

we have n(M) 0 or Z, with Z only possible if M 

is wob. If Hn(M) =Z, M is orientable, and an 

orienthtion of M is a choice a of generator for 

Hn(M) . 

5.21. For an n-manifold wib (MOM) , by the exactness of the 

Mayer-Vietoris sequence (11.10.2) 

Hn(8M) -' Hn(M) 4 Hn(M) -º HniM) 

00 or Z 

we have 11n(M) =0, since Z has no subgroups of the 

form GvG. By the exactness of 

Hn(M) -º Hn(M, aM) -º Hn-1 (8M) 

we have Hn(8M) Z or 0. 

Define (M, BM) to be orientable if Hn(M, BM) =Z and 

Hn-i(M) is torsion-free, and an orientation of (M, aM) 
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to be a choice a of generator for Hn(M, aM) 

By the exactness of 
a 

Hn(M) -. Hn(M, aM) - Hn-1(aM) -+ Hn-1(M) 
If it It 
0Z0 or Z torsion-free 

a is an isomorphism, so that am is orientable and 

a(a) is en orientation, the induced orientation, of 

am. , which we shall always choose for (M, aM) an 

oriented manifold wib. 

6. Summation on Manifolds 

6.0. Definitions 

6.00. If w is an n-form on an oriented n-manifold wob M 
a 

with orientation a, the sum 
YJ 

W 

M 

of w over M is defined to be w(t) , for any 

tE An(M) such that the homology class of t is a 

This is well defined, since if t' E An(M) also has 

homology class a, we have 

w(t) - w(t') = w(t-t') 

= w(6s) ,sE , fin+1 M (t, t' homologous) 

= dcw(s) 

=0 (5.05. F2; 5.10. ) 

6.01. If w is an n-form on an oriented n-manifold wib M, 

with orientation a, the sum 
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w 

of w over M is defined to be w(r) , for any 

rE An(M) such that the homology c]. ss of j*(r) is o, 

where j* is the quotient map 

, 6C (M) 

'an(M) "T aM 

This is well defined, since if r' C An(M) also has 

homology class a, we have 

w(r) - w(r') = w(r-r') 

= w(Se+q), sE An+1(M), qE An(aM) 

dw(s) + w(q) 

=0 (5.05. F1, F2; 5.10. ) 

ý. Stokes' Theorem 

7.0. Proposition 

If w is an (n-1 )-form on an oriented n-manifold wib 

(M, aM) , then 

dw w 

ýr am 
Proof 

Let aE Hn(M, BM) be the orientation class of M, aM , 

and take rE An(M) ,tE . ßn_1(öM) such that 

cls(j*(r)) =a , cls(t) = ö(a) . 
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We have the usual map between skirt exact sequences: 

o -º ýn(3M) --, ' n(M) 
J* 

-+ an(M, aM) -º 0 

o 
o ý' ýn_ý (aM) -ý ut n-1 

(M) -º An-1 (M, aM) -º 0 
i* 

Now since 

a(cls(j*(r)) = cis(t) 

we have 

8(r) = i*(t) 

by the definition of the connecting homomorphism a 

Thus 1: dw = dw(r) 

M 

= w6(r) 

= wi*(t) 

= w(t) 

EW 

am 

  

$ý Transversality 

The geometrical idea of transversality is evidently 

relevant here, but the formal treatment of it is awkward, 

and the rigidity of the fuzzy category makes for example 

the idea of a 'small displacement' of a submanifold, uses 

ful: 
_ 

in defining general position, not always possible. 
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I do not know how best to handle it, but (i)& (ii) 

of the following definition are independent and certainly 

necessary: 

8.00. Definition 

An r-submanifold Mr and s-submanifold Ms of a fuzzy 

n-manifold M are transversal if for any maximal blob B 

of M meeting Mr , Ms in maximal blobs, 

(i) B is spanned as a matroid by (B n Mr) v (B n Mr) 

(That is, every point in B is dependent on 

(BnMr)v(BnMs); rank(BnM1)v(BnMs)) = rank(B) = n. ) 

(ii) Hi(IT(B)AMr, N(B)\N(Ms)) 6i(m-s)Z 

H1(N(B)nMS, N(B)\N(Mr)) = Si(m_r)Z 

By application of the inequality R3 of 5.02. we have: 

8.1. Proposition 

If submanifolds Mr, Ms of M, as above, are transversal 

and meet in a submanifold M' , we have 

dim(Mt) 4r+s-n.   

The '<' possibility is not removable while the manifolds 

are required to 'meet' in the strong sense of have M' as their 

intersection. For example, two 2-submanifolds of a 3- 

manifold can be transversal and yet meet only in a single 

point, if elsewhere they interpenetrate like nets without 

knots in common. Intuitively they must clearly meet in 

some sense 'along a line'. It seems plausible that the 

appropriate sense is the following: 

8.2. Conjecture 

If submanifolds Mr, Ms of M, as above are transversal 
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and N(M')nN(M8) X0, there cexists an Cr +s- n)- 

submanifold I of M such that 

IC N(M1) n N(M2) 

and I> 6(N(I), N(M1)r'N(M2)) (cf. I. 6.02. (d)) 
. 

Ei 
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IV. Discrete Potential Theory 

As in Chapter III, we shall worktzover a standard 

field -q, and suppress reference to it. The work 

of this chapter could be carried out over any field 

of characteristic zero, but for convenience we shall 

suppose a to be a subfield of the reals. We do not 

require completeness. 

All fuzzy spaces in this chapter will be assumed 

finite, whether or not this is explicitly stated. 

1. The discrete Laplacian 

1.0. Definitions 

T. 00. For a fuzzy space X, denote the set of cells 

of AnX (cf. II. 9.14) by AnX . Then for each 

PE ff , on the vector space APX over . of p-forms 

on X define the inner product 

<W, µ)X =E w(a) µ(a) " 
aEApX 

Evidently this is indeed an inner product. 

We may write simply <w, p> for <w, µ>X where this 

is unambiguous, and similarly omit the suffix X on 

objects, such as the following, defined with the aid 

of <, >X . 

1.01. For a fuzzy space X, define the codifference 

dX : Ap+1 X -+ APX 

by 

D1) <dxw, µ>X = <w, dµ>X VtEAX 

This is well defined: it is unique since for any 

aE AX we may take µ defined on generators by 

µ= Sab , so that 
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D2) dXw(a) = <dXwýSab>X = <w, d(öab)i 

and it exists because any µEJ X has 

µa 
(A X4(a) 

Gab , 

so that if dXw(a) is defined for each aEApX by 

D2, dxw satisfies DI. 

1.02. Define the Laplacian LX on AX by 
2 

Lx = (d + dX) = dxd + ddX 

J. 03. A p-form w on X is harmonic on a subset Y of 

X if 

LXwI11. Y=0. 

Lx being linear, the p-forms on X harmonic on 

Y forms a vector space which we shall denote by 

34X) . We shall denote , 
p(X) by xp(X) , and 

call its elements simply harmonic. 

1.1. Proposition 

LX is a chain map. (And hence the Laplacian of an 

exact form is exact, the Laplacian of a closed form 

is closed, and the difference of a harmonic form is 

harmonic. ) 

Pro of 

dx= d(dXd + däX) 

= ddXd 

= (ddX + dXd)d 

= Lxd 

  

1.2. Proposition 

Lx is a self-adjoint linear operator on !iX 
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Proof 

sLw, L> = <d* dw + dd* w, P> 

= <d dw, µ> + <dd w, ! Li 

= <dw, d t> + <d*w, d*µ> 

= <w, d* dµ> + <w, dd% t> 

= <w, Lµi 

  
1.21. Corollary 

For any p, jjpX has an orthonormal basis 

w1,..., wn of eigenforms of LX ; i. e. forms such that 

<wi' wji 61j 

LX (wi) = Xi wi , for some Ai E.. 

Proof 

Apply [ 16 ] p. 266, Theorem 20.   

1.3. Proposition 

For a fuzzy space X and cp E TX = jX (cf. III. 3.01 ) 

we have 

Lq(x) =E (cp(x) - ý(Z)) " 
z Tx 

Proof 

Lcp(x) _ (d*d + dd*) cp(x) 

= d*dcp(x) 

_ <d. (Sxy ), dq)> 

= 
AY, xd(6xy)(a)dýo 

(a) 

1 

(A_1x = 0) 
(cf. 1.01) 

=E (-1)dcp(a) 
a(TXX 

_z (-1)dcp(eX(z)) 
z tix 

_2 (cp(x) '- cp(z)) " z tix 

(cf. III. 1.11,111.2.01) 

(cf. 111.1 . 12) 
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1.31. Corollary (Maximum Principle) 

If a function cp E TX is harmonic on a connected 

subspace of a fuzzy space X, it is either constant 

on N(Y) or attains its maximum and minimum only 

on X\Y 

Proof 

If YEY and cp(y) is a maximum, 

cp(x) < cp(Y) VxEN(Y) " 

Thus 

(cp(Y) - (p(x)) =0 eý cp(x) = q(Y) VXEN(y) 
x 

LXcp(Y) = 7y 

But therefore cp(x) is also maximal, for all xE N(y) 

Hence by connectivity 

cp(x) = cp(Y) , VxEN(y) 
  

1. y.. Remark 

The definitions used here are the most natural in this 

approach, and correspond to those used in harmonic 

analysis, but they give rise to differences from 

tradition that it would be as well to mention. The 

'codifference' used here corresponds to the negative 

of the physicists' 'divergence' operator, while the 

'difference' corresponds exactly to the 'gradient'. 

L is thus '-div. grad' on functions instead of 'div. grad'. 

This difference in sign apart, L corresponds exactly 

to t1 physicists' P2 ; on scalars this is clear. 

On vectors I have sometimes found the Laplacian defined 

by treating each component as a scalar and applying 

the scalar Laplacian. The possibility is not raised 

that this might not define a vector aperation (nor 

indeed does it in curvilinear coordinates) but such 
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misfortune is in fact ruled out for (x, y, z)-coordinates 

by the proof of the identity 

Vx (v x h) = v(v. h) - V2h , 
which establishes V2 as the difference of two vector 

operations and hence itself a vector operation. Now 

after sorting out the confusions arising from the duality 

isomorphisms on a Riemannian 3-manifold (such as our 

alleged physical space) between all of 

the tangent space 

its dual 

the (2,0)-tensor space 

and its dual, 

by which it is sustomary in physics to identify the lot, 

it emerges that x (V x h) corresponds to d*dh 

Recalling that 'div' corresponds to (-d*) 
, so that 

0(D. h) becomes (-dd*h) 
, we find that the Laplacian 

defined by 1.02 corresponds here also with that of the 

physicists - with, again, a difference in sign. 

The sign for the scalar Laplacian corresponding to the 

usage in physics is universal in the literature 

concerning discrete potential theory on lattices. In 

contrast to the remark in 111.2.07 I make no apology 

here for departure from traditional usage. Differences 

in sign are endemic in physics anyway: there is no 

consensus, for example, on whether to choose a positive 

or a negative signature for a Minkowski metric, and it 

is not customary to state which one is being used. 

(It is generally necessary for a reader to deduce the 

author's choice from internal evidence. ) In the face 

of such confusion, one can do more than resolve to use 

the sign convention most natural in a given formalism, 

and to state it clearly. 
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2. Hodge's Theorem 

2.0. Proposition 

For all fuzzy spaces X and pEZ, 

" ApX = d(A'p_1X) +O d*(Ap+, X) @X 
pX 

Proo 

For convenience and perspicuity, we shall suppress 

reference to X, and attach grading indices to the 

difference operator and its dual. 

We use the following notations from linear algebra: 
IV* 

is the dual space of V. 

If f: V-W is a linear mEp, its transpose is 

ft : W* -º V* 

g w+ gof . 
il 

III 

We hE 

If UCV, WsV* 

Ui_ Iv E VI(v, u> =0, VuEU 

N(U) = If E V*Jf(U) = 01 

N(W) = iv E VIf(v) =0, VfE W] 

Lve a (non-commutative) diagram 

AP-1 
dp-1 Ap dp A 

p+1 

i 
p-1 lip ip+1 

l90 

IN 01 

Lt - d 
Ap 0ý-ýp+1 Ap-1 

p-1 
dp 
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such that 

di iýdt11+1 , for j=P, P-I 

where ii is the isomorphism 

w -# [µ - <w, µ>] , for j= p-I , PsP+1 

Now, 

t ý(Ap+j) dpip+1 (Ap+1 )== 

N(ker(dp)) . 
([ ], P. 103 Thm20(ii)) 

Therefore 

F- t dp(llp+1) ipdpip+l (Ap+1 

= ip(N(ker(dp) 

_ (ker(dp))' 
" 

Similarly 

dp-1(Ap-1) = N(ker(dt_1)) 

= (1 (ker(dt 
1 

)))1 

= (ker(dp_, ip)) 
L 

= (ker(ip 
ýdP(ip , monic) 

= (ker(dp_1) )ý- 

Hence 

dp (((ker(dp) )1) = dp_1dp(Ap+1 ) 

0 

and we have 

äp(Aýp+1) = (ker(dp))'1 S ker(d 1) = (dp_1(Ap-1))1 
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Hence 

dp-1 (gip-1) + dp (Qp+1) = -1 
(1'K, 

p-1) ap (Ap+1 ) 

Moreover 

(dp-1(Ap-1) ®äp(lip+1) = (dp-1 (ap-1) )1 n (ap(Ap+1) 

= (ker(dp_1 )) n (ker(dp)) 

(ker(dp_1dP_1 )) n (ker(dpdp) 

(ker(dp_1dP_1 + dpdp)) 

= xpX 

and conversely 

wE PXLw= 0 

0= <Lw, w> 

= <dd*w + d*dw, w> 

= 
<dd*W, W> + <d*dw, w> 

= <d*'w, d*w> + <dw, dw> 

<dw, dw> =0= <dw, dw> 

((, > positive) 

dw =0= d*w (<, > definite) 

wE (ker(d*)) n (ker(d)) 

wE (dp-1(Ap-1) ®dp(A p+1) 
)1- 

Therefore jýPX = (dp_1 (gyp-1) a dp(Ap+1) )1 

Therefore 1LpX =d _1( 
p_j) ®d*(Ap+1) ® pX 

  
2.01,. Corollary 

, tp(x) = Ap(X) n ker(d). in ker(d*) . 
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2.02. Corollary 

For any p-form w on X, the generalised Poisson equation 

Lµ=w 

has a solution if and only if 

<w, 11> =0 

for every harmonic p-form I, and hence if and only if 

. w= dw' +dw'' 

Proof 

Since L is self-adjoint, 

L(lip(X)) = (kerL)1 

So L(A (X)) = (, X)1 

= d(Ap_1(X)) o d*(AP+, (X)) 
" 

  
2.03. Corollary 

For any p-form w on X, if Lw is closed it is exact. 

Proof 

L(A, p(X)) = d(Ap-1(X)) e d*(1 +1(X)) as in 2.02. 

= d(Ap_, (X)) e (ker(d) )1 

  
(2.03. could also be proved directly after Proposition 1.1., 

since (-II )Pd* defines a chain homotopy (-I )PL = 0. ) 

2.04. Corollary 

x; p(X) 
= HP (X) (c. f. 111-4-1. ) 

and in each cohomology class there is a unique harmonic form. 

Proof 

ker(c )= (d*( P+1(X)))J- 

= d(A 
_1(X)) 

® XpM " 



-1L. 3- 

Therefore 

HP(X) = 
ker( ) 

d "P-l(x)) 

  
2.05. Corollary 

If a fuzzy space X is contractible, the only harmonic 

forms on X are the constant functions.   
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3. Dirichlet's Princilpie 

3.00. Definition 

Define the D; richle t form on 11. 
p(X) 

by 

DX [ w, [L] = <aw, dN>X + <dXw, dx L> 

and the Dirichlet sum to be the associated quadratic form 

on Ap(X) 

DX[w] = DX[w, w] . 

Evidently D is a positive indefinite symmetric bilinear 

form. 

3.1 . Proposition 

If to is an eigen form of IX , with eigenvalue ?, 

DX[w] 
=A. w, w 

Proof 

D[ w] _ <dw, dw> + <d*w, d*w> 

<w, d*dw> + <w, dd*w> 

<w, d*dw + dd*w> 

_ <w, LW% 

X<w, w> . 
  

3.2. Definitions 

If (X, Y) is a fuzzy pair, define: 

3.20. The interior boundary IX(Y) of Y in X is the set 

Yn N(X\Y) . 

3.21. The exterior boundary EX(Y) of Y in X is the set 

N(Y) n (X\Y) 
. 
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3.22. The border BX(Y) of Y in X is the subset 

(YX(X\Y)) n ti of Xxx 
O 

3.23. The interior Y of Y with respect to X is the set 

Y\ix. (Y) 

3.3. Proposition (Dirichlet's Principle) 

For a fuzzy space X and an arbitraryt subset B of X 

satisfying Bn X' /0 for all components X' of X 

and any function gE 1'B , there is a uni qty function pp 

on X among the set FgX of those agreeing with g on B 

for which DX[pp] attains a minimum, which is also the unique 

function in TgX harmonic on X\B . The values of 9/X\B 

depend only on those of gI IX(B) . 

Proof 

Without loss of generality we assume X connected. 

Let X\B =Y. 

(i) For some E TX ,yEY, suppose L*(y) =c. Then 

7, MY) - '(x)) =c (Propn. 1.3. ) 
xty 

Define vi'- E YX by 

- 
n. Sxy , where n=n(N(y)\[y]) " 

Then Lir' (y) =2 ((VJ(y) --Q) - ýV(x) ) 
xtiy 
X/y 

=2 My) - *(x)) -c 
X-Cy 

=0, 

tIn the continuous case B must satisfy strong restrictions; 

if for example it has isolated points the result is false. It is 

generally required that B be a piece-wise smooth boundary to X 

h`o such conditions are necessary here. 
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and 

D[if]-D[*' ]_ <d*, d*i-<d*' , d*'i 

_ <L*, ýIr-ýr'>+<L*-Lýr' , ýi-<L1V-LlY' , lV-Vf'i 

, 
Li >-<L1jf 

, 
*-* '>+ L* t 

, 
*-4f '> 

_ <Lir, Vr-iJ'i+< LTV' , V1-4rý> 

ýn x? 

c2 
=n 

Thus if D attains a minimum at c=0, i. e. 

L4r(y) 0. 

But this holds for all yEY, hence 

Lir IY =0, 

and * is thus harmonic on Y 

(ii) Suppose cp E 79X is harmonic on Y and iy E T9X 

also. Then =p+I; say, where rIJ B-0, and 

D[Vc] = D[AP]+2D[cp, r1]+D[71] 

=D [cp ]+2 <d pp , drl>+D [l ] 

= D(cp ]+2<I. 9,, i>+D[Tl] 

=D [cp ]+D [71 ] 

Therefore 

D[ir] D[cp] (D positive) 

and 

D[ýt] D[ip] e* D[q] =0 

ýº (dry 
, dh> =0 

drj 0 (<, > positive de, finie ) 

« is constant (X connected) 

« tý =0 (iiIB = O) 

p*=P 
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Thus if 9E T- X is harmonic on Y, D attains a 

unique minimum on T 
gX at cp 

(iii) The conditions 

L(ply =_ 0 

cp lB=g 

determine a system of n= n(Y) inhomogeneous linear 

equations in n variables when for each equation 

Lg)(y) =0 

we put the values of TJY on the left hand side and those 

of g on the right. Thus we have a linear operator [L] 

on . SF' an equation 

[L] ýP(y1) =g=7, g(b) 
" bEN(y1)\Y 

9(yn) z g(b) 
bEN(yn)\Y 

and any solution of 2) determines a solution of 2) 

if we extend cp by g. Thus the problems are equivalent, 

and the nature of their solutions depends only on g. 

It follows that it depends only on gIE (Y) = g1I (B) as 

asserted, and that if g=0 we may suppose g-0 

without altering the solution of the problems. Now by the 

maximum principle (1-31. ) the unique solution if g-0 

is 9-0, so that [L] has a null kernel and is hence 

invertible. Therefore 2) has a unique solution, 

determined by [L]`-(g) 
.  
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3.31. Remarks 

3.31 . Part (ii) of the above replaces the argument in the 

original proof on ZxZxZ fore existence of a minimum, 

which was essentially a compactness argument ([6], p. 4O), 

and thus avoids the requirements that 5P be complete. 

3.111. Part (iii) is perhaps not the most elegant manner of 

proving the existence of a solution; - that would probably 

be by way of a relative version of 2.04., which moreover 

would be of use in proving higher-order analogues of this 

and other results. However its physicality, in the use it 

makes of the Laplacian's vanishing as meaning that the 

value at a point is equal to the local average, is highly 

attractive. The connection with the balancing of tensions 

in a soap film, or of electrical potential in a conductor, 

is far more apparent in this approach. 

3.312. The eigenvalue problem for L (c. f. Corollary 1.21. and 

Proposition 3.1. ) can also be related to a minimisation 

problem (c. f. [6] P-41. ) 

3.32. Corollary 

If D attains a minimum on 7g at 9, that minimum 

satisfies 

D[cp] _ ýO. LX(Pig 

Proof 

D[p] = <dc 
, dcp>X 

_ <ro , LXcP>X 
L (p -0 on X\B 

_ <g, L >B 
, since 

cp =g on B 
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Corollary 

Let cp be harmonic on 

B. Then for any point 

q (x) =2 
bEI 

where the coefficients 

X\B and take specified values on 

xE X\B , 

(B)CXýb(P(b) . 

Cx, b are independent of p. 

Proof 

If the values on B are specified by g, [c'(xi) ] is 

precisely [L]`-(g) 
. 

The statement follows.   

Not e 

Though the above result is essentially a part of the proof 

here of the main theorem, it is worth drawing attention 

to the fact that it does so by giving it special mention 

in this way, since it is proved in [ö], p. 243 (together 

with an inequality on the coefficients) as a separate 

theorem for the special case of a sphere in ZxZxZ , in 

such a way that its algebraic nature is not so readily 

apparent. 

For a given bEI (B) 
, the coefficients Cx, b as a 

function of x define of course precisely 'the harmonic 

function corresponding to the 'boundary conditions' 

g= 6b 
c 
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The Poisson equation 

4.0. Proposition 

For a fuzzy space X and boundary conditions as in 

Proposition 3.3, and any function E T(X \ B) , 
there exists a unique function cp E ! gX satisfying 

LXcpIX\B= 

Proof 

Again we have a system of n= n(X \ B) equations, 

giving this time an affine map L: n-, 

when we put the values of g on the right hand side. 

Then if 

T:,, n 
_., 

is translation by we have 

L= ý[L] 

where [L] is as in 3.3. (iii). Hence since 

and [L] are invertible, so is L, and L'-(g) 

gives the unique solution required.   

4.01. Corollary 

If x(B\X, we may define a Green's function 

gx on X by 

Lgg(Y) = 6xy ,YEB\X 

gx(Y) =0, YEB" 

4.02. Corollary 

If x, yEB\X have x ti y, we may define a 

dipole potential gx, y on X by 

Lgx, 
y(z) = 6xz - gyz ,zEB\X 

gxly(z) =0, zEB. 
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ý. The Divergence Theorem 

5.0. Proposition 

For any 1-form (i. e. skew-symmetric covariant 1-tensor. - 

field, or ' covector field') on a fuzzy space X, and 

for any subset Y of X, we have 

YdXf (-Z X)Ef(ey(X)) 
BX(Y) 

Proof 

We introduce the notation 

d'XY=dX dy 

By application of 1.01. (D2) we have 

d f(x) _ -E f(e~(y)) X'Y 
YEN(x)\Y x 

=0 if xE 

on convector fields. Then 

YdXf = <1'dXf>Y 

<1'dYf>Y + <1'dX, Yf>Y 

<ffi(1), f>Y + 
yEY(1"(xEN2y)\Yf(ey(x))) 

= 
BXýY)f(ey(x)) 

  
5.01. Corollary 

For any function cp E TX on a fuzzy space X, and 

any subset Y of X, we have 

YLX9 =2 ((p(y) - q(x)) " 
pE BX( ) 

Proof 

7, LXcp = YdX(d(p) 

= 
BX(Y)dcp(ey(X)) 

=B ýY) ((P(Y) - cp(x) ) 

X 
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Note 

The twin preoccupations of the literature on the 

discrete potential theory of integer-point lattices 

since - but honorably excepting -[6] being 

computation of tables of numbers like 3465 
6508 )[9] 

and the establishing of difference analogues to 19th_ century 

differential results, one might have expected to find 

in it the Divergence Theorem. However in the absence 

of the concept of covector field, or of anything cf 

non-zero order, this was not possible. 

6. Green's Formula 

6.0. Proposition 

For any pair, q, it of scalar functions on a fuzzy 

space X, and any subset Y of X, we have 

E (cp(Y)LX i(Y) - LXcp(Y) IV(Y) _ 7, (N(x) 4V(Y) - cP(Y) *(x) ) 
YEY (Y, X)E 

BX(Y) 

Proof 

Using dX'Y as in the proof of 5.0 , 

7, (cp(Y)Lx*(Y)-LXcp(Y)*(Y) 
Y 

<, P, LL*>y - <'gp, iy 

==<cp'dyd*>y + «P, dydýiy - <aydcp, *iy - <4, yd(P' Vi>y 

_ <dW, d*iy + <cp, dx, ydly>IX(y)-<dcp, d*>y- <dx, 
ydcp, *>IX(y) 

_ 71 [SP(Y) ( -B d*(e`-(x))) ] -E [( -2 dcp(e"'-(X)))(*(Y))] 
YEIX(y) xEN(Y)\y YEIX(y) XEN(Y)\Y Y Y 

_ 7, (dc(ey(X))v, (y) - (p(Y)d*(ey(X))) 
Bx(Y) 

B Y) 
(((P(X) - (P(Y))*(, Y) .- cp(Y) (VJ(x) - *(Y))) 

X 

- BXýY) 
((P(X)*(Y) - (P(Y)*(X)) " 
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7" Polyharmonic functions 

7.00. Definition 

A function cp on a fuzzy space X is p-harmonic 

on a subset Y of X, for pEN, if 

LX(plY=0 

7.1. Proposition 

For a fuzzy space X and an arbitrary subset B of 

X satisfying Bn X' p0 for all components X' of 

X, and any function gE TB , there is a unique 

function in w 2n-harmonic on X\B, for any n( ff 

Proof 

Let X\B=Y 

We have 
0 2 LX cPIY =0, WEB 0- cP 0 

by the maximum principle (1.31). 

Suppose 
2n 

Lg I Y= 0, cP I B= 0 '" ýP =0 

and 

ZXpIY =0, TIB -0, where p= 2n 

Then we have 

<LX (P, LX Oy = <LX (P, LX (p>X - <LX cp, LX cp>B 

_ ýXp (p, T>X - <LX w' LX w>B 
t cP, LX 9>B 

Therefore 

L(p, L2=0 

Therefore 

(ý 
,> and <, >B positive) 

LX cP =0 

Therefore 

(ý 
,> definite ) 

(P =0 (induction hypothesis) 
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The result follows by the same argument as in part (iii) 

of the proof of Dirichlet' s Principle.   

In precisely the way we proved Proposition 4.0 we 

may here prove the corresponding analogue, and thus 

similarly define higher-order Green's functions. 

I have included this result to further illustrate the 

economy of argument provided by the formalism of §1, 

as against the notation traditional with lattice 

functions. It would seem unlikely that it cannot be 

extended to all pE ff , rather than just the powers 

of 2. 

8. Random walks on fuzzy spaces. 

It is shcwn in [6], for the special case of a 

bounded subspace of ZxZ, that if a particle starts 

at a non-boundary point P and wanders at random 

from point to neighbouring point, the probability of 

its passing at some time through a non-boundary point 

Q without having passed through any boundary point 

is precisely the value at Q of the Green's function 

gP . It is fairly clear that this can be proved also 

for a general finite fuzzy space, as with Dirichlet's 

Principle and other non-numerical lattice results, 

such as Green's Formula. As with Dirichlet's Principle, 

however, the proof in [6] involves a compactness 

argument and hence requires that 9 be the real 

numbers. When the result shows that the probability 

is rational, this does not seem reasonable, and one 

would hope to be able to avoid it (cf. Remark 3.3.30). 
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Alternatively, if completeness is essential the 

natural context for this discussion is that of 

passage to the continuous case as a limit. (For 

this purpose the isotopic character of a general 

fuzzy space would seem to give considerable advantages 

as against an n-dimensional integer lattice, in which 

a particle can travel only in 2n directions. ) 

Either of these approaches requires considerable 

analysis, for which time is presently lacking. 

I hope to consider them at length in a later paper. 
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V. Relations with Continuous Mathematics 

1. Analogy and connection 

The analogies and failures of analogy between fuzzy 

geometry and topology - general, algebraic and differential - 

have been a subsidiary theme throughout this paper. Where 

so much analogy is possible, it is natural to ask what, 

if any, direct connections are possible. Since of recent 

years I have been diminishingly fearful of attack by a 

maddened horned sphere or of being trussed up by a wild 

knot, and increasingly in agreement that "any use of 

differential equations presupposes the existence of a three- 

dimensional mathematical ether which is every bit as 

pernicious as the physical ether of the last century" [71 

I have not usually ordered my work in terms of this 
a 

question. But just as in the time of Galileo and Kepler, 

with its theologically-oriented intellectual climate, 

astronomers automatically considered the relation of their 

work to the limiting cause, it is impossible now totally 

td ignore the limiting case. 

One obvious approach is to formalise the analogy: establish 

categorical propositions from which the corresponding 

theorems in both fuzzy and topology flow. (A high proportion 

of the category theory that has been established with topology 

as its ultimate motivation involves the assumption of the 

Homotopy Extension Property at 'a very deep level, and is 

consequently not directly applicable to 3uz; cf 1.8-3-) 

Another, aspects of which are discussed in §14 and §5, is 

to consider the case as a limit of fuzzy problems, or as 

in §3 to look at a single fuzzy approximation of a 

particular infinitistic mathematical construct. 
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In the latter approach the infinitistic object cannot 

be recovered from the fuzzy one, except as a limiting 

object of a sequence starting from the fuzzy case. 

However a more direct transfer from yuz to Top is 

possible (though elaborate questions arise in reversing 

the direction of this transfer) which would seem for 

instance to be related to the work of Luce. ([13], and 

cf. I. 7.01). It is discussed in the following section. 

2. Tolerable topolo7-v 

2.00. Motivation 

If we take the set .R of real numbers with a fuzzy of the 

natural kind (say, xry «> Jx-yj <1) , the set of fuzzy 

neighbourhoods of points of R form a sub-basis for the 

usual topology: every open set in R is a union of finite 

intersections of open intervals of length 2, and every such 

union is open. In a similar fashion from a natural tolerance 

(reverting to the alternative term (I. 1.00. ) due to Zeeman, 

for reasons of euphony that will become apparent) and so 

indeed for the usual topology on Rn and on any closed 

manifold. Moreover if with the Euclidean norm we give 

Rn the tolerance 

Y- lix-yll <1 

not merely do we get the usual topology from it but the hop 

distance (1.6.00. ) between two points is precisely their 

Euclidean distance rounded up to the next integer. The 

relation and resemblance between be two is thus very strong: 

for example, Pythagoras's Theorem is true, up to the fuzzy 

considered as a limit to fineness of measurement, for the 

fuzzy space as for the Euclidean one. (This is perhaps 
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why Euclidean geometry has been so successful in describing 

physical space. "The measurement of distances is relatively 

simple; the measurement of pro ximi tie s has never been 

possible. " [2.71. ) 

By analogy with metri sability, therefore, we make the 

following definttion: 

2.01. Definition 

A topological space (X, 8) is tolerable if there exists a 

tolerance or fuzzy r on X such that the set IN(x)lx E X] 

of fuzzy neighbourhoods serves as a sub-basis for the set 

8 of open sets of X. If a space is not tolerable, it is 

intolerable. 

Tolerability is not implied by metrisability, nor need a 

subspace of a tolerable space be tolerable, as witness the 

following counter-example : 

2.1. Proposition 

The topological space J consisting of the points 

[non E g}VjOj with the topology induced by inclusion 

in the space of real numbers (a homeomorph of the one- 

point compactification of the integers) is intolerable. 

Proof 

If J is tolerable, consider it as a tolerance space with 

an appropriate tolerance. 

The symbol N( ) throughout this proof will refer to taking 

the fuzzy neighbourhood, not a topological neighbourhood. 

Let X= N(O) 

Y=J\X 

z= X\101 

Since X is a set of the sub-basis it is open and is hence 

a topological neighbourhood of 0. Y is therefore finite. 

Evidently N(Y) L J\[0} . 
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(i) If N(Y) J\10?. , 

consider xE (J'O})\N(Y) 

Since no fuzzy neighbourhood of a point in Y includes 

x, all fuzzy neighbourhoods that do include x are of 

points in X, and hence by symmetry also include 0. 

Thus jx] cannot be expressed as a finite intersection 

of fuzzy neighbourhoods, hence (being a singleton) it 

cannot be expressed as a union of such. It is therefore 

not open, contrary to hypothesis. 

(ii) If N(Y) = J\j0} 

N(Y)rX =Z. 

Since Z is infinite, and the set 2 of subsets of Y 

is finite, at least one of the sets 
V= n(N(y)ly E VI ,VE2 

must be infinite. 

Choose 

sZ < min(UIVIV E 2Y, V finite]) 

in Z. Theny finite intersection of fuzzy neighbour- 

hoods of points of X contains a topological neiEhbourhood 

of 0, since they are all open sets containing 0, and 

any finite intersection of fuzzy neighbourhoods of points 

of J\X =Y that contains z contains also an infinite 

set of points with 0 as an accumulation point. It follows 

that any finite intersection of fuzzy neighbourhoods of 

points of J that contains z contains also an infinite 

set of other points. Hence [z] cannot be expressed as a 

finite intersection of fuzzy neighbourhoods, hence it cannot 

be expressed as a union of such. It is therefore not open, 

contrary to hypothesis.   
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Topologists consider a large number af properties which from 

time to time they will indicate by 'nice'. Among these 

are für instance connected, locally simply-connected, finite- 

dimensional, contractible, completely regular, uniform, 

normal, totally ordered, compact, Hausdorff and metrisab]a 

(with a variety of implications between them), but in the 

face of all of the se together I make the following 

2.2. Conjecture 

The unit interval is intolerable. 

I do not have a proof of this, but in the course of seeking 

one I have established fiat if the unit" interval can be 

tolerated the tolerance involved must be very peculiar, 

in contrast to the reasonableness in the case of Rn , 
discussed above. 

The obstacle, as with J1/ JUJO1 
, is the asymmetry at 

the end-points. This might suggest the intolerability 

in general of manifolds-with-boundary, but this is false: 

the unit n-ball or half-Rn ,n>I may be tolerated with 

as natural a tolerance as Rn itself. The characterisation 

of tolerance spaces thus presents problO. ms of a quite diff- 

erent flavour to those of the other characterisation 

questions of general topology. 

Even when a space is tolerable, the toleration need not be 

in any reasonable sense unique. For example, S1 may be 

tolerated by taking 

eierei* ýe-firI<e 
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, for for a variety of values of s, and if E =Z 

instance, the fuzzy space involved has the homology 

to be expected of an S' . But S1 may equally well - 

by means of a somewhat larger value for s- be exhibited 

in terms of a fuzzy space vthich is homologically not an 

S1 . For example, vdth e-- we get 2-homology but no 

1-homology. 

A related approach is suggested by the observation that 

taking the distinction fuzzy (cf. 1.6.02. (f)) on the set 

of subsets of a fuzzy space X makes Xa proximity space, 

but this I have Plot investigated. 

3. Approximating Riemarnniän Manifolds 

For any Riemannian manifold M we may take a locally finite 

Lebesgue covering C such that each set of C is the 

image of a convex open set by the exponential map at each 

of its points, select a point c from each cEC and 

choose a finite subset Mc of the tangent space TaM at c 

such that £icnea(CnCIn... nci) spans TZM for each non- 

empty intersection of c with other sets of the cover. 

(This is possible since each et (CnC'n... nci) is open 

in TaM and hence spans. ) Then if 

X= Ue-(8 
cEC cc 

we may make Xa fuzzy space by specifying 

xtiy x, y1 cEC 

and define a local matroid structure (111.5.02. ) on X 

as follows: 
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If B= Exi,... xnj is a blob of X, each pair xi, x 

of points in B are contained in at least one element 

of C. Hence they are contained in the image of the 

exponential map at each of them aril we have a well defined 

choice of a geodesic path between them. If gB is the set 

of points of all such paths between pairs in B, choose 

xi in B and define 

p(B) = vector space rank of (eX (gB)) 
i 

This is well defined, for suppose we had chosen xi, EB, 

i' Ai. Bath exi and exi 
t 

carry straight segments to 

geodesics, and xi, xi, are each contained in the image of 

the exponential map at the other. Hence e`- oe defines 
xi' xi 

a homeomorphism between convex open subsets of Tx M and 
i 

Txi 
tM 

which preserves straight segments, and thus extends 

to a projective map which is an isomorphism and therefore 

preserves dimension. 

It may then be verified that the fuzzy space X with this 

local matroid structure is a fuzzy manifold, with the same 

cohomology as M, so that examples of fuzzy manifolds are 

easily multiplied by anyone vho believes in differential 

geometry and requires motivation for the definition in 

III§5. Moreover the Lebesgue number of the covering may 

be made as small as desired, so that we have as fine an 

approximate version of the Riemannian manifold as we wish. 

This gives the most oneral setting for the question of the 

convergence of difference equations and their solutions to the 

differential case, of which more in the next section. 
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4. Difference schemes 

In contrast to the general concept of fuzzy sp ace, which has 

received only the freehand attention of Poincare and Zeeman, 

and -he qualitative theory of partial difference equations 

as objects in their own right, on which discussion is 

scanty, the questions concerning the convergence of the 

solution of a difference equation on a lattice of points 

with mesh h -º 0 to the solution of a differential equation 

is the object of a substantial literature. (For instance, 

for a considerable body of theory and a discussion of the 

literature, see [13]. ) 

The orientation throughout, however, is alien to the spirit 

of the present work; while I find fuzzy spaces more 

convincing for descriptive purposes than the notion of space 

which leads to the Banach-Tarski paradox, I am interested 

in the possibility of using infinitistic techniques to prove 

theorems about fuzzy spaces, to the manner that the Hardy- 

Littlewood number theory used analysis to establish proper- 

ties of the things we count beans with. But in the litera- 

ture the question is never "how well does that differential 

equation provide us with a manipulative technique for 

handling this difference equation? " but "how well does that 

difference equation provide us with a computational technique 

for handling approximately this differential equation? ", 

with subsidiary clue sti ons such as "how much ectra error do 

we get from so much error in the initial/boundary conditions? " 

and "how many steps will we need on the machine? ". 
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The restriction to lattice functions inthe literature, together 

with the direction in which the giestion of connection is 

supposed important, makes application to the type of question 

of interest here problematic. However, for those who believe 

in differential equations but are sufficiently on the pare- 

mathematical side of the great division to prefer the objects 

of discussion to be coordinate-free, the previous section 

indicates a possible route by which at least the questions of 

convergence. and its uniformity can be approached in a more 

general manner. Moreover in the limit of Chapters III and IV 

these questions may now be considered for objects of higher 

order than the lattice functions investigated heretofore. 

5. Constructive analysis 

In §3 and §t. a differential object was taken as given, together 

with all the usual structures on it, and the question discussed 

of the relationship of these structures, and problems 

within them, to limits of corresponding problems and structures 

on fuzzy spaces embedded in the given object. 

However, not every mathematician will take an uncountable 

object as given so readily, and various methods of working with 

far more restrictive concepts of 'proof', 'number' 
, etc. have 

been evolved. In [ 26 ], first the real line is considered as a 

sequence of finite strings of points and then (p. 53) a "basic 

structure" is defined to be a sequence of fuzzy spaces {An} 

such that A is a subset of Al+1 , and if 'a rb in n, 
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in A1+1 N(a)nN(b) ýÖ 
. 

(The hop distance is introduced 

at each level, and the product of basic structures 

corresponds to the product in 7uz(I. 1 . 4. ) taken at each 

level. ) Thus the differential/analytic object itself is 

conceived as a kind of 'limit' of fuzzy spaces, just as a 

real number can be indentified with a Cauchy sequence 

converging to it, the operations on it should emerge 

naturally as a . similar ; 'limit' of fuzzy space operations. 

It seems very possible that material of the type in this 

paper combined with the approach of [26 ] may yield an 

effective approach both to constructive topology and to the 

handling of fuzzy space questions by way of limits. Moreover 

the full-bloodedly 'infinite as potential rather than actual' 

or as 'limit of finite' nature of this attack might make it 

a better tool for the investigation of convergence questions 

than the current assumption that the infinite object is 

fundamental. 

I hope, with John Staples, to explore these possibilities. 
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VI. Problems and Possibilities 

Apart from the conjectures and growth-points already 

presented by the latter half of this paper, some of 

them minor queries and some of them major research 

areas, there are a number of points of interest that 

deserve study, and some of them are discussed here. 

Since their nature is so various, I do not expect to 

be able to make all of them the subject of my cwn 

research in the immediate future. 

1. Fuzzy knot theory 

With definitions of the obvious type, three points are 

immediately clear: 

(i) There are no wild fuzzy knots. 

(ii) All fuzziomorphisms being isometries (cf. 6.01) 

the topological definition of a knot cannot be 

usefully transferred to 3uz, and equivalence of knots 

must be defined here in terms cf isotopies. 

(iii) Since the topological results on tame knots can 

successfully be checked with string, their infinitistic 

presentation is spurious, and they can reasonably be 

expected to hold for fuzzy knots. 

Question I 

Develop a theory of fuzzy knots. 

Question-. 2 

Having learnt how to set up knot theory in terms of 

isotopies, see whether the techniques involved are 

useful in the topological case. 
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2. Compact Spaces 

In 11.11.8 a definition of compact fuzzy spaces is 

made, and 11.11.9 and 11.12.2 are conjectures 

concerning them. It is clear that if a tolerable 

topological space (V §2) is compact so also is a 

fuzzy space by which it is tolerated (though the 

converse is false) so that this definition will 

be of significance also in the theory of tolerability. 

Question 3 

Develop the theory of compact fuzzy spaces, prove or 

disprove 11.11.9 and 11.12.2, find out to what extent 

the other finite results of this paper can be extended 

to the compact case, and investigate the relationship 

with tolerable compact topological spaces. 

3. Algebraic K-theory 

This paper will have served a useful purpose if it 

communicates the idea that a set with a symmetric 

reflexive relation -a fuzzy space - is a geometric 

object in a very strong sense. (The rigidity involved 

in the necessity that an isomorphism be an isometry 

illustrates this admirably. ) It is thus appropriate 

whenever a symmetric reflexive relation arises to 

consider it from this point of view, as well as the 

ways one was previously looking at the area in which 

it has cropped up. This is well exemplified by 

recent work in algebraic K-theory. (For convenience 

of exposition I shall suppose all rings to have a 

unit, though the work to which I refer operates more 

generally by adjoining a unit and later discarding it. ) 
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Karoubi and Villamayor [17 ] define a Banach ring A 

to be contractible if there is a commutative diagram 

0A 

AC Aix' x 

Ic 

ýý1 

where Aix] is the ring of absolutely convergent 

series in A. This is extended by Gersten [1-L] 

to the definition that two ring homomorphisms 

f, g: R -* S are simply homotopic if there is a 

commutative diagram 

R Six} x, 

This relation however is reflexive and symmetric but 

intransitive, and homotopy in general is therefore 

taken as the equivalence relation generated by it. 

But this is precisely to look at a fuzzy space only 

in terms of its 0-connectivity; surely losing a 

great deal of information, just as one would by 

ignoring the higher connectivities of a topological 

space. It can be of importance, for example, to know 

whether a particular space of functions is contractible. 

It is natural, therefore, to pose 

Question 4 

Apply fuzzy geometry to algebraic K-theory. 
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1+. Dynamics 

The theory of Chapter IV suggests a programme of 

developing a more general theory of elliptic 

difference operators, and it is my intention to 

follow this up. However, although elliptic 

differential operators are important in physics they 

are essentially concerned with space rather than 

space-time; electro- and magnetostatics, and steady 

situations generally, rather than wave phenomena. 

If, as at present seems possible, this material is 

to be of major relevance to physics, it will be 

necessary also to consider the hyperbolic case. 

This has been done with lattice functions, but the 

generalisation to the coordinate-free setting of 

fuzzy geometry presents considerable difficulty, 

which I hope to overcome though at present I am still 

groping for the appropriate insights. 

Among the reasons for devoting effort to this end are 

that by eliminating infinitism from physics one will 

necessarily eliminate the infinities with which the 

subject is currently plagued, that it is philosophically 

more wholesome to describe quantized, approximate 

events as occurring in a quantized, approximate 

setting, and the possibility of a further gain as 

follows: 

The present theory of quantum mechanics is only very 

uneasily related to the theory of relativity. A great 

deal of work is done by assuming a Newtonian 

space-time and then applying a 'relativistic 

correction' to the result. Such an approach does 
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not lead to very coherent theory. It is possible, 

and illuminating, to treat magnetic forces as a 

relativistic correction to electrostatic ones [11-], 

but this is no substitute for a unified theory of 

electromagnetism. Now it seems highly probable that 

a properly formulated fuzzy theory of the wave 

operator, and, by extension, of for example Maxwell's 

Laws and the Schrödinger equation must be essentially 

relativistic if it is possible at all. This is partly 

because in the absence of a local vector space structure 

the formulation of the theory can only be coordinate- 

free (though in numerical computation it may be 

convenient to assume some regularity of structure), and 

if space-time is described in a coordinate-free way 

with a finite light-speed it is not easy to be 

non-relativistic, but there is also a further 

consideration. Though it is suggestive only, it 

arises so naturally that it can hardly be a mere 

curiosity. 

Allowing now space and time to be fully distinct again, 

as in Newtonian mechanics, but with fuzzy and thus 

difference structures rather than differential, one 

looks for a Newtonian description of motion. The 

motion of a 'point mass' or 'particle' will be 

described by a map from time T into space S, which 

must clearly in this setting be fuzmic if we are not 

to permit the particle to teleport. Hence by 1.6.01 

the map must be metric-decreasing; thus we have on 
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Newtonian assumptions a limiting velocity. Moreover, 

if we consider the motion of a body B of larger size, 

a description of the motion must involve a map from T 

to the function space SB of positions of B. But 

in this case a further phenomenon appears, which can 

most conveniently be described in the case of one 

dimension each for space and time, with each a 

fuzziomorph of the integers with the fuzzy 

"x -u y. 1 x-y I<1", and a body five hops long. 

(However, nothing in the following reasoning restricts 

us to this simplified case. ) Now if the position of 

B at time t is represented by 
B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 

ft1111... .. 00a ... Otat 
its position at time (t+1) cannot beArepresented by 

B1 B2 B B4 B B6 

since (f, g) i ti`s (cf. I. 3.01) because for example 

(f(B5) 
, g(B6)) ti . The position g is connected 

to f, but only by a path via 

" "'' `. .......... 

................. 

.. 

and 

.......... 
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which is six hops along. Thus B is moving at only 

a fraction of the limiting velocity, and while in 

motion the space it occupies is one hop shorter. 

Faster motion will involve positions of the form 

with more than one wrinkle passing through at once 

(and more shortening) and only by way of positions of 

the form 

can it travel at the limiting velocity. (Notice also 

that inertia is involved; though it is possible to move 

B one hop of space in less than six hops of time, 

this cannot be done from a 'standing start' like f 

as a result of the time needed to accelerate. ) In sum, 

we have 

(a) There exists a limiting velocity. 

(b) Motion is essentially a wave phenomenon: 

rigid body motion is impossible. 

(c) Wave phenomena themselves, such as the 

compression waves above of which the motion of B was 

composed, travel - unlike B itself - at the limiting 

velocity. Thus since light is a wave phenomen it may 

be expected to travel at the limiting velocity; put 

the other way round, the limit is precisely the speed 

of light. 

(d) Faster motion in any direction involves 

contraction in that direction until zero length is 

reached at the speed of light. 
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These observations do not amount to an adequate physical 

theory, for a variety of reasons, but they do show that 

the attempt to frame even Newtonian physics in fuzzy- 

geometric terms leads to relativistic conclusions. 

Against such a background it would seem implausible 

that a properly framed theory of the wave operator and 

its application in physics in these terms should be 

other than a synthesis of quantum mechanics and 

relativity if it works at all. Hence I have 

considerable interest in 

Question 5 

Set up the theory of hyperbolic operators on fuzzy 

spaces and apply it to the development of a finitistic 

quantum mechanics. 

5. Biology 

As mentioned in the Introduction, both Poincare and 

Zeeman introduced fuzzy spaces in the context of 

perception and dimension. Zeeman developed this 

approach to a very general theory of the workings of 

the brain. The result met with very heavy opposition 

from biologists, on often innumerate grounds; for 

example it is mathematically innocuous (whether or not 

it is significant) to point out the rates of firing 

of 1010 neurones constitute a 1010-dimensional phase 

space, but this was sometimes understood as an assertion 

that the brain has ten billion physical dimensions! 

The theory does however contain difficulties that it 

is not obvious how to rectify. The first paper in 

which it is presented [7. t] ends with a number of 
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questions concerning this biological application of 

fuzzy spaces, such as the devising of experiments to 

create 7-dimensional vision, and finally a sixth 

question: "Develop the appropriate structures on 

tolerance spaces to express the laws of physics. " 

Since this paper contains a possible contribution 

to an answer to this question, it would perhaps be 

pleasantly symmetrical to end with 

Question 6 

(i) Develop the theory of Zeeman to a more fully 

satisfactory description of the brain. 

(ii) Convince the biologists. 

t Surely all a topologist needs is 5? Then he 
can see whether the Poincare conjecture is true! 
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